MINUTES OF THE FACULTY SENATE
May 5, 1981
I.

Senate Chamber

Call to Order
President Stephen Melsheimer called the meeting to order at 3 :33 p .m.

II.

Approval of Minutes
The Minutes for Meetings on March 10 , 1981, and April 1, 1981, were
approved. After correction of two errors, the deletion of one passage,
and the shifting of two sentences to reflect the sequence of events in
the discussion of Faculty Senate Resolution FS 81- 4-1, the Minutes of
the Meeting of April 7 were approved .

III .

Committee Reports
A.

Senator Kimbel l said that the Admissions and Scholarship Committee
met on April 28 , 1981, to consider a suggestion that class schedules
be arranged so that classes would meet on a sequence of Monday
Wednesday- Friday and Tuesday- Thursday . The Committee also dis
cussed the possibility that M- W- F classes could meet on the hour
and the T-Th classes on the half- hour . The Committee, he reported,
had no recommendation to make at this time. He added that the
Committee will attempt to establish an agenda for the coming aca
demic year at its next meeting.

B.

Senator Rollin said that the Policy Committee had completed an over
view of a draft of a Constitution for the faculty . He said that the
Commi ttee would r eturn for another look and would pass the draft
along to President Melsheimer for his study. He said that the
Committee hoped to have the document ready for the July Meeting
of the Senate.

C.

Senator Ham reported that the Research Committee had not met but ex
pected to do so in order to decide upon an agenda.

D.

Senator Quisenberry said that he had traveled to Columbia with John
Gentry to attend a Legislative Committee hearing on the Simpson
Amendment , a plan whereby beneficiaries could choose a pension
under the South Carolina Retirement System if enabling legislation
can be passed . He reported that the Amendment was now before the
Assembly for consideration. He added that the Welfare Committee
would hold a meeting next week.

E.

Ad Hoc Committees:
Senator Huffman gave a brief history of the Workload Analysis
Document . It originated with a subcommittee of the Council of
Deans, he said, which was charged with preparing a report on
workloads for Provost Maxwell. The Senate Ad Hoc Committee will
review this document, and propose improvements to better measure
faculty achievements. (See Attachment!·)

-2Substituting for Senator Hood, Senator Huffman presented a report
for the Ad Hoc Committee charged to carry out the stipulations of
FS 81-4-1, the intent of which was to insure that no compromise
of University policy would r,esult from the endowment of a chair
by the Abney Foundation . Members of the Committee had held two
meetings with Provost Maxwell and has drafted a policy to govern
the selection and evaluation of holders of endowed chairs. Provost
Maxwell appears to agree with the policy . The Committee has not
yet met with President Atchley . Senator Rollin asked whether the
Committee charged to elect a holder of the Abney Chair of Free
Enterprise had been enlarged. Senator Huffman and President Mel
sheimer answered that the policy as drafted by the Ad Hoc Committee
has a specific provision for enlarging the selection committee. In
answer to Senator Rollin ' s question as to whether the position would
be advertised before a policy was accepted, President Melsheimer
said that it was his understanding that no advertisements would be
released until a policy had been decided upon.
F.

Senator Kimbell, reporting as a member of the Ad Hoc Committee to
Review Academic Regulations , encouraged his fellow senators to ex
amine the report of the Committee carefully. The time for discussion
and change is now , he said, before the report is accepted and made
University policy. (See Attachment!·)
Senator Rollin wanted to know when the report could be viewed
by the faculty of the various colleges . President Melsheimer agreed
to have senators involved in a review of the report before the next
meeting . He said that he would either charge a standing committee
or an ad hoc committee with the task of reviewing the document .
Senator Kimbell, making a report on the work done by a University
Committee charged with examining the operation of Clemson's Summer
School , announced that the findings and recommendations of that
Committee were forthcoming.
Senator Palmer , reporting for the Undergraduate Council, said that
student evaluation of faculty performance would still be collected
for the information of the faculty and not for publication .

IV .

President's Report
President Melsheimer called attention to some items of information which
he wished to add to his written report to the Senate. The amplified
version appears as Attachment C.

V.

Old Business
None

VI .

New Business
To fill its allotted places on University Commissions and Committees, the
Senate elected t he following senators :
Commi ss i on
Commission
Commission
Commiss i on

on
on
on
on

Undergraduate Studies : M. C. Palmer
Graduate Studies and Research : M. W. Dixon
Faculty Affairs : E. C. Hipp and Bobby Robinson
Public Programs : G. Wesley Burnett

- 3Honors Program Committee : Virgil Quisenberry
Scholarship and Awards Committee: Doyce Graham
Admissions and Continuing Enrollment Committee: Christopher Sieverdes
Summer School Committee : Frederick Morgan
Cooperative Education Committee: Carl Lindenmeyer
Patent Committee : Clarence Hood
University union Board: Hugh Webb
Traffic and Parking Committee: Harold Harris
Student Relations Committee: John Huffman
Depositories Committee: Myra Armistead
To consider the matter of a letter of commendation to the Abney Foun
dation , the Senate went into executive session. Senator Palmer moved
that the executive session be ended , a motion seconded by Senator Ham.
Senator Huffman then moved that the following letter be approved . It
was approved by voice vote .
May 5, 1981
Mr. J. R. Fulp, Jr .
Chairman Abney Foundation
Mr. D. Wellsman Johnson
Vice Chairman Abney Foundation
P. 0 . Box 1138
Greenwood , S. C. 29646
Dear Mr. Fulp and Mr. Johnson :
On behalf of the Faculty of Clemson University , the Faculty Senate
of Clemson University wishes to express its sincere thanks to the Abney
Foundation for the one million dollar gift to Clemson University to
establish The Abney Chair of Free Enterprise . This gift serves as an
outstantling example of private support for public institutions of higher
learning.
Your generous gift enhances the prestige of Clemson University by
providing an endowed chair for a distinguished scholar in the field of
economics. The Faculty pledges its continued efforts in pursuit of
the highest academic standards , and a gift such as yours will help to
promote that goal. We trust that as the Faculty endeavors to maintain
excellence throughout the University, we may continue to merit the support
of the Abney Foundation .
Sincerely yours ,

SSM/nhw

Dr. Stephen S. Melsheimer, President
For the Faculty Senate

The final item, Resolution FS 81- 5- 1 , introduced by Senator Kline passed
unanimously.

-4Resolution FS- 81-5-1
Whereas , Elizabeth Brown had been employed as a visiting associate
professor in the College of Nursing at Clemson University
beginning in August 1980, and
Whereas, Mrs . Brown met an untimely death on April 23, 1981, while
carrying out the duties of her position,
Be it hereby resolved , that the Faculty Senate, on behalf of the
faculty of the University , extend sympathy to her immediate
family via letter from the Faculty Senate President .

VII .

Adjournment
The meeting adjourned at 4 : 54 p.m.
Respectfully submitted,

J/vvt

d. -17-U }.

John L. Idol , Jr., Secretary
The Faculty Senate
JLIJr/lm
Senators Absent:
D. Miller
F. Morgan
S. Wainscott
J. Williams

•

ATTACHMENT A

4/14/81

INSTRUCTIONAL WORKLOAD ANALYSIS

The purpose of the Instructional Workload Analysis is to provide more
complete and comprehensive information than is presently available concern
ing the instructional duties and responsibilities of the faculty . Such an
analysis should permit individual faculty members to receive credit for
many duties and responsibilities that are crucial to our instructional
programs but which are not currently reflected in the data that are
currently compiled on faculty workloads. The information received from
this analysis should also provide a better basis for the · allocation of
positions and funds to our instructional programs . Since it is recognized
that departments and colleges vary greatly in their orientations , scopes,
and missions, no minimum standard workload is posed in this analysis.
The Instructional Workload Analysis seeks to evaluate all duties
and responsibilities associated with instructional programs in terms
of a common work unit, the semester hour equivalent. This unit is
equal to one semester credit hour taught according to the following
circumstances:
all students in the class are undergraduates,
class size is between 25 and 30 students,
the class meets three times per week for fifty minute lectures,
with no laboratory work (defined as one course),
the instructor performs all teaching duties and has no teaching
assistants! paper graders, tutors or other help ,
the instructor has taught the course previously at least once
in the last three years.
A.

INSTRUCTION . The total instructional workload is the sum of the
lecture credit hours (excluding laboratories) and the semester hour
equivalents for the activities specified below .
A.l.

Classroom instructionA.1.1 . Undergraduate instruction- Multiply course credit hours
for the lecture portion only by a factor of 1.0 . Include
all 600 level courses in this item even though all enrollments
may be graduate students.
A. 1.2. Graduate instruction- Multiply course (lecture) credit
hours by a factor of 1.33 . Thesis or dissertation direction
is excluded, considered .elsewhere. Class size is 10 to 15
students . Course level is 700 or above; 600 level is credited
the same as the undergraduate counterpart.

A. 2.

Laboratory instruction- Credit
(lecture- laboratory as well as
is based on contact hours . If
to the instructor, appropriate
in steps A. 9.

for all laboratory instruction
separately designated laboratories)
laboratory assistants are assigned
reductions of credit are calculated

A.2.1. Undergraduate laboratory instruction- Multiply laboratory
time (contact hours ) by 0 . 67 .
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A. 2. 2 . Graduate laboratory instruction- Multiply contact hours
by a factor of 0 . 89.
A.2.3. Instructor supervises laboratory and is responsible for
assigning grades, but has an assistant to conduct or assist in
the laboratory . Credit calculated in A. 2 . 1. and A.2.2 . is
apportioned between the instructor and the assistant(s). Refer
to Team Teaching, A.6 , and Graduate Assistants- Non Teaching,
A.9.
A.2 . 4. A laboratory taught by a graduate teaching assistant
(or comparable assistant), who is responsible for assigning
grades for the laboratory work and is listed on the class roll
as the instructor, does not generate instructional workload
credit for any other faculty member .
A. 3 .

Clinical laboratories or practica- Multiply average weekly
contact hours by a factor within the range of 0.67 to 1 . 0
as assigned by the college dean upon the recommendation
of the department head . Such laboratories include clinical
practice (nursing) and practica (practice teaching). Average
weekly contact hours shall be determined as the total contact
hours for the semester divided by 15 .

A. 4 .

First time course is taught by instructor- Multiply undergraduate
course (lecture) credit hours by 0.33. The standard unit is
based on the assumption that the instructor has taught the
course previously at least once in the last three years . This
additional credit is given for courses taught by the instructor
for the first time .

A. 5.

Multiple preparations- Multiply undergraduate course (lecture)
credit hours by 0.33 . The standard unit is based on the
assumption that lecture preparations for only one course is
necessary . Credit is given for any additional preparations .

A. 6.

Team teaching- The total credit for each course that is team
taught shall be allocated among the instructors as determined
by the head of the department in which the course is offered.
In no case shall the total credit allocated exceed the credit
generated if only one instructor were involved.

A.7.

Instruction of large sections- Additional credit is given for
undergraduate classes which exceed an enrollment.of 30 and
for graduate classes (700+) which exceed an enrollment of 15.
A.7.1. Undergraduate ·classes~. Increase course (lecture)
credit hours by a factor of 0 . 01 for each student enrollment
in excess of 30; use average enrollments for multiple sections
of the same course.

- 3A. 7 . 2 . Graduate classes- Increase course (lecture) credit
hours by a factor of 0 . 01 for each student enrollment in
excess of 15; use average enrollments for multiple sections
of the same course .

B.

A.8 .

Graduate teaching assistants- Instructional workload for
graduate teaching assistants shall be determined in the same
manner as faculty .

A. 9 .

Graduate assistants, non-teaching- Graduate assistants may
be assigned to faculty members to provide instructional
assistance . Instructional workload credit for the graduate
assistants shall be calculated by dividing the assigned
number of hours of service per week by 3 . 33 . The instructional
credit allocated to the supervising faculty member for the
course or laboratory in which he or she is receiving assistance
shall be reduced by one- half of the credit calculated for the
graduate assistant for that course or laboratory .

RESEARCH SUPERVISION . Both undergraduate and graduate students
may conduct research or special studies under the supervision of
faculty . Each student receives individual supervision; there are
no regularly scheduled group lectures; and in many cases, students
enroll for a variable amount of credit. Instructional workload
credit is based on total student credit hours assigned to each
faculty member . For thesis and dissertation research, credit is
assigned to the chairman .
B. l .

Special problems , directed research , and other individualized
instruction- Divide total student credit (undergraduate and
graduate) hours by 6 .

B. 2 .

Masters ' researchB. 2 . 1 . For the chairman , divide the total student credit hours
of 891 or other thesis research cour se by 3 . The maximum
cumulative total is two semester hour equivalents for each
student thesis .
B. 2.2 . For the committee member, divide the total student
c redit hours of 891 or other thesis research course by 12 .
The maximum cumulative total is one- half semester hour
equivalents for each student thesis.

B.3 .

Doctoral researchB. 3.1. For the chairman , divide the total student credit
hours of 991 by 2 . The maximum cumula tive total is nine
semester hour equivalents for each student dissertation.
B. 3 . 2 . For the committee member, divide the total student
c redit hours of 991 by 9. The maximum cumulative total is
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two semester hour equivalents for each stv.dent dissertation .

c.

D.

STUDENT ADVISING. Each student is assigned to one and only one
faculty member for the purpose of academic advising .
C. l .

Undergraduate student advising- Divide the number of students
by SO. Maximum credit is three semester hour equivalents . An
average of one contact hour per student per semester is assumed .

C. 2 .

Graduate student advising- Divide the number of students by
25 . Maximum credit is three semester hour equivalents . An
average of two contact hours per student per semester, exclusive
of research supervision is assumed .

C.3 .

Student organizations- Credit for advising student organizations
which are officially recognized by the University may be assigned
by the Provost in consultation with the deoartment head and the
college dean and, in cas.e s of non-academic organizations, the
Vice President of Student Affairs .

OFFICIAL COMMITTEE ASSIGNMENTS.
D.l.

Departmental committees- Credit is assigned by the department
head and approved by the college dean . Maximum credit assign
able per department is 0 .5 semester hour equivalents per full
time faculty members.

D.2. ·College conunittees- Credit is assigned by the college dean
and approve~ by the Provost . Maximum credit assignable per
college is one semester hour equivalent per department per
semester .

E.

D.3.

University commissions, councils, and committees- Credit shall
be assigned by the Provost. Conunittee members who are required
to meet regularly and frequently may be credited with up to
one semester hour equivalent (e.g . chairman of major conunittee
which meets at least monthly), per committee . Committee members
who meet infrequently (once annually) normally would not qualify
for such credit . Maximum credit is three semester hour
equivalents for any fa9ulty member per semester.

D.4.

Faculty Senate- Credit shall be assigned by the Provost in
consultation with the President of the Faculty Senate.
Senators may receive up to a total of three semester hour
equivalents per semester for all Senate and committee assign
ments. The President of the Faculty· Senate may receive up to
six semester hour equivalents pe; semester for all activities
associated with this office, including all corrmittee assignments.

ADMINISTRATIVE DUTIES . Certain administrative duties related to
instruction may be approved by the college dean upon the recommendation
of the department head.
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E. l.

E. 2.

F.

G.

Multisection courses- Credit may be assigned for coordination
of multisection courses using the following as a guideline:
No. of sections

Semester hour equivalents

6 to 12

1

12 to 24

2

over 24

3

Development or revision of courses and curricula- Credit may
be recommended by the department head and assigned by the
college dean for the development or revision of courses,
laboratories, or other curricular related activities, up to
a maximum of three semester hour equivalents for any faculty
member, per semester.

CONTINUING EDUCATION/PUBLIC SERVICE. Credit may be given for non
credit teaching duties or other public services as part of a regular
assignment for which no extra pay, bonus, or other additional compensa
tion for these duties is received
F.l .

Divide total hours performed per semester by 50. Maximum
credit for any faculty member is three semester hour
equivalents per semester .

F.2 .

Instruction for which extra compensation is received shall
not be credited in the workload analysis .

NON- INSTRUCTIONAL ACTIVITIES .
G.l.

Sponsored research- Release time is granted for sponsored
projects and compensation is charged to non- instructional
budgets . Assignment of effort to sponsored programs shall
be made by the department head and approved by the college
dean. Therefore, no instructional workload is credited.

G.2 .

Unsponsored research- In some cases, instructional funds
may be budgeted by the Provost for unsponsored research
and/or cost sharing for sponsored programs. Approval and
procedure is the same as for sponsored projects and no
instructional workload is credited .

G.3 .

Professional activities- Attending professional meetings,
presenting papers, refereeing of papers, organizing meetings,
etc . are considered beneficial to the faculty member and to
the University. Such activities are encouraged by providing
travel funds, secretarial assistance, and other University
support resources; however, no instructional workload is
credited . In cases of major leadership positions in
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academi c or professi onal organizations (president of a
nat ional organi zation or chief editor of journal) , release
t i me may be provided upon recommendation of the department
head , approval of the college dean and Provost , subject
to the availability of funds .

INSTRUCTI ONAL WORKLOAD ANALYSIS DATA SHEET

Department______________ _ __

Co l lege - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - -

INSTRUCTI ON:
A. I. I
Undergraduate lecture credit hours:
x 1. 0
A. 1.2
Graduate lecture credit hours:
x 1. 33
Undergraduate lab contact hours:
x 0. 67
A.2.1
Graduate lab contact hours:
x 0. 89
A.2. 2
Apportioned lab cr edit:
A. 2.3
x
Avg. Wkly. Cllnical contact hours:
x
A. 3
First time crs er hr :
x 0.33
A.4
Mu ltlp le prep lecture crs er hr :
x 0. 33
A. 5
,,
Apportioned team tch credits:
x
A. 6
A. 7. 1.
x 0.01 x - - - - - - er hr Clecture)
Undergrd enr lmt over 30:
x 0. 01 x - - - ,- - - ,- - er hr ( lecture)
A. 7. 2
Graduate enrlmt over 15:
Adjust for grad asst : assigned hrs/wk_ _ _~I 6. 67
A.8

=
=

,.

RESEARCH
8 .1
B. 2.1
8. 2.2
B. 3. 1
B. 3. 2

SUPERVISION :
Special prob total student er hr
Chm, total student er hr 891:
Comm, total student er hr 891:
Chm, total student er hr 991:
Comm, total student er hr 991:

I 6. 0
I 3. 0
/12. 0
I 2. 0
I 9.0

STUDENT ADVISIIIK, :
C.1
No . undergrad student advisees:
C. 2
No. gr aduate student advisees:
C. 3
Student organizations , c r edit as assigned:
OFFICIAL
D. 1
D. 2
D.3
D. 4

=

(Cum max = 2. 0/theslsl
(Cum max= 0. 5/thesls)
(Cum max = 9. 0/dissert . >=
(Cum max = 2. 0/d i ssert. >=

c_ _>

---

- --

/50. 0 (Max = 3. 0)
/25 . 0 (Max= 3. 0)

COMMITTEE ASSIGNMENTS:
Dept. committees, credit as assigned:
College conmlttees, cred it as assigned:
University committees , credit as assigned :
Faculty Senat e , credit* as assigned:
*Maximum credit limit Includes al I official
committee assignments (01-04)

ADMINISTRATIVE DUTIES :
Mu It Isection coord I nator , cred It as ass Igned:
E. 1
Curriculum development , cred it as assigned :
E.2

=

(Max = 3. 0)
(Max = 3. 0 mbr)
(Max = 6. 0 Pres)

CMax = 3. 0>

CONTINUING EDUCATION/PUBLIC SERVICE :
F.1
Total hours service for semester: -----'/50. 0 (Max= 3. 0)

=

TOTAL INSTRUCTIONAL WORKLOAD
PERCENT Tlr.E CHARGED TO:
INSTRUCTION
SPONSORED RESEARCH
UNSPONSORED RESEARCH
PUBLIC SERVICE
OTHER_ _ _ __
<Specify)
TOTAL

Rev Iewed by=- - - - -- - - - - - - - - - Approved by =- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

ATTACHMENT B

Ad Hoc Committee t o Re v i e w .\caclemi c Re~uL,tions
Committee ~{e mb e rs :
Larry Bauer ( Rur.:tl So cio l ogyi ,\gr i cu lt ur al Econo:nics )
Cynthi.::i Belcher ( :-lu r sin1\)
Norman Book (Archit ec tur e )
Farrell Brown (Gradu.:tte School )
Benjamin Dysart (Eng ineerin~)
Sally Franklin (Student Senate )
Larry Gahan (Forestry and Recreation Resources )
Paul Giammatteo (Graduate Student)
Gordon Gray (Education)
Alan Grubb (Chairman)
Jame s Kimbell (Faculty Senate, IM/TS)
Ri char d Larson (Liberal Ar t s)
Ro s ea nn Stone Helms (Unde r graduate Studen t )
Kenneth Vickery (Admissions and Registration)
Henry Vogel (Sciences)

REPORT
Our charge has been co review the University ' s academic regulations, as con
tained in The Clemson Universitv's Announcements (1979- 80) between pages 34 and
42 and relevanc sections of The Graduate School Announcements (pp . 24- 42) . We
have interpreted this to involve a thorough study of the Univers i ty's academic
po l ici es . Such a general review is long overdue and presently needed , as many
of the University's e:<isting academic policies are either , 1) no lon~er re l evant,
2) inadequately or with difficulty enforced , 3) insufficien tly rigorous , or 4)
i n cer t ain inst~nces , actually debase academic standards . Many of these policies
r eflec t, in fact, ear lier si t uations when academic requirements and standards ,
whether better or worse, were different . Also, many of these policies have l ong
been c r iticized, particularly by faculty but by students and administrators as
well. Some, like t he Wi thdrawa l Policy , have been a bone of conten t ion for years ,
the subject of numerous Faculty Senate resolutions urgi ng its modification . Changes
i n pol i cy have been made over the years, of course; however, there has been no
s ys t ema t ic review befo r e now .
Our committee, composed of f.1culty, students , and administrators seems the
ideal vehicle for such .:1 general review . !-1e make our recommendntions after a
t horough and lengthy study . We offer them as a "package , " bel i eving that t his
approach , rather than the pieccme:11 approach of the pnst , is the best way to
r eview and improve academic regul ations . Tl1e need for high standards is obvious
a nd gener.-il l y supported ; what has divid0d us is the means to this end . not the end
itself . What we propose are changt:!S that we believe will <lemonstrnbly improve
exist i ng academi c polLcies an<l standards . These recommendntLons a r c , in many
cases , a compromise . \.Je do not pr etend tlwt these changes , if .:t<lopted . r epresent
a n ideal. On some of these issues there will p robably never be agreement or a
complete mee t ing of minds . Bu t we are co11Lident that they woul<l be better t han
t hose presently in fo r ce .
I n gcner:1l . the Commi t tee h:1s :1imed at stnnd:1rds :tnd policies which .i re
academi cally j11stifi:1blc..! , uniform , and :ipplicahle . Tn the past policies h:1ve not
a l ways bee n :ipplit.!d : it Ls the C,>mmittct:! ' s aim th:tt this no l 0ngt? r be: the case .
We have sugges c: ed some clt~1nges o r r:1o<lLtic.1rLons Ln existing rc~ulntions , the de
l e t io n of othe r s , :1nd the i n troduction of some new pol Lcics . \.le have paid closes t

atten t ion co re~uL.1tions ,1nci ;JOl Li.:il.!S ,·oncf..!rni.n~ uncler;~ r11duat es , feel in~ that
here the need of revk·,, w:is \;rc..itcst :ts i.s Lhe nurihcr of inc.ii·,i<luals .:tffected .
However , we h3ve also t!X.'.lr.iinea t:1e rio l i.t: ies u f the Gr-1dua t e School , ende.-ivo rin:;
to make gr .-iduate a nd 1mder~r.:1du,1tc policies :1s uniform as possible in those
a r eas (Withdr3wal ?olicy an~ [nco~pletes , =or exa~ole) where no justification
exists for di~er~ence .
These recomr.iendacions re?resenc the consensus of the Committee . Like any
committee effo r t , no one is per~ ect l y satisf ied . The Commit t ee has been composed
of represent ati ves fron e.:ich college, undergraduate and gr aduate students, the
Graduate School , the Facultv Senate, and the Dean of Admissions and Regist ration .
In addition, the Committee voted to include, besides the student representative ,
a represent.'.lt i ve f rom the Student Senate . The diversity of the Co~mittee ' s compo 
sition has given it breadth and exposed it to most opinions. We have also been
assisted by Stanley Smith , the Registrar, who has regularly attended our meetings,
and been addressed concerning the Withdrawal Policy and related matters by David
Fleming, the Schedule Coordinator. Committee members agree that there will be
only one report, hoping thereby to reinforce the totality of our recommendations
and emphasize the need of changes in academi c regulatio ns. This decision also
reflects our opinio n t ha t facultv , students a nd adminis trators have coo long been
at loggerheads on these matters and tha t the ti~e has cone to enac t changes . It
is also the Commit tee' s view that no one thi ng in itself will maintain the Uni
versity ' s hi ~h standards and academic inte~rity, but chat these can only be the
result of the totality of its academic re gulations . It is with this in mind tha t
we submit a single repo rt, askin~, therefore , that these recommendations be
examined toge ther, as the attenpt to deal with the total academic situa tion and not simply one area .
We make the following recommendations. While e ach one is important , in t he
interest of brevity we will elaborate p nly on those that are, or may be, contro 
ve rsial or those that require explanation. Our met.hod of presentation is as
fol lows:
1) to indica te what is defective or inapprop riate in present policy :
2)
to explain the philosophy of the recommended change;
3) to su~~cst the implementation of the change .
These changes, we repe.:it , r epresen t the consensus or the Committee and we submit
them as a pack..,~e , int e nded a s n general r eview and comprehensive proposal for
change . We ho pe the .:tppropri,t t e University Counc ils will see f it to .:ic t
immediately on this report .
RECOMHENO!\TIONS l\ECARDINC ACADEMI C STANDARDS
I.

Higher St~10dn r<ls fo r Remain i.n g Enro !led
J\ .

THE STUOE::T ' S Cll:·iUl.ATIVE CRAOE PO I ~IT RATIO (C:PR) ON COHRS ES ATTDIPTED
AT CLr.MSON UN r VERS fTY TS COMPUTED .\T TIIE ENO l)F M!Y PERIOD nF ENROLUIENT .
THE CQL;l~SES USED I N THIS COMPUTAT10N ARE THOSE GRADED ,\-8- C- 0 -F, WITH
THE POSSIII [LIT\' OF A CRJ\llE OF " I " \fl! [Cl! t.JILL COUNT AS AN F UNTIL
RE:-tOVED .

J

B.

THE CR,\DE POI~;T R..\TfO [S cc:-n>.\RED TO ,\ REQ!;lRED V,\Ll;E GIVE.: BY THE
FOfil!(jl.\ .\CC0.1P.\~!Yec EITflER OF THE Xf'l'i\.CHED DL\GrtA>tS , A ORB .
THE cm~nTTEE ' s FIRST mo lCE IS ,\ . THE (:rDEPE'.l:DD!T \'i\RL\BLE' LABELED
"CR . " IS KW\·:X ,\S THE C!~r.D[T LEVEl AND IS THE SC1 OF :
(1) CREDITS .-\TTDfPTED ,\T CLE:·!SON t;NIVERSITY LI COURSES GRADED A- B- C- 0- F (OR I) .
(2) CREDITS :\TT8-IPTED .\T CLC-ISO~ UNIVERSITY GRADED "PASS/FAIL . "
(3) CREDITS RECEFED BY .\O\'.-\XCED PL\CE:·!E.'T OR BY SPECIAL D'..ANIXATIO:-.: .
(4) CREDITS T:\.\?\SFERRI:D TO CLE:ISO~ u:nvERS1TY .
(The credit level is the same as that presently labeled "Total Semester
Credit Hours Ea rned" e xcept that fa ile d courses are not included in the
l atter . )
CO}~IENTARY : Presently , students are permitted to maintain a GPR of 1.40
for 59 or l ess semester hours attempted at Clemson . This does not appear
to represent progress toward a degree and the increases at 60 and 90
semester hours are modest but ineffective demands for an improved GPR .
Any t ype of step function is basically inequit a ble to one whose schedule
places him or her, for example , at 90 credit hours while a classmate in
the same majo r mi ght be placed a t the 89 c redit hour point . It is also
noted that t he re is no addit ional requirement for continued enrollment
beyond the 90 senester hour poin t provided the GPR eq uals or exceeds
1 . 80 . Such a practice condones a degree spanning 6- 8 years and cotaling
200 or more semester hours a ttempt ed a s che student strives for a cumula
tive GPR of 2 . 00 .
Perhaps the most gl aring sho rtcoming of the present system is that the
GPR req11i rement fo r concinued enrollment permits transfer students to
perform initially at the same level as freshmen since only courses .
attempted at Clemson are utilized . The Committee believes in the concept
of a con tinuous increase in the CPR required for continued enro l lment for
about the first three years and, that . in this relationship , the credit
level is the only meaningful independent variable .
As a matter of information, the proposed policy and present policy are
compnred as the y would affect those members of the student body in
August, 1980, who have .::i.ttempted 90 or more semester hours at Clemson .
Ineligible to continue by present policy ---- ----- 78
Ineligible to continue by proposed policy A---- - 251
Ineligible to continue by proposed policy n-----157
Note : One s houl.<l not be misl ead by these numbe rs int o believing there
will be who Lesa le dismissals c1 t 90 hours bcc:wse higher r equirements
will :1l r cad y h:1vc bee n <.:nfu t-ced :ind students \/ill hc1vc been warned
earlie r by the new procedure of probation n•commen<led hclow .

C.

II.

The St11<ll!nt whose cum11L1ci.ve g r ;1de point ratio equals or exceeds the
required value is consi.d(•rcJ to be i.n good stan<lin~ . l1therwise , the
stud1.•nt i.s plac11d on :1C':tdcmi.c prob:1 tion at the end of th.:1t s ession of
enrollment .

New Procedures fo r ,\ ca(kmi c: l' rob:1t
A.

i.011

TH E STUD l'.~T O~I l'ROR/\TIO~~ 1.: 1 LL l!.\VE .\N APPROPR I,\TE ENTRY .\PPEARINr. ON HIS
OR IIER TP,ANSCRTPT AT TIIE ENO OF ,\~Y SESSION OF ENROLUIENT AS LO~r. AS THAT

ST.\TUS I S D ! [ Ff ECT.
AC,\D [;·IIC DCP.\RUI E~TS \.!ILL RECE I VE A LIST OF
THE IR STliDn !TS 0 >1 P!W13.\TTON .
CO~·l:!ENT.\RY : The Commit t.?(! co ns i de rs the student's a cademic performance,
in relation co the Unive rsity ' s po s ition o n a cademic standards, to be o f
suf ficient s i g ni f ica nce so a s to warrunc i nclusion o n the permanenc rec o r d .
Departments sh0 uld ucil i.::e th i s informatio n in proper advising .
B.

THE STUDENT PLACED ON PROBATION IHLL HAVE A NOTICE TO THAT EFFECT APPEARING
ON THE GR.ADE REPORT, ACCONPANIED BY A WARJ.'HNG THAT THIS STATUS HUST BE
RE:!OVED ~IO LATER THAN THE END OF TH.A.T SESSION IN 1.JHICH HIS OR HER CREDIT
LEVEL HAS BEE~ HCRE:!ENTED BY 24 OR MORE SE:!ESTER HOURS . CONTINUOUS EX
ROLU!ENT IS NOT NECESSARY .
COMMENTARY : At present, academically deficient students are served notice
in May . However, it is an inherent feature of the system chat this occurs
only when the 60 and 90 hour boundaries are crossed .
In some instances a
warning is issued in December at the 75+ hour point to students whose
projected status at the 90 hour boundary is unfavorable . A ~ore timely
warnin g is desirable .
For praccical purposes, any increment in credit level will result
from the attempting of conventionally graded courses at Clemson University
since students would noc elect to increment their credit level without
the possibility of accruing qualicy points .
In addition, it is not advisable
to print an expected grade point ratio necessary to remove probation since
some students will not require the full 24 semester hours while others·will
naturally cross the 24 hour boundary with excess credits .

III.

C.

THE STUDENT t.JHO HAS CO~IPLETED TWO OR MORE SESSIONS ON PROBATION BUT HAS NOT
EXHAUSTED THE 24 SEMESTER HOUR Lli'!IT WILL HAVE A WARNING PLACED ON THE
SESSION GRADE REPORT THAT THE PROBATIONARY STATUS MUST BE RH!OVED NO LATER
THAN THE END OF THAT SESSION IN WHICH HIS OR HER CREDIT LEVEL HAS BEEN
INCREXENTED BY XX OR :-10RE SEMESTER HOURS .
(XX=24 - CREDIT HOUR INCREMENT
TO DATE SINCE BEING PL,\CED ON PROBATION . )

D.

THE STUDENT WHO IS SUCCESSFUL IN RP!OVING THE PROBATIONARY STATUS WILL
HAVE Ml ,\PPROPRIATE ENTRY APPEARr-JG ON HIS OR HER TR,\NSCRIPT AND GRADE
REPORT .

E.

Tl!E STUDENT WHO DOES NOT REMOVE THE PROBATIONARY STATUS BY THE END OF
TIIAT SESSION IN WHICH lllS OR HER CRED IT LEVEL IIAS BEEN INCREMENTED BY
24 OR :!ORE SEMESTER HOURS l.JTLL BE DISMISSED FROM THE UNlVERSITY AND THE
PERNANENT RECORD WILL BE SO LABELEO .

Readmission After Di.smissal
A.

TIIE STUOENT MAY l.JISII TO 1\PPEI\L THE OISMISSAL AND IHLL BE REFERRED TO A
COMmTTEE TO 1:E 1\PPO (NTEO IIY TIIE PROVOST FOR TIIE PURPOSE OF CONS IDER ING
SUCII Al'PEALS . i\ DENTED ,\PP EAL DOES NOT PRECI.UDE SU!3SF.QUENT APPEALS .
Sl[OUI.D /\. STUOE:'-lT rm RE l :-..!ST,\TED' NECESSAR [LY ON PROB,\TlON, THE PERNANENT
l{ECOIW \.J rLL ltEFT.ECT Tll rs ACT [ON .

B.

TllE STUDE>IT i.mo lfAS ~!OT E:H!OI.U'.D FOR A PEP-IOD OF FOUR C.\I.ENOAR YEARS AFTER
D[S~![SSAL :IAY ,\l'PLY [,'()({ RF.,\D:l[SS [0:-..! UNDER SPECL\L cmmrTIONS KNOWN AS
,\C,\DE: rrc: RENE\J,\L . UNDER TIIESE cmrn(TIONS, THE PREVIOUS CREDITS ATTEMPTED
AND 1it;,\LITY Por:-.T OEFlC[T \HLL NOT CONSTITUTE A LIABILlTY IN A NEW GRADE
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POI~T CO:·lPUTATim! . HO!{EVE~ . ~ro CREDITS PASSED OR THE I R ATTE:;DI::G QUALITY
POI::Ts HILL DE .\V,\IL\3LF. TO THE STUDE~IT FOR A DEGREE AT CLE~·!SON'. THE
PREVIOUS RECORD !.JILL .\PPE.\R O:l THE PERl-!ANDIT RECORD AS HELL AS THE NOTATIO:l
OF READMISSIOt: U:IDER TEE POLICY 0:l ACADE:nc RE:lEWAL.
Cm!HE::V..RY: T:1e concepc of acade~ic renewal is an a ttemp t to give due
consideration t o a student who has ma tured afcer a disastrous beginning
and whose GPR should not be burdened with an earlier, and perhaps meaningless,
GPR .
.
C.

IV .

ALTER~IATIVELY, THE STUDENT WHO HAS NOT ENROLLED FOR A PERIOD OF FOUR ANNUAL
YEARS AFTER DISMISSAL AND WHO WISHES TO BE READMITTED WITHOUT ACCEPTING
THE CONDITIONS UNDER ACADEMIC RENEWAL WILL FOLLOW THE PROCEDURES IN III A.
FACULTY AND THE REGISTRAR'S OFFICE SHALL APPRISE THE STUDENT OF THE PRECISE
POLICY IN EACH READHISSION POSSIBILITY .

Withdrawal Policv
THE WITHDR..A.WAL PERIOD SHALL BE FOUR WEEKS FROM THE FINAL ADD DATE, THAT
IS, FIVE WEEKS AFTER CLASSES BEGIN . WITHDR...\WAL FRON COURSES AFTER THAT
PERIOD WILL RESULT IN HAVING FINAL GRADES RECORDED .
CO~!NENTARY: The current Withdrawal Period allows students to withdraw
from a course prior to the last five weeks of classes in the semester
with only a grade of W recorded.
Statistics compiled by David Fleming , the Schedule Coordinator, for the
academic year 1979-1980 show that approximately 4,500 credit
hours were dropped during the first four weeks of the semester following
the last date to add a course . During the next six weeks of the semester
approximately 11,000 credit hours were dropped with 90 percent of these
occurring in the tenth week of the semester. This figure of 15,500 credit
hours dropped per academic year constitutes approximately 10 percent of
the total credit hours taken at the University during the academic year.
These statistics confirm the Committee's belief that the current period
of ten weeks is academically irresponsible. Students should be able to
make informed decisions regarding their status in a particular course
within the first full five weeks of classes in the semester . Further
more, the current policy encourages students to wait until the final week
of the withdrnwal period to drop a course as there is no penalty imposed
for dropping .. course until this roint in the semester. The current
policy, therefore, nllows students who may be in ocndemic difficulty in a
course to remain in thnt course for ten weeks, or two-thirds of the
semester , with the hope of perhaps passing the course . This mny, in
addition, impede the student's academic progress in other courses for
which he/she is e nrolled <luring the semester.
Moreover, the d<.!cision co withclr.,w f rom courses should not be based solely
on grades . The current policy encournges students to make this important
decision based primarily on tl1cir acodemic stntus in the tenth week of
the semester . .\lso , the policy docs not encourage students to c~pand

their maximum eiforc in academic achievement as s tudents know thev can
always drop the course if they nre faili ng . Sho rtening the drop ~eriod
will not, of course , ~lirainate the practice of drops . It ~ay, however,
reduce the psychology of dropping and will, in any case, motivate stu
dents to make academic deci sions earli er, wh ich is advantageous to students
and faculty alike .
Finally , it appears academically unsound to award a gr ade of A, B, or C
to one who conceivably sat in a course for one and two-thirds of a
semester as compared to a student who might earn the same grade in a
single semester.
V.

Student Loads
THE MAXIMUM NUMBER OF HOURS IN WHICH A STUDENT MAY ENROLL IS 19 . WRITTEN
PERMISSION OF THE DEPARTMENT HEAD IN WHICH THE STUDENT IS A MAJOR IS
REQUIRED FOR ALL REGISTRATION INVOLVING MORE THAN 19 HOURS . CREDIT LOADS
SHOULD BE MONITORED BASED ON I~FOfil!ATION CONTAnED IN THE STUDENT DATA
BASE, WHE:·1 I~ PLACE .
CO~~IBNTARY: Generally the Committee believes that students presently
enroll in far too many hours . Ideally, a load which students could handle
effectively would be 15 . However, since there a re 155 semesters ,;.,ithin the
nine colleges which require 18 or more credits, such a load is impossibl·e .
The ComMittee therefore recommends that the maximum number of credit hours
in whic~ a student may- enroll should be limited to 19 per semester . The
section in the 1'.nnounceMent (p. 38) suggesting "~.ecoP1r.ended i1aximuf!! Hours"
based on GPR should be elimiDated as this encoura3es ~ven good students to
assume that these are acceptable or normal goals .
Sta tis tics compiled by David Fleoing, · the Schedule Coordinator, for the
Fall 1979 and Spring 1980 indicate that due to the unlimited number of
credit hours in which a student may enroll, many students register for
more hours than they plan to complete . The practice of overbooking is
worsened when coupled with the current withdrawal policy . The current
policies of allowing students to enroll in as many as 37 credit hours
(one student), wait until two-thirds of the semester (ten weeks) has
passed, and then elect to drop those courses in which a high probability
exists for receiving a failing grade . These policies Jo not appear to
r eflectthe high academic standards espoused by Clemson University .

VI .

Incompletcs
POLICIES INVOLVING THE GRADE OF I SIIALL READ /\S FOLLOHS : INCO:-fPLETE
INDICATES TII/\T ;\ RELATIVELY SMALL P/\RT OF THE SENESTER ' S lvORK RE~!AINS
UNDONE. GRADE I IS NOT GIVEN A STUDENT WHO MJ\DC A GP-v\DE OF F ON THE
D/\ILY WORK . STUDENTS /\RE ALLOWED TlllRTY DAYS AFTER TIIE BEGINNING OF
THE NEXT SCHEDULED SESSION (EXCLUDTNC SUMMERS AND REG,\JWLESS OF THE
STUDENT ' S ENROLLMENT STATUS) TO REMOVE THE INCOMPLETE GRADE. NORMALLY
ONLY ONE EXTENSION FOR EACH I M/\Y Im GRANTED, AND THIS UNDER UNUSUAL
CIRCUMSTANCES . THE EXTENS10~f MUST BE /\PPROVED TN WRITING BY THE IN
STRUCTOR or, TIIE COURSE ,\W) TIIE HEAD OF THE DEPARTMENT [N lv1-IICH THE
COURSE \.!AS T,\KEN. TIIE EXTENSION \.JTI.L INDIC.\TE THE NATURE ,\ND 1\}IOUNT OF
WORK TO BE COMPLETED ,\NO Tl!E TU!E LntIT . (NOTE : STUDENTS , UNDER THIS
POLICY, WOULD SE PROI\ IIHTEO FROM RE:IOVtNG T!IE I BY REPL\TING TIIE COURSE . )
A LETTER GRADE or, I CONVERTS TO F U:'ILESS THE INCO~·fPLETE IS REMOVED W1TH1N
THE T1:IE SPECIFIED .
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CO~r,!E:;TARY: The c urr e nc policy re~ci rding gr ades of Incompl e t e is noc
ndea ua telv enfo r ced a nd a l lows studen t s co ob t ci in exte nsions of un
s pecified l e ngch fo r r emovi n~ the ~rade of I . Thus a student may re
ceive a grade of Incomple t e as a freshman a nd not be required t o meet
the t o tc1l r equiremencs fo r t he cou r se until the s emester in whic h the
stud ent gr adua tes . The pol i cy a l so a llows s t udents to enroll in courses
whic h s pecify ? r e requisite s fo r which a s t uden t has a gr a de of Incomplete
recorded . There f ore, a s t udent coul d rece i ve a grade of Incomplete in
the first course o f a sequence a nd complete the sequence without removing
the grade of Incomplete in the initial course .
The current po l icy also allows students to retake a course in which an
Incomplete was received for credit without having the initial grade of
Incomple_te recorded . Thus a student can remain in a course through the
semester, not take the final exam, and receive a grade of Incomplete.
If the grade of Incomplete is not removed, a student may retake the
course within one year and receive a grade for the course , in which case
the initial gr ade of Incomplete for the course is not recorded . As in
the case oi withdrawals, a grade received under the present conditions
diminishes the value of the same grade when the course was completed
within the speci f ied grading period .
VII .

Transfer Credit

IN TRASSFERRING CREDIT FROM ANOTHER INSTITUTION, NO GRADE LOWER THAN C
CA..'i BE ACCEPTED tmDER ANY CIRCUNSTANCES .
cm-r.fENTARY .: The current policy allows students in certain .circumstances
to transfer credit for courses in which a grade of D was received. For
ex~mple, a student may transfer in a sequence of courses for which a grade
of D was received in the first course in the sequence and grades of C or
better in the subsequent courses in the sequence. In this instance all
courses in the sequence could be accepted for transfer credit. This i s
academically questionable, i f not unjustifiable .
VIII.

Credit bv Exemption

NO LETTER GRADE SHOULD RE ASSIGNED fOR ANY COURSE IN WHICH THE STUDENT
HAS RECEIVED CREDIT BY EXE}PTION .
COMMENTARY : While the recommendati.on is simply a rest.:itement of present
University policy , there is at least one department on campus that does
assign grades for credit by exemption . The Committee believes thn t the
particular <lep:irtment mllst not be ;.1llowe<l to continue its policy .

IX.

300- 400-Lcvel Collrs es
NO COURSE TAKEN i\T A NONBACC,\LAUREATE DEGREE INSTITUTION HAY BE USED AS
AN EQUI VALENT OR SUBSTITUTE FOR ANY JOO- or 400- LEVEL CLE}!SON COURSE .
CO~~IE~!TJ\RY: /\ course tnken a t a cor.1munity college or similar nonb:icca
laureatc institution is 1;ene r ally not eqt1iv:1l1.;nt to uppe r-level (i.e .,
jt1nior a nd senior level) course work a t Clt!mson . If the ma t eri:1ls should
happen to be compa r:1hle , the scudent is allowed to challenge the Clemson
course. Courses t aught :1 t the uppe r-d ivi sion generall y have prerequisites
and a r e taught a t a hi~her level.

X.

Course Substi tut ions
COURSE SUDSTITGTIONS SIIDULD ~OLLO~ THE INTE:~ ~ND SPI RIT OF CURRICULAR
REQUHF.~ID!TS .
CONME]TARY : Va rious exam?les have arisen wherein a n administrator has
approved of a course subs tit ution 3nd the subs titute course is in no
way comparable to the req uired course; e . g . , a political science course
as a subs tit ute fo r French 202 . Th is situation should cease .

XI.

Re- examinations
THERE WILL BE NO RE- E:wu:·!ATIONS ALLOWED FOR ANY COURSE TAKEN DURING
THE LAST SENESTER IN WHICH A STUDENT RECEIVES A GRADE OFF; NO RE
EXAMINATIONS WILL BE ALLOWED FOR ANY STUDENT DEFICIENT IN GPR .
CO~~lENTARY: This policy discriminates against students who receive a
grade of Fin a course who are not graduating seniors . Graduating
seniors should not be given a preierential treatment beyond that which
is accorded returning students. Whatever was the original justification
for these provisions , these conditions no longer seem academically
relevant or justifiable . Statements in the current catalog on pages 41
and 42 regarding re- examinations should be deleted .

XII .

Prereouisites
STUDENTS· SHOULD BE PREVE:-JTED FRON SCHEDULHlG COURSES FOR WHICH THEY DO
NOT MEET THE PREREQUISITES LISTED H1 THE CATALOG . MONITORING WOULD BE
ACCOMPLISHED VIA Cm-fPUTER ANALYSIS BASED ON PREREGISTRATION . IT IS THE
RESPONSIBILITY OF THE STUDENT TO SECURE WRITTEN PERMISSION FROM COURSE
INSTRUCTORS WHEN PER}IISSION OF THE INSTRUCTOR NEGATES A SPECIFIC COURSE
PREREQUISITE . DEPARTIIENT HEADS SHOULD BE NOTIFIED WHEN STUDENTS PRE
REGISTER WITHOUT HAVDIG ~!ET THE CATALOG PREREQUISITES. FINALLY , DURING
REGISTRATION STUDENTS SHOULD HAVE TO PROVIDE WRITTEN PROOF (i . e ., IN
STRUCTOR'S PERNISSION, GRADE REPORTS , TRANSCRIPTS, ETC . ) OF HAVING HET
PREREQUISITES PRIOR TO ADDING A COURSE .
CO:·!HENTARY: If :ill students have me t the prerequis ites for a course ,
the instructor can teacl1 it a t t he o.ppropriate level . When some students
have not met the prerequisi t es, some courses a re diluted .

XIII .

Exemptions from Final Examinations
FINAL EXAMli!ATTONS ARE REQUIRED [N ALL LECTURE COURSES .
SHALL P,E EXEMPTED FROM THESE EXANINATIONS .

NO STUDENT

COMMENTARY : Without final!:> , students are not tested over the last
part of a co11rse . The policy of ~:<emptions, eve n of s11perio r students ,
is becoming far too prevalunt to be academically credible .
XIV .

Comprehensive Final Examinations
FI~1\L EXAi'HNATlOtJS IN LECTURE COURSES SllOUT.O BE COHPREIIE~S IVE TN NATURE .
CO~!ENTARY : Th e compr e hensive ex;1mination :issists the student in in
tegrating the m.:ite rials :ind allows demo nst r ation of mastery of the
subject matter .
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XV .

Scheduling of Fi.n.:il E:-:.:i.minations
FINAL EXA.MI:l.\TIO;~S HUST CE CIVD! m; THE DATES A~D AT THE TI~·!ES DESIG
NATED IN THE FI~:AL EY.,\.' [l:!ATtO~r SCHEDULE.
CO:!NE:!TARY : Instruc t ors .:ire often ;,ressured by a majority of the students
takin~ an examin.:ition at an uniavor3ble hour to chan ~e the examination
schedule . In some inst.:inces, the instructors themselves, contrary to
University policy, alter times of examinations . Some of these changes
place a minority of students at a clear disadvantage . The mino rity is
often reluctant to challenge the will of the major ity . Faculty should
be clearl y notified that no changes take place, unless administratively
approved . Such a procedure could help to protect the rights of a minority
of student s .

XVI .

The Week Before Finals
DUREG THE WEEK BD'ORE FI:!ALS, NO E~IINATIONS CAN BE GIVEN EXCEPT IN
THE L\BORATORY PORTIONS OF LECTURE/L\BORATORY COURSES.
C0~~1ENTARY : Recommendations XVI and XV are related . Students should
not have to prepare fo r other examinations or finals scheduled by in
dividual facu lty during the week just prior to regular finals .
This woul d allow more adequ.:ite preparation for the f inal comprehensive
examinations .

XVII .

Student Grade Reports

MINnrrr:-1 CPR REQUIRDIENTS FOR CONTINUING ENROLUIENT .

THE COMMITTEE
RECm-e-IE~ms THAT A STATEHENT REGARDING REQUIREMENTS FOR SATISFACTORY
CONTINUD!G ENROLUIENT BE PRDTED IN EACH STUDENT ' S GRADE REPORT .
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?ENDIX A

A student transfers in 60 credits and enrolls in 18
;;em~.Jte r \1our!:i . 3 of h"h ich are g r aded pass- fail. On
the 15 ~eGesccr ho urs .:.1ffecting the gpr , the student,
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RECO~!MEND,\TIO~:s REC:\fWEG Grv\DU.\TE SCHOOL RECULATIO:rs

This report will consist of ttro ~n rts . Part I will consist of recommendations
that require consider.:ition oy the app r opriate commissions and Part II will
consist of minor suggestions that are for the purpose of clarifying existing
regulations.
I.

Recommendations requiring addi tional consideration

A.

TO RECEIVE THE ~~\STER OF SCIENCE OR MASTER OF ARTS DEGREE,
THE STUDENT :fUST CO~IPLETE AT LEAST FIFTEEN S81ESTER HOURS
OF GRADUATE CREDIT ON THE CLE:ISON UNIVERSITY CA.i'1PUS DURIXG
A TITELVE MONTH PERIOD . THERE ARE NO RESIDENCE REQUIREMENTS
FOR PROFESSIONAL DEGREES .

B.

TO RECEIVE THE DOCTORATE OF PHILOSOPHY DEGREE THE STUDENT MUST
COHPLETE AT LEAST FIFTEE~ SB-fESTER HOURS OF GRADUATE CREDIT
ON THE CLDISON UNIVERSITY CAHPUS IN A CONTINUOUS THELVE
~[ONTH PERIOD OF TI:·IE.

C.

AT LE...\ST EIGHTEEN SDIESTER HOURS i-rusT BE EARNED AFTER THE GS2
FO~! FOR THE ~!ASTER'S DEGREE HAS BEEN ACCEPTED A...'m APPROVED.
CO~·IMENTARY : The intent of this recommendation is to provide
the student with an incentive to meet and plan the program
with his committee at an early date . It is the Committee's
belief that this would help prevent students from taking
courses that they might not need .

D.

CZRTAI~ DOCTORAL PROGRfo{S INCLUDE FOREIGN LANGUAGE REQUIRE
MENTS . LANGUAGES ACCEPTED BY ALL PROGRANS ARE FRENCH AND
GERMAN . USE OF OTHER LANGUAGES HAY EE APPROVED PROVIDED THE
LANGUAGE IS NOT NATIVE TO THE STUDENT AND A PROPER TESTING
PROCEDURE CAN BE ESTABLISHED .
COMMENTARY : The intent is to allow the student to use any
language that is not native to the student as part of the
language requiremen t .

E.

OPTION THO FOR MEETING THE LANGUAGE REQUIREHENT SHOULD BE
ELIMINATED .
COMMENTARY : lt i.s not deemed appropriate or sufficiently rigorous
that a Langu.:igc t.:iken at .:in unclerg radu.:ite level be used .:is a
means of rncci..in;~ the language requirement .

F.

COH~L'\ND lN rEPTll OF A S rNGT.E APPROVED LANGUAGE IS EVIDENCED
BY A SCORE ABOVE THE (>OTI! PERCENTILE ON TIIE C:SFI.T . cme-L\ND
IN DEPTH ~L\Y ALSO rrn EVIDENCED BY SUPERIOR PERFOP~!ANCE I:-J
TIIE 151-152 SEQUl·:NCE OFFERED BY THE LANGUAGE DEPARntENT . THE
LOCALLY PREPARED TR.ANSLATI<Hl EXAM MJ\Y NOT BE USED FOR THIS
PURPOSE .

II.

G.

fE.-\L DOCTORAL <mAL DEFE~!SE . A STt;DDlT \.JHO f:AILS A FDAL
ORAL DEFHISE :!.W BE ,\LLOHED ,\ SECO;lD OPPORTUNITY Dl A. SUB
SEQUE:·:T SE.!ESTER ONLY WITH THE RECO:!MG rDATIO}l OF THE ADV ISORY
C0:-1:!ITTEE . fAILD~E OF THE SECO::n EX.ANnATION WILL RESULT Dl
DI S,!ISSAL FR0:1 THE GRADUATE SCHOOL .

H.

THE GSE OF 600- LEVEL COURSES Dl THE :-fASTER' S LEVEL PLAN OF
STUDY SHOULD BE EXAMINED BY THE COMHISSIO~ ON GRADUATE STUDIES
AND RESEARCH .

Editorial Changes for Inclusion in the 1981-1982 Graduate School
Announcements
The following items are recommended by t~e Committee for inunediate
implementation since they appear to be of such nature as to require
no prolon~ed study by other groups. For the most part , they repre
sent chan~e s resulting f rom: (a) the new role of the facult y in
curriculum matters: (b) the organizational restructuring of The
Graduate School: (c) action by the former Educational Council; and
(d) attem?tS to re~ove ambiguities or redundancies .
1.

Page 13, paragraph 6, add :

2.

Page 31, line 2 to read: "this committee is selected by the
student and ao!)roved bv the department head . "

3.

Page 32, immediately unde r Academic Standards, to read :
~ost graduate courses are graded on an A-B- C-F scale . Thesis
and dissertation research and several other courses are graded
on a "pass- fail" basis . These courses are not included in the
academic average; however, the grade is placed on the student's
permanent record . Only credit hours for which a grade of pass
is achieved will npply towa rd the number of credit hours re
quired fo r th e deg ree . The accumulation of gr ades of " pass"
in thesis or dissertation research does not imply completion
of the research but indicates satisfactory pro gress only.

4.

Page 33 , line 12, insert: "!'1ormallv, only one request . .
Also strike reference to dean of college .

S.

Pn~e 31 , line 22 , to rend :
GS - 799 fo r the purpose

6.

"chemistry and physics libraries."

II

II

. any other course except
II

Pnge :l4 under 1\11ditin~ hy r.rndua t c Students , dele te the sentence
·whicl1 reads,

11

;1l1clited courses do not count against .

. .

11

7.

Pa ~e 15 under 1kcC'pt.1nce of Tr anstcr Credit , ask that .1n :1ccred
itc:J ins tituti o n be clc:1rly clefincJ for U. S . institutions .

3.

P., r,e JS , p.:1ra i:r:1ph 2 , seconJ and third sentences-- deh!te "and

thf.! Cr:iclu:1 te Sd1ool . "

9.

Pa \;G 13 . n:i. r:1 !.;r.,ph 3 , sent,, nce 5 , delete " Ei c ld co urses . "

10 .

Pa~e 36 . lines 9 :ind 10 , delete "
of the ;1dvisot·:: committee . "

. . and the chairman

11 .

Page 36 . delete ~11 references to fees and add sentence
th.:it ::-erers st l1~e nc to a page that lists cost and could be
updated yearly without extensive rewri ting .

12 .

Page 37 under Time Limit , line 4 to read: ' " When recommended
bv the advisorv commi ttee and approved bv
ti

13 .

Page 38, paragraph 2, line 8 to read : "Members of the Faculty
are invited to attend the examination as well as members of
the Graduate Curriculum Committee and the Graduate Dean . "

14 .

Page 38 , paragra~h 2 , line 15, dele t e everything after
"advisory commit tee . " Retain lase sentence however .
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PRESIDENT'S REPORT
1.

2.

3.

Board of Trustees Meeting, April 9, 1981.

*

April 21, 1981 Clemson University Newsletter has a general summary of
the Board Meeting .

*

Kenyon Scholarship Fund - The Board endorsed a recommendation to award
two $2 , 000 scholarships a year to incoming freshmen and possibly several
$500 scholarships to upperclassmen on the basis of academic excellence.

*

President Atchley made a strong pitch for the need for increased
faculty salaries. A very effective summary of specific cases of
faculty members who have left the University for higher salaries
recently was presented .

*

President Atchley also discussed the Abney Chair , pointing out that
it was the largest gift of its kind to higher education in South
Carolina. He also stated that the Chair would be filled with a
noted scholar , who would do research on the economics of free enter 
prise, with full freedom to teach and present the findings of his
work.

President ' s Cabinet Meeting, April 16 , 1981.

*

Resident student parking privileges in employee spaces was changed
from 5 pm - 7 am to 9 pm - 7 am with three parking lots excepted.

*
*

A policy statement on sexual harassment of employees was passed.
President Atchley expressed concer n about poor attendance for
outside speakers and programs on campus.

Council of Deans' Meeting, April 20, 1981 .

*

Workload Analysis Form - Dr . Maxwell would like to have a system
available for use in Fall 1981. A Senate Ad Hoc Committee is
studying the proposed system.

*

Course Scheduling - A proposal was brought forward to change to
50 minute MWF, and 75 minutes TTh , class scheduling. Also , 10
minute breaks between the 50 minute classes were proposed.
The Admissions and Scholarship Committee is reviewing this
proposal .
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4.
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President ' s Council Meeting April 24, 1981.

*

In response to a request for information about the Abney Chair,
President Atchley emphasized that there were no conditions attached
to the Abney gift that might impair the academic freedom of the
holder of the Chair . He pointed out that the academic freedom
policy of the Univer sity must apply to all members .of the faculty ,
including those holding a chaired position.

*

Student Body President John Pettigrew presented the student initiative
for a fall break , modified to provide for adding class days at the
beginning or end of the semester to prevent losing class days. The
proposal was referred to an ad hoc committee of the Undergraduate and
Graduate Commissions which was charged with considering the entire
academic calendar, including the proposal for revised class scheduling
(MWF/TTh) . The Senate will be represented on this committee .

* Vice

President Melvin Barnette reviewed the budget situation, and
made the observation that at least it had not gotten any worse
recently.

*

The proposed name change for IM&TS is on hold pending review in
that college .

* Honorary

Degree recipients this May will be Guy Starr Hutchins , Sr .
(noted music educator and leader in South Carolina) and Rembert C.
Dennis (statesman and civi c leader) .

*

5.

President At chley reported on the Capital Campaign that is under
development. Tentatively, the project has a goal of raising $59
million with a target date of Clemson's centennial . Included in
the specific objectives are 9 endowed chairs and 30 endowed pro
fessorships , along with performing arts and continuing education
center s , equi pment funds, library upgrading, etc . President
Atchley also observed that of our total income of $115 million in
1979- 1980, only 52% was from state appropriation. Also , student
fees have increased by 68% since 1977, and are now the highest of
any compar able Southeastern public institution.

Council of Deans ' Meeting , April 27 , 1981

*

Dean Schwartz made the point that college faculty representatives to
commit t ees of the Undergraduate and Graduate Commissions are to be
elected , unless otherwise specified as appointed.

*

The Council passed a motion requesting that committee terms of college
representatives be changed so as to begin August 15, rather than May
1 as pr esently provided i n the Constitution of the President ' s Council.
Elections wou ld be held the previous March at the same time as Faculty
Senate elections .
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Faculty Senate
President's Report
May 5, 1981

6.

Faculty Senate Representatives Election - any committees that I have over
looked can be added to the list that I have enclosed . If possible, notify
me in advance of the meeting so that I can prepare an updated list.

7.

The enclosed report of the University Ad Hoc Committee on Academic Regu
lations is provided for information.

8.

A lett er from Stassen Thompson expressing appreciation for the luggage
was received .

9.

The Council of Deans met on May 4 and covered the following points:

10 .

*

Research Associate title - use approved by state, but must have
qualif ications for appointment to faculty rank (e . g ., normally
must have terminal degree) .

*

Budget - non-academic budget of University was cut more percentage
wise than academic . Personnel cuts have been reduced by focusing
on money cuts , rather than people cuts.

*

Projected raises - 7% plus 3% on January 1 subject to 12% maximum
(20% if promoted). Provost Maxwell is working to get maximums
removed, also to get full raise July 1.

*

Ad Hoc Calendar Committee:
Dr. J . V. Reel
Dr. A. E. Schwartz
One College Dean
Three Faculty Members
Three Students (2 Undergraduate, and 1 Graduate)
Two Admissions and Registration Representatives

Jim Strom invited to June Senate Meeting.
Respectfully Submitted,

Stephen S. Melsheimer
President
SSM/nhw/lm
Enc.

MINUTES OF THE FACULTY SENATE
June 16, 1981
I.

Senate Chamber

Call to Order
President Stephen Melsheimer called the meeting to order at 3:32 p.m.

II.

Approval of Minutes
Senator Huffman ' s report from the Ad Hoc Committee on Workload Analysis
was revised to more accurately reflect the history of the Workload Analysis
document and the work of the Ad Hoc Committee. With this change, the
Minutes of the Meeting of May 5 were approved.

III.

Special Presentation
At the request of President Melsheimer , Dr . James L. Strom, Director of
Development, provided the Senate with information on the structure and
the mission of his office.
There are three distinct areas conducting fund-raising activities at the
University : IPTAY, the Annual Fund conducted by the Alumni Association,
and the Development Office itself. The Development Office is concerned
with academic fund raising and current gifts for such items as scholar
ships and faculty projects. The Clemson University Foundation is the
depository for endowment funds and is only concerned with endowment money.
At present the Foundation is served by 16 directors, twelve of whom are
alumni. The number of directors will be increased to 20 in the near future.
There are no staff positions assigned to the Foundation.
Dr . Strom stated that the primary mission of the Development Office is
Service - to raise money for faculty projects . Gif'ts are received in
many forms (e . g. , monetary contributions , property , royalties , equip
ment , etc.). Dr. Strom then gave several examples of present and po
tential future projects funded through his office .
Finally, Dr. Strom reported that committees are being established within
colleges for the purpose of coordinating college projects and ideas with
the Development Office . The Dean of each College will chair these
committees.

IV.

Committee Reports
A.

Admissions and Scholarship Committee - Senator Kimbell
The Committee met on June 2 and June 16, 1981 to consider a proposal
for new class schedules. The Committee recommends the adoption of a
schedule wherein classes would meet either on Monday- Wednesday- Friday
or on Tuesday-Thursday. The Committee also recommends that classes
meet on the hour for M-W-F classes and on the hour and half-hour for
Tu-Th classes.
Senator Kimbell also reported that the Committee is continuing its
work on the Academic Regulations document and that its recommendations
will be ready for the August meeting .
Senator Bennett inquired about ways of controlling construction noise
when classes are in session. He noted that classes have had to be
dismissed because of such disruptions. The Committee will take this
matter under advisement.

-2B.

Policy Committee

Senator Huffman

A new draft of a Unified Faculty Constitution was completed on May 25,
1981 . Provost Maxwell reviewed and returned three Faculty Senate
initiated policy statements :
1.

Policy on Honorary Degrees. The third paragraph has been
revised. The Committee voted to accept the recommended
changes. (Attachment A)

2.

Policy on Selection of Academic Administrators. The Committee
voted to accept the revised document. (Attachment~)

3.

Faculty Grievance Procedure II.
to accept the revised document.

The Committee again voted
(Attachment~)

The Committee endorsed the Ad Hoc Committee report regarding a Policy
on Endowed Chairs and Titled Professorships. (Attachment Q)
The Committee has not endorsed the Affirmative Action document be
cause of a lack of information by the Committee. (Attachment E)
President Melsheimer indicated that this document was prompted by
the need for improved records for the State Desegregation Plan. He
announced that the Advisory Committee would set a special meeting
of the Senate to consider this document. The special meeting will be
within two weeks because the President's Cabinet will act on it at its
meeting on July 7 and the University Board of Trustees will consider
the document at its meeting on July 17.
C.

Research Committee

Senator Ham

No report. Senator Bennett noted that if foreign graduate students
teach or conduct research on campus, their visa's are changed to a
J visa. This action is hurting Research and Graduate Programs. This
problem was referred to the Research Committee for its consideration.
D.

Welfare Committee

Senator Quisenberry

The Committee met on May 12, 1981 to consider agenda items for the
1981- 82 academic year. The next meeting , June 18, will be with former
Faculty Senate President Stassen Thompson to discuss fringe benefits
provided to state employees. Dr. Thompson was recently appointed by
Governor Riley to a state-wide committee to review these employee
benefits.
Senator Bennett raised several questions regarding traffic regulations
and campus parking permits. These concerns included the status of
FS-80-7-1 dealing with traffic barricades , the practice of issuing
construction workers unlimited parking permits with no expiration
date, the practice of some faculty and staff persons of obtaining
green permit stickers for students they employ, the fact that there
is no limitation to the number of parking permits issued to an employee ,
the practice of not requiring identification to be presented by persons
requesting parking permits , and the ease with which visitors to the
campus are able to obtain temporary parking permits for any faculty
location.

-3Other concerns raised in the area of faculty welfare were the 300%
increase in Plan B rates of employee health insurance and the evalu
ation of faculty teaching by administrators who have little or no
knowledge of the faculty member's teaching abilities.
E.

Ad Hoc Committee on Faculty Workloads

Senator Huffman

The Committee has met at least once weekly since the last Senate
meeting . The most recent draft (June 16, 1981) of the "Instruc
tional Workload Analysis" document was distributed to Senators for
information only (Attachment F). Senators were encouraged to dis
tribute the document widely among their colleagues and to submit
suggestions for possible revision to a member of the Ad Hoc Committee.
A final draft will be presented to the Senate for action at the July
meeting.
Questions were raised regarding paragraph A.3 (pg. 2) of the docu
ment. One question dealt with the selection of 30 as the average
undergraduate class size. Another question was on the selection of
the figure 0.02 as the multiplication factor for large sections of
courses . Use of the document for faculty evaluation purposes was
also questioned.
Senator Huffman stated that as a result of a meeting with Provost
Maxwell , it is clear that the Provost

F.

1.

Wants to know what faculty are doing.
intended for use by the State.

The document is not

2.

Wants reporting to be done on the basis of individual faculty
members, not in a department-wide report.

3.

Does not intend to use the document for inter-departmental
comparisons.

Ad Hoc Connnittee on Endowed Chairs and Titled Professorships Senator Hood
The Committee feels the document is adequate as presented (Attach
ment D) . The Committee also discussed the selection committee for the
Abney-Foundation Chair.

G.

University Councils and Committees
No reports.

V.

President ' s Report
President Melsheimer added two items to his report (Attachment G) which was
distributed with the agenda. The Council of Academic Deans met-on June 16
and supported the proposed revision of the academic schedule . Also, the
report from the Ad Hoc Summer School Committee was distributed as infor
mation (Attachment.!!)·

VI.

Old Business
A.

Senator Huffman moved that the Policy on Honorary Degrees as revised
be approved. The vote to endorse Attachment A was unanimous.

- 4B.

Senator Huffman moved that the Policy on Selection of Academic Ad
ministrators be adopted. President Melsheimer presented an amend
ment to the document which added a sentence at the top of page 3 re
garding affirmative action . (See Attachment B). The proposed amend
ment was accepted by the Policy Committee. The motion to adopt the
policy passed unanimously.
Senator Quisenberry moved that a rider be attached to the approved
policy s t atement stating that "The Faculty Senate wishes to express
its displeasure with the phrase 'plus at least one student from the
affected department ' (page 1 , par agraph 2 , line 3) and requests the
Administration to reconsider this phrase and delete it from the
policy statement. " A discussion followed regarding student repre
sentation on selection committees . The motion failed .
Senator Wainscott moved that a rider be attached to the approved
policy statement extending the phrase "the minority may be appointed
by the dean of the college" to include "in consultation with faculty
member s from the affected department" (page 1, paragraph 2, line 5).
The motion failed for lack of a second.

C.

VII.

Senator Huffman moved that Faculty Grievance Procedure II be adopted.
(Attachment C) . He stated that this policy is one of the most im
portant documents the faculty has ever had . Changes in the document
f r om earlier drafts were clarified by President Melsheimer . The
motion passed unanimously.

New Business
A.

Senator Hood moved the adoption of the Policy on Endowed Chairs and
Titled Professorships. (Attachment Q), The motion passed unanimously.

B.

Senator Kimbell moved to suspend the rules so that two resolutions
could be added to the agenda. The motion to suspend the rules passed
unanimously. Senator Kimbell then moved the adoption of FS- 81- 6-1
(Attachment I), The motion passed with one dissenting vote . Reso
lution FS - 81-=6-2 was moved, seconded , and passed unanimously (Attach
ment _!) .
Two possible schedules for the 1982- 1983 academic year were distributed
as information to members of the Senate (Attachment :I)·

VIII .

Adjournment
The meeting was adjourned at 5:12 p.m.
Rest.ectfully subm, · j:ied ,

. .Il.
•

{

DJS/lm
Senators Absent :

J. Fisher

B. Robinson
H. Harris
R. Rollin
J . Idol
M. Vatalaro
C. Lindenmeyer
(substitute present
for C. Lindenmeyer)

,.,••""

David J.

'

/ 1

_,.

r ~,,,..,.._.

<.../

enn , Acting Secretary

ATTACHMENT A

5/28/81

Policy and Procedures for Selecting Honora ry Degree Recipients

Honorary degrees will be conferred in recognition of eminent
achievement in scholarship and creativity or of high distinction in
public service including meritorious contributions to the University .
The awarding of honorary degrees will be reco11111ended as a method by
which the University expresses its ideals and recognizes exceptional
attainments.
Nominations of candidates for honorary degrees may be made by
any interested person to the Provost of the University by submitting
in written fonn the accomplishments of the nominee.
A Selection Corrmittee shall be established, consisting of the
Alumni Professors with the Provost serving as Chairman and ex officio
member of the corrunittee. The Provost will designate one of the members
as Secretary. The corrrnittee will meet and consider nominations at
appropriate intervals. The Provost will forward the co11111ittee recom
mendations for honorary degrees to the President. Any nominations that
the President makes to the Beard of Trustees will come from those candi
dates recorrmended by the corrmittee. All deliberations of the Selection
Corrrnittee shall be confidential.
Consideration for awarding of honorary degrees will be limited to
occasions of special significance to the Univers ity when the awarding
would clearly express the ideals of the University or recognize exceptional
attainment.

/

ATTACHMENT B

6/8/81

FACULTY PARTICIPATION IN THE SELECTION
OF ACAOHHC ADMINISTRATORS
When an appointment to an academic administrative position is to be made ,
a faculty search and screening committee, with student representation when appropriate,
shall be formed to recommend persons for selection to fill the position.

This committee

will submit a short list of candidates for the position from which the appointment
will be made.

If an appointment cannot be made from this list, the search and

screening committee may make additi ona 1 nominations.

If no other candidates are

acceptable to the committee , ·the matter will be brought to the attention of the Provost,
who will consult with the appointing administrator and the search and screening committee
with regard to appropriate actions.
Fo r the selection of an academic deoartment head or othe r academic ad~ini s~

trators within a deoartment, a committee shall be fonr.ed from the faculty within
that college plus at least one student from the affected dep.a rtment .

The majority

of the members of this corrmittee shall be chosen by the faculty from \-Jithin the
affected department; the mino rity w.ay be appointed by the dean of the college.
The dean of the college will make the appointment from the list submiLted by the
committee, subject to the approval of the Provost and the President of t he University .
For the selection of an assistant dean, associate dean. or director within
a colleae, a committee will be formed includinq at least one student from that
college.

A majoritv of the members of the committee ~hall bP. chnsen by the

faculty from within that college or other administrative unit;. the minority may
be appointed by the dean of the college or equivalent administrator.

The

dean of the college will make the appointment from the list submitted by the
corrrnittee, subject to the approva l of the Provost and the President of the
University.

6/ 8/21

::>a~e ,

For the sel ecti on of an academic administrato r of an off-camous progra m.
the corrrnittee shall represent both the off-campus prog ram and t he appropriate
on-c~mpus academic areas.

ihe W4jo r ity cf t he representa tives to thi s corrmit tee

shall be chosen by t he affected f aculty ; t he mi nori ty may be appoi nted t y t he
dean of the col lege .

The dean of t he col l ege will make the appo i ntment from

the list submi t t ed by the search corrrr.ittee. subject t o the approval of the
Provost and t he President of the Uni versity .
· For the selection of the dean of a college or director of the library
a committee will be formed including at least one student . at least one department
head (or equivalent) from within the col l ege, and may include either an off-campus
r epresentative of an appropriate profession or a dean from another college within
the University .

The majority of the representatives to the committee shall be

chosen by the faculty from within the affected administrative unit ; the minority
~ay be appointed by the Provost .

The Provost wi ll make the appointment from the l i st

submitted by the committee, subject to the approval of the President of the University.
For the sele:: io~ cf a ~ice ?r~vost er an ~ca~e~ic dea n. other t~an a
co1ie~e dean , th e Provo st , 3ft2r c:~s ulta :ic~ with t he Advi sory Cc!':':i.1ittee of
t he Facul ty Senate , shail a;>~oir.t t he cc::r.:i ::ee t o inc lude at least one s t udent.
The Provoz t .,.,;11 r.:a ke th~ a;>;;oir. t ~er.t frc;:i the li st syc:nitt ed by t he co;:7,Jittee
su bj ect to t he approval J f the Pres iden t of the Uni ver~ity. ·
For t he s elect io n of t he Provo~ t. the President, after consu ltati on with
the Advi zory Cc:m1i ttee of t~ e Facul ty Senate , shall appo i nt t he cc:;T.1ittee to
include at l eds t one gr acua ~c studen t and one undergraduate stude nt.

The

Presi dent wi ll dPPOi nt the Provost f rom t he list sub~i tted by t he corrrnf ttee .

...,
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The selection and appointment of all academic administrators shall be
accomplished in conformity with applicable university affirmative action
policies and procedures .

In particular, the appointing authority for each

search and screening committee shall consider having among its membership
representation of minorities and females.
\~here feasible, student representatives shall be nominated by student
clubs or other assemblies associated with the unit in question; where infeasible
or impractical, student representatives shall be nominated by the President of
the Student Senate and/or the President of the Graduate Student Association.
At its discretion, each corrrni ttee sha 11 be empowered to add, as non-voting
members, individuals who are neither faculty nor students .

FACULTY PARTICIPATION IN THE SELECTION OF
THE PRESIOE:!T OF THE UNIVERSITY
\-Jhen a President of the Unive rsity is to be selected, the Board of Trustees
wi 11 recognize the interests of the University Faculty by appoi nti ng-.the President
of the Faculty Senate and at least one Professor , elected by the Professors, as
full-fledged participants ir. the search- and-screening process.

ATTACHMENT C

6/2/81

REVISED FACULTY GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE II

Coverage
Faculty Grievance Procedure II applies to: teaching, research, and extension
faculty, librarians, academic administrators, and all other persons holding faculty
appointments at Clemso~ University who have grievances that may not be brought
under Faculty Gr ievance Procedure I.
Stages of the Grievance Procedure
1 . A faculty member with a grievance shall first meet with his or her i mmediate
supervisor for an informal discussion of the problem. This discussion must take place
within ninety (90) calendar days of the problem ' s occurrence . Both shall meet in good
faith and shall make every attempt to resolve the problem in an equitable and profes
sional manner.
2. If the problem cannot be resolved at the level of the academic department
or its equivalent unit , the faculty member shall meet with the dean of his or her
college (or administrator at the equivalent level) for an informal discussion of the
problem. The faculty member must request this interview within fifteen (15) calendar
days of the discussion of the problem with his or her inunediate supervisor. The dean
(or administrator at the equivalent level) shall arrange for a meeting with t he faculty
member within fifteen (15) calendar days upon receiving the interview req ues t. Again,
the r esolution of the problem in an equitable and professional manner shall be the
primary goal of the persons involved.
3. If the problem cannot be resolved at the college level, the faculty member
has two -options . · He or she may petition the Provost and Vice President for Academic
Affairs to review the matter and render a decision regarding it. Alternatively, if
t he faculty member so r equests (or if the Provost. with the faculty member's consent,
chooses to do so) the Provost will refer the matter directly to t he Grievance Board
of the Faculty Senate for its recommendation prior to making the decision; This
petition must be in writing and must be received by the Provost within fifteen (15)
calendar days of the faculty member's interview with his or her dean regarding the
problem.
a. If the grievance is not considered by the Grievance Board, the
Provost shall review the matter and request any persons involved to
provide additional infonnation as needed. As soon as possible, but no
later than thirty (30) calendar days after the receipt of the petition,
the Provost shall render a final decision. That decision shall be
transmitted in writing to the petitioner and to other pprties immedi
ately concerned in the matter.
b . If the faculty member requests that the matter be referred to
the Grievance Boa r d or if the Provost (with the faculty member's consent)
elec t s to do so on his own volition, the Provost will immediately send
the petition to the chairperson of the Grievance Board who shall call a
me.eting to review the matter as soon as possib le, but within no more than
thirty (30) calendar days .
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The Grievance Board, consisting of three Faculty Senators and two
alternates, elected annually by the Senate , and chaired by one of the former
appointed by the Advisory Committee of the Faculty Senate, shall initiate
an expeditious , orderly, and equitable r evi ew of the matter . The
Board shall allow t he parties to the matter to present separately to
it any facts or other information bearing on the matter . (These parties
shall not meet with the Board at the same time.) Should the Board
require additional information, it shall request such information from
the Provost. The Grievance Board shall reach its finding and submit
its recommenda tion to the Provost, along with any appropriate information,
documents, and records provided by administrators as soon as possible ,
but no later than ten (10) calendar days after the Board's final meeting
on the matter.
4. Upon receipt of the Grievance Board's recommenda tions, the Provost shall
review the matter, requesting any persons involved in the matter to provide
additional information as needed . The Provost sha ll render a final decision as
soon as possible, but no later than fifteen (15) calendar days after the receipt
of the Grievance Boa rd's recommendation . The decision of the Provost shall be
transmitted in writing to the faculty member , the Grievance Board, and other
part ies directly concerned.
Delineation of Grievab l e and
.~ Nongrievable Matters
Matters which are grievable include such actions as :
1.

the improper or unfair (to the complainant) i mplementation of departmental,
college, or university policies or procedures by persons authorized to
impl ement such policies or procedures;

2.

the improper or unfai r (to the complainant) application of recognized
criteria or guidelines us ed in formal review processes by persons
authorized to conduct such r eviews ;

3.

the i mproper or unfair (to the complainant) assignment of professional
duties by an administrator ;

4.

improper or unfair a ppraisals (by an administrator) of the complainant's
perfo r mance ;

S.

the improper or unfair denial (by an administrator) of th e complainant's
access to departmental, coll ege , or university resources;

6.

the improper or unfair det ermination ( by an administrator) of the complain
ant's salary increment.

The Provos t, after consultation with the Grievance lloard, may determine that
actions other than those cnum.:!rated above are grievablc . The faculty membe r filing
the petition has the burden of proo f in establishing the validi ty of his or her
grievance.

- - -· - ...

_______ ___ - --_.._

I tJ
_________...............

. ........;
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Normall y not grievable sha l l be complaints ar1s1ng out of t he authorized
exe r cise of their judgments and discretionary powers by faculty members and
administrators . Thus, not normally grievable would be recommendations concerning
nonrenewal of contract and denial of promotion or tenure, so long as the appro
priate policies and procedures had been adhered to . Likewise, minor complaints
are not normally grievable. The determination of what constitutes a "minor
complaint" is at the dj.scretion of the Grievance Board, if the matter is referred
to i t, or at the discretion of the Provost .
Protec t ion of the Facultv Members and Others
Involved in Grievance Procedures
Each f aculty member and any other person involved in grievance procedures
shal l be f ree of any or all restraint, interference, coercion , or reprisal on the
part of associates or administrators in filing a grievance, in accompanying a
faculty member filing a grievance , in appearing before the Faculty Senate
Grievance Board or the Provost, or in seeking information in accordance with the
procedures described herein. These principles apply with equal force after a
grievance has been resolved . Should these principles be violated , the faculty
member shoul d bring the facts to the attention of the Provost and Vice President
for Academic Affairs for appropriate remedial action.

_______

--·--- -· ---··-~-

. . ____
,.

_

..

.............~ - .."It

ATTACHMENT O
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Proposed Policy on Endowed Chairs and Titled Professorships
For the purposes of this policy, endowed chairs refer to named professorships
which are wholly or primarily funded by the income from an endowment. Titled
professorships entail a praenomen, and a salary supplement which may be provided
from endowment income or from annual grants to the University.
Selection
Those appointed to endowed chairs and titled professorships must be
selected by members of the academic community . Because of the University-wide
importance of these positions, there must be representation from colleges other
than that in which the chair or titled professorship resides, in selecting the
faculty members for these distinguished appointments.
The search and screening committee for the Alumni Professorships shall
consist of the academic deans, chaired by the senior academic dean (in terms
of service at Clemson University as an academic dean) . This ad hoc committee
will nominate at least two candidates for each vacant Alumni Professorship
and forward its recommendations to the Provost. The Provost will recommend
each appointment, and forward these recommendations and the slate of nominees
to the President. If the President so directs, the Provost will ask the committee
for additional nominations.
For all other endowed chairs and titled professorships the search and
screening committees will have compositions that are approved by the Pr~vost.
The majority of each such committee wi 11 be comprised of faculty members from
the department to which the chair or titled professorship is assigned and will
be selected by the faculty of that department. At least one faculty member
from a related discipline in another college will be appointed to the committee
by the Provost. Administrators in the line of appointment ,,.,ill not serve on
the search conun i t tee. This ad hoc commit tee ,,.Ji 11 nominate a s 1ate of candidates
and fon,ard its recommendations to the department head. The department head \'til 1
recommend the appointment, and forv,ard this recommendation along \'lith the slate
of nominees for review and approval by the Dean , the Provost, and the President.

5/22/81
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If the President so directs, the Provost will ask the committee for additional
nominations.
Rank and Tenure Status
The rank and tenure ~tatus of those appointed to endowed chairs or
titled professorships will be determined by the applicable rules , regulations ,
policies, and practises governing all appointments to the faculty of Clemson
University .
Conditions of Award
The University community as a whole has a vested and vital interest in
the academic contributions of holders of endov,ed chairs and titled professorships .
Consequently, while appointments to such chairs and titled professorships shall
be for an indefinite period, and while the performance of the holders of such
appointments will be subject to the normal reviews of performance to which all
faculty members are subject, a special review of the performance of these
particular faculty members may be conducted, if the conditions stated at the time
of award so stipulate. A review may be initiated by the Dean of the College if
requested by both the Departmental Advisory Committee and the. Department Head.
In the case of endowed chairs, the conditions of award may provide for reviews at
periodic inter_vals if mutually agreed in writing at the time of award.
For such revie,..,s the Provost \\/ill ensure that a committee , composed in the
same manner as the search and screening committee that made the initia},selection
of the holder, evaluates the performa nce of the holder of the chair or titled
professorship. Recommendat ions of this comm ittee for removal will follow the path
of those of the initial search and screening committee. Should these recommendations
result in a decision by the President to remove the incumbent from the chair or
titled professorship, such a decision will not affect the tenure status or basic
professorial rank of the incumbent.

I .,
.....

- - - - - -- - - -- - -

--·

ATTACHMENT E

o::,\fo'T
AFFIR~~T[VE ACT[O~ POLICY AND PROCEDURE
FOR RECRUIT~IE~iT AND APPOL:HlENT OF FAC!.JLTY

General Policy

1,

It is the policr of Clcrnson University that no person is to be
accepted or rejected for employment solely on the basis of sex,
minority group membership, or handicap .

However, special

attention to the identification, recruitment, and selection of
minority group members , women, and disabled individuals is
consistent with State and Federal laws and regulations .:ind with
University policy ,
2,

Each administrative and academic officer and search committee
must take appropriate steps withi~ the areas of their r esponsi
bility to ensure that for each faculty and other professional
position an active and thorougl1 recruitment effort is made for
qualified females, members of minority groups, and disabled
i ndi·, iduals .

3.

This effort will be viewed hy the Provost as an important factor
in dete r mining the acceptability of a position recommendation .
Affirmative action efforts are to augment, rather than replace ,
previous rccrui ting pr0cedurl!s .
the appo intm!..!nt to

:t

The rl!commendation for and

po~ it iun u ru to be 1a.:1dc on thl' b;isis of

(fualitications f0r thl! position.

In this regarJ it is considered

proper t.:o t·l!<lcfl nc l!ligibUity cci.tcL·i.1 to brvadcn the b.:ise of
the t ,1lent pO•Jl to inc Ludo.! spc1.:L1l <!Xpcricncc, training, and
o.!duc., LLoa 1:oc ;H)r:nally <.: •>ll s idcrl.!d wlil'll :.uch factors ar!..! important

- 2 characteristics of eli:;i.bility for the position.

Such considera

tions must be applied ~qually to nll cnndidates for a position.
Pre-Recruitment Steps
1.

Complete Affirmative Action Form l (AA-1), Position Announcement
(attached), bei~g careful to assure that the description of the
position does not in itself discriminate against the selection
of minority, women, and disabled applicants.

2.

Consult with the Director, Office of Human Resources to insure
AA-1 :neets EEO/AA requirements.

3,

Submit AA.-1 to the Provost for approval.

Upon approval by the

Provost, the oritinal form AA- 1 is returned to the initiatj.ng office
to be retained i"l the official recruiting file for the positfon .
Copies of approved Form AA- 1 are provided to the Dean/Director and
the Office of auman Resources (OHR) .
4.

Contact the Director, Office of Human Resources , for advice on
measures which will ensure the most efficient distribution of
information about availability of the position to minority
groups , women, and disabled persons, in order to encourage
applications from these sources .

A list of potential sources

of candidates should be compiled for the file.

Some categories

to be considered are national organizations which have been
formed to est.1blish talent pools of rninority groups and women,
professional organi:wt ions, spec i.a l ized employment agencies,
women's coll<!ges, colleges with hi. 6 h minority enrollments,
minority

:.rnd

women schol.:1rs in other institutions, and newspapers

with hiJh r<?a<lershi;> by rnt.!mbcrs of •ninor it y groups and women.

/
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S.

Whenever possible, minority g roup members, women and disabled
individuals should he i.nclud ~d on the search committee.

Recruitment
1.

All correspondence and advertising is to indicate that Clemson
University is an "Equal Employment Opportunity/Affirmative Action
Employer , " and all recruiting sources are to be info r med of that
fact by the person who initiates a contact .

2.

The position will be advertised where suitable candidates are
like ly to be reached, for example, but not limited to the
following:

3.

(a)

professional journals ~nd professional organizations

(b)

newspapers as appropriate

(c)

college and university placement offices

(d)

g raduate schools of vacicus colle3es and universities

Each person expressing an interest in (oral or written), or
nominated for, an advertised vacant faculty position, shall be
provid ed with an offic ial application form (see attached) which
indicates the date hy which its return must be postmarked in
order to be consider.~d.

Only those candidates whose applications

arc timely received will be considered ln the applicant pool.
Other inquirie s 1H.!ed not b0 r ecaim~<l as p.:irt o f the official
'
:1pplicant pool.

- 4 -

4.

Federal r egu\;1tJ-0ns require that Hffi rmative action employers
collect and ~<!.i:.ntnin data on the race, sex and ethnic identity
of all appli~ij~~? for employ~ent .

In addition certain inform

ation will betµseful to the University in applying the skills and
accommodatinga~.hc needs of a handicapped employee candidate i f
employed .

T~~~ , information cannot be required in advance of

employment,~~~ may be voluntarily provided.

r

Affirmative Action

Form 2 (attac§ed) has been developed fo r use in this regard.

A

copy of ::his .f~rm with return envelope addressed to the Director ,
Office of Hum@~ Resources , shall accorapany the official applica
tion form sen~ , to each potential candidate.

Completed AA.- 2 ' s·

received by ~11-= Office of lluman Resources will be used by the
Director in ~h~·ongoi.-ig functions of monitoring the affirmative
action aspectc~f recruiting for the advertised position and
assisting their~cruiting unit in identifying qualified female ,
minority and disabled candidates.
5.

If there arc flO ,- or few , minority, women or disabled candidates,
the Director,:v~ffice of Human Resources, should provide the
recruiting u~~F additional assistance in establishing suitable
contacts .

6.

The group of .iP.Pli.cnnts considered must include qualified
minorities

an<:!A,1011H:!T1

unles:; evidence is documented that extra-

3rdinary eff,1rt.s. Lo recruit them have been made and have failed.
7.

Invitations ~@ applicants to visit Lhe campus should indicate
that, if thCY.il:i? desire, they may have the opportuni ty to meet
with the Oirector , Office ,if llu1:1c1n R0sourccs.

- 5 -

8.

It is recognized that there may be inst:1nces in which a person
is recommended for a position without widespread recruitment
efforts.

Such cnses may be justifled when a qualified individual

may be rromote<l from within the institution , ti:ne is of the
essence, campus ope r ations would suffe r as the result of an
interim appoint~ent , or when a person is available who is uniquely
qualified for the position .
rare.

By their very nature, such cases are

Their acceptibility will be measured not only against the

urgency of that particular appointment , but also against past
efforts to use ,a~mbers of minority groups and c,omen in the unit
which has .·ccom:nl:! nded the .ippointrnent .

Documentation of the

special circumstances must be made in Affirmative Action For·m 3
(see below) .
Appointment
1.

When the search process has resulted in the selection of a candi
date for appointment to a position , Affirmative Action Form 3
which documents full and open recruitment efforts for that
position shall he prepared by the department head with the
assistance of the Director , Office of Human Resources .

2.

If in the opinion of the Director, Office of Human Resources , the
obligations of Equal Employment Opportunity and Affirmative Action
have not been ~et , he shall nppen<l to AA-3 a statement of the
~easons therefor.

3.

Submit A,\-3 to the Provost (or approv;:il.

No offe r shall be made to

a cand Ldate unt LL appproval of the Pr0vost has been received .

- 6 -

4.

Should the Provost determine that recruitment activity has not met
the obligations of Equal Employment Opportunity and Affirmative
Action, he shall notify t:he originating office of the necessity
to renew recruiting efforts in order to rectify specific deficiencies .
(a)

If however , the Provost do~s not concur with the opinion of
the Dir~ctor, Office of Human Resources, the Provost will
consult with the President .

(b)

If no n~reement is reached in this consultation, the final
decision will rest with ~he President .

5,

The Dean of the College (Director of the Library) is responsible
for monitoring nnd reviewing the recruitment nnd selection·
process to assure that affir.mative action procedures are
appropriately followed .

Upon receipt of the Provost ' s approval

the Dean/Director responsible will issue the employment offer
using the standard contr.:.1ct letter format which, in addition to
the s tandard items, al3o covers all special conditions pe rtai ning
to the offer of employment .

This letter, upon acceptance by the

faculty member, becomes the employment contract.
6.

Upon acceptance by the new faculty member , personnel apppointment
actions shall be completed in accordance with inst~uctions of the
Personnel Director.

7.

The originals of applic.:.1tions , resumes, corrl!spondence , forms
(,except /\f f irmativ1! 11.c t ion [,'orm- 2), ._screening committee minutes , '
notation::. of tel~phonc conversations , and all other documentation

- 7 -

r elating t o the recruiting process for the position shall be r e
t ained by the recniiting ,mit for a period of t h r ee yea r s from
the date of acceptance o f ..ippoin t m,~nt by the ~uccessful candidate
afte r which they :nay be dec;troyed .

AA Form- 2 , if submitted by

candidates, will have been received by the Office of Human Re
s our ces and shall be r etained i n like manner .

APPLICATI()N rnR FACULTY/PROrESStO:!AL P0SITtoN
AT

CLEMSO N UU IVEnSITY

APPLICATtO~! POST~!t\RX DE.\DLI~!F.

-~~~~~~~~~~~~ ·

19

(DJte Ins~rted by University)

(l)

I'

, hereby make application for
~~~~~~,--~~~--,-.,..-~--~~~~~~

( ?ri.nt .~:i2. l :·Jam~)
the followi~~ ndvertised position :
(S t~ce T~tle of Position)
(2)

A copy of ~y resume / ~urriculum vita is attached .

(3)

Inforr.iation on this position uas made available to me from the following
~ource : (If newspaper or other publication, please gi ve name.)

(4)

If this ~pplication is being ra~i~ed subsequent to the nbove postmark
deadline, the following reason is submitted :

(5)

I have r ead attached Affirmative Action Form-2 and understand the
voluntary nature of the request for its completion .

(Si~natur0)

Affirmative Action Form - 1

CLEMSON UNIVERSITY
ANNOUNCEMENT OF RECRUIT~!ENT FOR CLEMS0:1 UNIVERSITY FACULTY/PROFESSIONAL POSITION

Clemson University Department/College

~--------------------~

Date Recruitment to Be~in
Final Post~ark Date for Submission of Applications

~---------------

Brief Position Description :

Name , Address, and Telephone Nucher of Contact Person :

Routing:
( 1)

Reviewed by Director, Office of Human Resources_ _ __ _ _

(2)

Signature of Department Head:

(3)

Signature of Dean or Director :

( 4)

Approved

~---------------Date :------

------------ ---Date :- - - - Date:
hy:___________________Provos t.
-----

' l!e turn to f'1iti.'.ltin~ Oftil~C for Pcr.nmncnt File
Original:'
Copies to: Dean/D ire c tor , Office of llum.:1 n Resources
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Date:_ _ _ __

Affirmative Action Form- 2

CLEMSON UNIV!::RSITY
EMPLOYMENT INFORMATION REQUEST
Federal regulations require that Affirmative Action employers collect
and maintain data on the race, sex and ethnic identity of all applicants
for employment. Clemson University requests your voluntary completion of
the following questionnaire to be used O~·!LY for the purpose of monitoring
the success of our Affirmative Action Plan . This information will not be
used to reject or to show preference for any applicant in the hiring deci
sion . You are asked to return this form to the Office of Human Resources
in the enclosed envelope. Your immediate cooperation will be appreciated.

Position applied for
Title

Rank
De;,artm:?nt

Ethnic identity

(Check one):

American Indian or Alaskan ~·! ative
Asian or Pacific l~lander

----Black

( ~ot of Hi s panic Origin)

----White

( Not of Hispanic Origin)

----Hispanic
Citizenship:

---- Other------------------~
Country

Un i. ted States

Birthda t e:
Month/Day/Year

Birthplace
Sex
_ _C_i_t_y~/-S_t_a_t_e~/-C_o_u_n_t_y_ -M~/-F-

Marital Status :
Physical l!:rndicap: ~pecify i f you have any physical handicap or condition
which will require special consideration in your e mployment.
_ _speech impairment
mental disahi.lity
5/5/81

_ _hearing i.mpairmL·nt
motor impairment

_ _visual impairment
_ _multiple disabilities

..
Affirma ti ve Action Form- 2
(continue<!)

Military Service: Oisahled veter3ns and v~tcrans of the Vie tnam era are
entitled to receive special consideration under the Affirmative Action
Plan. lf you .,re t.?ntitled to this consi,fot·ation, please check and attach
a statement .,s prescriheri OT'\ chi:; forin .
Disabled Vete r an

Vietnam Era Vett.?ran

Dates of Service

Signature of Applicant

-----

Date

AFFIRMATIVE ACTION FOR VETER.ANS
Clemson Unive rsity b~ing a government contractor is subject to Section
402 of the Vietnam Era Vete rans Rean_iustrnent Assistance Act of 1974 which
requires government contractors to cake affirmative action to employ and
advance in employ~ent qual ified disabled veterans and veterans of the
Vietnam era. To qualify under this program as 3 Vietnam era veteran , you
must have enlisted prior co May 7 , 1975, must have served on active duty
for a period of mord than 180 days any part of which occurred after "August
4, 1964 , and i'.'!ust have been discharged or released from this active duty
for a service - connected disability and with other than dishonorable dis
charge. Your application for employ11enc ,nust be filed within a 43- month
period following riischarge or release from active duty.
If you are a disahldd vetdran as defined .ibove and would like to be
consider ed for employment, rlease tell us. This information is voluntary
and ref usal co provide it prior to employment will not subject you to dis
charge or disciplinary tre~cment after employment and shall be kept con
fidential, exc~pt that (1) supervisors and managers may be informed regard
ing restrictions on the work or duties of dis3bled veterans, and reBarding
necessary aci:o.nmodations, and (2) first ai.d personnel might be informed,
when and to the extent approp ri a te, if the condition might require emergency
treatment .
ln orde r to assure proper placement we would appreciate it if you
would volunta r ily prepa r e a stAtement i n which the following are answered .
lf you have a disabili t y which might affect your performance or c r eate
hazard to yourst.? lf or others iri connection with the job for which you are
applying, please stntc the followi:1g: (1) the skills and procedures you
use or intend to use to perforin the job noc~.itltstanding tht.? disnhility and
(2) the accornmodntions we could make which coulri cnahle you to perform the
job prooerly an<l s;1fcly , including specia l e<Juir1:1en t, chanr,es i.n the physi 
cal pl.:1nc ·,1ayo11t of the j,>h , elim i nation of certain duties relating to t he
job or other i\ccornr.1ocl:1tions .

5/5/81

Affirmative Action Form- 3

CLE~ISOti U~!IVERSITY - CLE:·ISON, SOUTH CAROLINA
FACULTY AFFIRMATIVE A.CHON REPORT

This report must accompany all recommendations to the Provost for
appointment approval to new or vac:rnt fac11lty positions in the various
colleges and academic offices of the University . The information requested
meets the requirements of the University's Affirmative Action Plan.
Department/College:
Position to be Filled (including ~ank) :
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

AA Form- I announcing this recruitment was approved by the Provost on:
Jate

Recruiting Began :
Date
Recru_iting Terminated:
Date
1.

Copies of all advertisements used to fill the position are enclosed.

2.

The positive effocts which wer~ tnken, in addition to the advertisements,
to recruit minority, women and disahle<l candidates were as follows (use
additional sheets if necessary) :

5/5/81

Aff irmati ve Ac ti on For m- 3
(continued)
3.

Record of I nt e r views :
Name

Race*

Sex

D:i t e & Pl ace

l.

2.

3.
4.

5.
6.

7.
8.

(Use additional shects ii necessary . )
*If un~nown , so state .
4.

Please give the num~er 0f applicants for this position by Race and Sex:
~mITE

~LACK

HI3PAfTIC

ASI;N

A.'fE~USAN INDIAN'

UNKNO\-lN

MALE
FE~1ALE

5.

Candidate Recommended To Fill This Position:

6.

I f the finalist is not a minority, female , or disabled candidate , com
ment in de tail on the qualifications of the person recommenderl t ha t
influence the selection .

7.

If no ninor i ty , female , or disabled candidates were considered , state why .

8.

If position was not advertised, stat e why and exp l ain s election ma de .

9.

This r ecommend:1tion is sahrni.tted hy Department He:1rl :
( ::.1me , Tit le , Date)

Rou t ing :
( 1)

Revi.~wed hy O i. recto r, Of F ice of ilur1:111 ll(;~nurces_______

(2)

Approved by D1•:in/'.)ircctor :

(3)

Approved by :
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Date :

--- -

------ ------------~Date :- - - Provost .
Date :
- -- -

.
I

.

ATTACHMENT F

'

Draft: June 16, 1981

INSTRUCTIONAL WORKLOAD ANALYSIS

-:.· ..""··.·
'
'
-~~?·.
.

The purpose of the Instructional Workload Analysis is to provide for each
faculty member at Clemson University a comprehensive and realistic description
of the professional duties supported by instructional funds. This information
will be used by the University to allocate positions which are supported by
instructional funds. Because of the differences between disciplines, no mini
mum standard workload will be defined in this analysis.
All professional duties will be converted to a standard unit, the
·.., semester hour equivalent (SHE) to determine a person's workload. The SHE is
.. equal to a fifty minute undergraduate lecture period and assumes a class of
normal size, no assistance of any kind, and routine course preparation.
The point system below will be used each semester to determine workload.
The points will be recorded on an accompanying form and totalled.

A.

·;;,

INSTRUCTION

The workload for graduate teaching assistants will be determined in the
same way as faculty workload.

~

A.1. Classroom Instruction . For team teaching, hours will be prorated by the
department head . The total of pro rata hours assigned by the department
head may not exceed the credit hours for the cour se.
A.1.1. Undergraduate instruction including 600 level courses.
Award 1.0 SHE per credit hour for each course.
A.1.2. Graduate instruction.
Award 1.0 SHE per credit hour and add 1.0 SHE for each 'course .
(A three credit _graduate course would be equal to 4.0 SHEs.)
A.1.3. Undergraduate and graduate instruction with assistance.
When the person teaching an undergraduate or graduate course is
assisted in the grading of homework , etc., but the faculty
teaches the course , SHEs awarded for the course will be reduced.
Multiply the number of hours of assistance per week by 0.25 and
subtract from the SHEs awarded for the course. The maximum
reduction per course shall be 1.0 SHE.
A.2 . Laboratory Instruction. This includes clinical laboratories, practica,
music courses , and drama courses with no laboratory assistance by grad
uate students. With laboratory assistance by graduate students credit
will be prorated as for team teaching (See A.l.) .
A.2.1. Undergraduate laboratory instruction.
·Award 0.67 SHE for each contact hour.
A.2.2. Graduate laboratory instruction.
Award 0.89 SHE for each contact hour.
...

: .. ,,

~

~

A.3. Instruction for large sections . Additional credit will be given for
teaching classes of mo r e than 30 undergraduate students or more than ten
graduate students. Although the definition of a large of a large class
varies with the discipline and course , the average undergraduate class is
approximately 30 students and the average graduate class is approximately
10 students .
A.3.1. Undergraduate classes.
Award additional SHEs by multiplying the course credit hours by
the number of students over 30 times 0.02.
A.3.2. Graduate classes.
Award additional SHEs by multiplying the course credit hours by
the number of students enrolled over 10 times 0.02 .
A.4. Additional Preparation Time. Add 1.0 SHE if this is the first time the
i nstructor has taught a course or of the instructor has not taught the
course for three years.
A. 5 . Multiple Preparations, The standard unit assumes that an instructor is
making only one course preparation. Add 1.0 SHE for each additional
course praparation. For example , a person teaching History 101, History
301, and History 315 would receive 2.0 additional SHEs, The additional
SHEs for mul tiple preparations will be 1.0 l ess than the number of pre
parations,

A.6. Course Development,

Credit up to 3,0 SHEs for any faculty member may be
assigned by the department head with the approval of· the college dean for
the development or extensive revision of courses, laboratories, or other
activities related to curriculum.

B.

RESEARCH SUPERVISION AND FACULTY RESEARCH

B.1. Special problems, directed research, and other individualiz ed instruc
tion, Divide the total undergraduate and graduate student credit hours
by 6.
B.2. Research Supervision,
B.2.1, Research leading to a master ' s degree,
Committee chairperson receives 1.0 SHE per student;
committee membe r, 0,1 SHE per student. This credit is given for
a maximum of 3 semesters for any student.
B,2.2. Research leading to a doctoral degree.
Committee chairperson receives 1.0 SHE per student;
committee member, 0.1 SHE per student. This credi t is given for
a maximum of 8 semesters for any student.

B.3. Faculty Research. No more than 6.0 SHEs may be assigned by the
department head and approved by the dean of the college under this
category . In exceptional cases additional credit may be given with
e xplicit approval of the provost.
B.3.1 . Sponsored research wi t h no extramural funding for released time.
Credit will be given according t o the percentage of time
designated in t he grant award . Credit shall be calculated at the
rate of 1.0 SHE for each 7.Si. sponsored activity.
B.3.2. Unsponsored research .
Up to 4 . 0 SHEs may be assigned for unsponsored faculty research.
Such research should culminate in the preparation of articles,
books, other scholarly works , or the development of extramural
funding. Continuation of credit under t his category will depend
upon tangible evidence of a sort appropriate t o the discipline •
. . B~J.3. Research proposal development •
....,.
Up to 2.0 SHEs may be assigned for preparation of such
;.'_{,:~ttt',
proposal s.

....

..( •.·,··
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C.

STUDENT ADVISING

Each student will be assigned to one faculty member for the purpose of
academic advising .
C.l. Undergraduate Student Advising . Award additional SHEs by multiplying the
number of advisees by 0.02. Maximum credit is limited to 3 . 0 SHEs. An
average of one contact hour per student is assumed.
C.2. Graduate Student Advising Without Research Supervision. Multiply the
number of students advised by 0.04 to award SHE credit • . Maximum credit
is limited to 3.0 SHEs. An average contact of two hours per student is
a ssumed.
C.3 . Advising Student Organizations . A credit of 1.0 SHE per group may be
awarded for advising recognized student organizations . A maximum of 1.0
SHE per faculty membe r for all groups will be assigned by the department
head and approved by the college dean .

D.

OFFICIAL COMMITTEE ASSIGNMENTS

Under special circumstances the following credit limits may be changed
with the approval of the college dean and provost for one semester .
0. 1. Departmental Committees. Credit is assigned by the department head and
approved by the college dean. Maximum credi~ for any faculty member is
0 .5 SHE for all commit t ee activities .
(
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D. 2 . College Committees. Credit is assigned by the college dean and approved
by the provost. Maximum credit for any faculty member is 0.5 SHE for all
committee activities .
t, •

•

D. 3. Universi t y Commissions , Councils, and Committees. -- Credit is assigned by
t he provost. Members of committees which meet regularly and frequently
may be credited with up to 1.0 SHE per co~ittee. Members of comm.ittees
-which meet quarterly or less normally would not qualify for such credit.
· Max.imum credit for any faculty member is 2.0 SHEs.
D. 4 . Faculty Senate . Credit shall be assigned by the provost in consultation
with t he president of the faculty senate. Senators may receive up to a
:!=~~~). o(. 3 .~ SHEs £or ~11 assignments rela~ed t o faculty senate
responsibi l i ties . - The pr esident of the faculty senate shall receive 50
percent :released time (nominally 6.0 SHEs) for all activities and
committees associated with this office.

E.

ADMINISTRATIVE DtJrIES

Credit will be given for various administrative duties within the
departments, which may include activities, such as coordinating programs ,
scheduling, administration of multisection courses , and so .forth. _Up to 3.0
SHEs may be assigned by the department head with the approval of the college
dea·n'.
..
~\

':,

_.. - .
F.

..

CONTINUING EDUCATION AND PUBLIC
- .. . . - SERVICE
. ... - . .

Credit may be given for noncredit teaching duties or other public
services as part of a regular assignment for which no extra pay, bonus, or
other additional compensation is received •
.. ,. r

~· . . .

F . l. Continuing Education. Multiply the total hours of clas~room instruction
by 0 . 05. Up to 3.0 SHEs may be awarded by the department head and
college dean for the development of a new course, Instruction for which
compensation is r eceived shall not be credited in the workload analysis.
F.2 . Public Service, Credit will be given for public service and professional
activities , such as serving on government boards and commissions as a
professional advisor, organizing professional meetings, and assuming
. l eadership roles in professional organizations which foste r educational
· goals consistent with t he goals of the University. A maximum credit of
3.0 SHEs will be assigned by the department head with the approval of the
. _college dean and the provost .

F.3. Additional Professional Activities . Credit will be given for other
professional activities not included above which benefit the University
and the faculty member. The amount of credit will vary and will be
assigned by the department head with the approval of the college dean and
provost.

G.

PREVIOUS SEMESTER WORKLOAD

The total number of SHEs assigned for the previous semester is recorded
on the accompanying form for information only . This will not be totalled with
t he credits assigned in categories A through F.
~-~~ ~ ,.. ' ~' ~·. ·~ .
• •• .J
•

ATTACHMENT G

CLE~ SON
UNI:VERSITY

FACULTY SENATE

June 16, 1981
PRESIDENT'S REPORT

. :.· . l .

2.

Academic Regulati ons Report - t he underg raduate section of this report i s
under r eview by Admiss i ons and Scholarship, and the gr aduate section
by Research. The Undergraduate and Graduate Commissions (respectively)
wi ll begin t heir a·ction on these areas in early Fall .
Commission on Faculty Affairs Meeting May 14 , 1981 - the Commission tenta
t ively appr oved a committee structure including a Faculty Development
Committee , a Salary and Fringe Benefits Committee , a Handicapped
Students Committee, and a Marshal's Committee .

3. Pres i dent ' s Cabinet Meeting - May 28 , 1981
*The Postal Service has agreed to the University assuming operation of
Un i versity Station (29632) . Box rentals will probably be about $15.
*A central Visitor's Center is being considered.
would be ideal, but space may not be available.

A Till man Hall location
Tabled for further study.

*Suggested guidelines for the use of Till man Auditorium have been formulated.
I have asked Welfare to review and make recommendations.
*The 75th anniversary of the Tiger occurs this year - special program planned
for January 14-15, 1982.
*Enroll ment increase for Fall esti mated at 200.
*A shortage of freshman sections in several areas - notably , chemistry is projected. Letters suggesting enroll ment in summer school have
been sent.
*The Computer Advisory Co111111ittee will report to President's Office rather
than Camm i ss ion on Graduate Stu di es s i nee the Compute(._Center now reports
to the President's Office.
*A state Ad Hoc Committee on Fringe [3enefits has been set up by the
Governor . Former Pres i den t Stassen Thompson is the Clemson representative ,
and is working cl osel y with t he Welfare Committee .
· I

_
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2

Council of Academic Deans Meeting - May 18, 1981
*Academic Calendar Proposals endorsed by Deans
-uniform 75 class day semesters for all schedule patterns
- schedule patterns should be regular (i.e . , MWF or TTh) and meet
on the hour or half hour
-Fall mid semester break on first Tuesday i n November and prec~ding
Monday

,

. :

••

•

I,

••

-at least one 11 r eadi ng 11 day should be scheduled between end of
class and the beginning of exams
un!'1 0lr r :: . . :.\ · ' f\ \ ' ,...~ .. ,-15 51or ..
:) r::, .)(:f1( ~; ;:. ,~ ~ ...: · '; . '=r·,,. -.>·:- c. . . ~c... ,:.··~ 3 -:. ~·
·· -December graduation exercise should be eliminated
*State Budget Freeze
-May 14 Budget and Control Board Memo distributed .

5.

Council of Deans Meeting - June 1, 1981
·~·- ·*Proposed affirmative action forms and procedures for use in faculty
r ecruitment and appointment were distributed. The procedure provides ·
~- ·for review and approval of position announcements, and for review
and approval of the recruitment process prior to appointment of the
selected candidate .
*Four proposed policy statements (Honorary Degrees; GP II; Selection
of Administrators; Chairs and Professorships) were reviewed and
~: endorsed with a couple of minor suggested changes.
*Schedule for Processing Courses/Curricula/Programs for Cataiog
.t·,. .

to College curriculum committee
October 1
November 1 - to University curriculum committee from college
November 20 to Maxwell from curriculum committee
December 15 - all final approvals
. - Note:

A course approved too l ate for catalog can be taught.
It can be put in schedule booklet up to"""'10 days prior
to preregistration.

*Greenvi 11 e Program Update .
-On-site "Coordinator" to be employed
-Overload pay for instructors will be up to 25%
-Enrollment minimums wil 1 ensure no funds drained from campus
-Over 200 prospective students turned out at first counseling day

-.

.. . ,,...
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President's Report
June 16 , 1981
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*Faculty Evaluations - Dr. Maxwell will inspect all which have disclaimers
by faculty members.
*Budget - Dr. Maxwell requested department heads to rank their faculty as
to proposed salary increment, with a one paragraph justification for each
case. The 12% upper limit (20% with promotion) is still applicable. The
overall salary adjustment funding is still 7% in July, plus 3~% in January.
8 3/4% in July may be considered . (Note: later developments may alter
this).

.. .
*Seminar on Proposal l4r iting - The Office of University Research is de veloping
\, ···..:·-'·,·. a seminar to be held September 17-18, attendance will be limited to about
··: . ·: ·. ·:: , . 70, with p1aces a11 ocated by co11 ege.

;?!if~
Stephen S. Melsheimer
President

SSM/nhw
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Report - Ad Hoc Summer
School Committee

ATTACHMENT H

Introd uction

or. Victor Hurst (Dean of the University)

In April, 1980,

appointed an ad hoc committee to "study overall policies on
summer school at Clemson University."

Subsequently, the mem-

bership of the Committee was expanded to include representatives of all Colleges as well as student representatives.

The

members of the initial Committee are listed in Appendix A; Mr •
• - •

.. >.

, :··.··:. : · Stanley Smith replaced Mr. Reginald Berry, and in January,

...... _"'! -~ - •• : \ . .....~·

•

1981, Ms . Karen M. Barto, a graduate student in English,
resigned; she was not replaced.

Dr. Stephen R. Chapman was

named to chair the Committee.
Dean Hurst called the ·first committee meeting in May,
1980.

However, the Committee did not initiate active studies

until the start of the fall semester, 1980.

During the sum-

mer, 1980, members of the Committee did review a variety of
reports from National studies of summer school administration.
These reports were summarized for all Committee members prior
to the onset of detailed Committee work.
reports are cited in Appendix B).

(The specific

The data which the Commit

tee used were (1) enrollment figures provided by the
Registrar's Office (Mr. Stanley Smith) and detailed budget
figures, including income and expenditures, provided by the
Budget Director (Mr. James Roberts} .

The Committee notes with

'

gratitude that data were made readily available at all times.
These data are not presented in this report because they are
available through appropriate administrative offices.

In

addition, Mr . Smith and Mr. Jeffrey Clark (undergraduate

.
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student represe nta tive) conducted a survey of current stu
dents, the results from which have been incorporated into the
Committee's posi"tion on the role and goals of Summer School at
Clemson.
The first formal Commit tee meeting was 23 September 1980.
The Committee met 10 times; the final meeting at which t his
., ·. :·
,.

report was adopted was 26 February 19 8 1 •

.

This report consists of two major segments in addition to
the Introduction and Appe ndix sections:
erations and Long Term Co nsidera tio ns .

Short Term ConsidEach of these two

sections is divided int.o findings a nd recommendations.
Short Term Considerations
Short term considerations with respect to Summer School
are those factors that are seemingly directly limited by two
factors--th e fact t hat with respect to facultv salarv, Summer
School must be self-supporting and the State policy limiting
extra compensation to a maximum of 15% per unit of service
(i.e . pe~ six-week summer session) .

In these Short Term

Considerations, the Committee accepts these constraints, but
does not approve or endorse them.

These factors are recognized

as severe limits to an optimum type of summer program as is
described under "Long Term Considerations."
FINDI NGS
Current factors generally limit the audience served by
s ummer school to the following:

=~
.t. ~

c
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---=-~~ .. ~ ..j ,_ •• ;..__.. ...... .. .

(1) current Clemson under-

- 3graduate students, (2) public school teachers , and (3) gradu
ate students.

Service to current stud ents is (a) make-up

work , (b} the opportunity to accelerate in a curriculum, and
tc) service to students participating in the Cooperative Education Program.

There is inadequate support of faculty for

supervising graduate students during the summer months, and
essentially no s upport of faculty for nonteaching activities,

.!...:.3...:., research, writing, and curriculum development.
The summer school program is self-supporting with respect
to faculty salaries, and funds generated by summer programs
are generally used for faculty salaries.

There is at least

adequate classified assistance, but numerous problems are
apparent within the accepted constraints:

(1) The definition

of a "full load" (i.e. six credits or 18 contact hours) is
arbitrary, unreasonable, and does not take into consideration
differences among disciplines, nor does it allow for any
additional scholarly activity, (2) there are marked 9_iffer
ences between f unds generated through student fees and funds
allocated for summer activities among units (e.g. colleges} ,
( 3) the basis for the allocation of fu nds seems historical
and arbitrary and does not seem to reflect needs or interests
of prospective or potential st udents or of faculty , and (4)
limit a tion s of summer activities and distribution of summer
funds adversely affects recruiting and retaining faculty.

-

7
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-4RECOMMENDATIONS
In view of the above findings, the following recommendations are made:

.

~

(1) A Director of Summer Schools be appointed; funds for
this position should not come from funds generated by
summer school. This person may have other duties, but
adequate time, authority, and budget must be available to
administer the programs in view of the above findings and
the recommendations that follow.
An appropriate faculty
committee should be selected to advise the Director.

.

(2) All Summer School Activities (formal courses,
research, curriculum innovation, and other scholarly
activities including supervision of graduate students}
shall be funded from funds generated by Summer School
fees.
Fifteen per cent of all Summer School income in
excess of cost shall be retained by the Director to fund
essential, non-self-supporting teaching activities (the
Director, in consultation with the Advisory Committee
will determine what comprises "essential, non-self
supporting teaching activities"). Eighty-five percent of
Summer School income in excess of cost shall be returned
proportionally to the Colleges generating them; it is the
intent of this recommendation that funds not necessary
for support of teaching activities be used in support of
non-teaching summer activities. The Committee recognizes
that the precise percentages may be changed to fund
recognized essential non-self-supporting teaching
activities.
(3) The definition of a "full load" for Summer School
purposes shall be left to the individual colleges to work
out by themselves.
(4) Remuneration for Summer School teaching (or other
activities) be raised from the current 7 · 1/2% of 9-month
salary per 3-credit course to 3 1/3% of 9-month salary
per credit hour taught: there is an understanding in this
recommendation, i.e., that a faculty member teaching a
standard 3-credit course will receive 10% of 9-month
salary while a faculty member teaching two such courses
in a single summer session will receive a maximum of 15%
of 9-month salary.
The funding proposal contained in recommendation (2)
above drastically alters the current University pattern.
unanimously believe that is an absolute necessity.

....,.._____ ,,_
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-scurrent pattern of funding is strictly historical and thus
provides no incentive for innovation and no reward for particular competence.

Funding on the basis of income generated

(with a portion held back for activities which cannot be
.

.

expected to be self-suppor~i~g but which are nevertheless
necessary) is a much more rational, much more business-like
way of · conducting - a · summer School program~ ·
< •

Long Term Considerations
FINDINGS
The physical facilities and human resources of Clemson
University are unde r-u ti 1ized during the summer months. ·· There
are opportunities to provide more diverse . programs and serve a
....

:.

.

wider clientele through summer offerings; .there is faculty ..
interest in providing such expanded offerings.·

The limited

offerings of summer school inhibit opportunities for faculty
.. ?.. .: .... .growth and may discourage faculty from accepting regular aca.'

demic appointments a ~. Clem~ory__ Uni ver~ i t y . _._J q~ joint ..issues of
the maximum salary of 15% and self-supporting re quiremen t are
the major factors l~miting the growth and motivation of summer
programs at Clemson University.
RECOMMENDATIONS
Active steps by the Administration should be initiated to
(1)

eliminate the application of the regulation limiting sum-

mer school salary to 15% of the nine-month salary per session;
(2) efforts should be made to obtain State appropriations to

..
.. -~--"-
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develop an expanded summer program to appeal to a broad
· student body , including nontraditional students which would
,include different settings, including travel programs: (4) the
University should actively advertise to attract students to
s ummer programs; and (5) should carry out appropriate surveys
to determine demand for special programs.
't
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Initial Membership of ad hoc Committee to Study
Summer School

Mr. Clarence L. Addison, Associate Professor of Building
Science tff..Lfd~,c~
or. William Baron, Associate Professor of Civil Engineering
Ms. Karen M. Barto, Graduate Student in English (resigned .
January, 1981, and was not replaced)
:.

'":'

..

Mr. Reginald Berry, Registra!_}:7.et'red an<!_ r 7?}aced by Mr •
. . ·:
Stanley B. Smith) ~Tt:2
~
.
// #
-~
Mr. Jeffrey A. Clark, Undergra·auat student,,~

S

1:J. lu.

Or. H. W. G~aben, Professor of Physics

~

Or. Mary Ann Kelly, Associate Professor of Nursing
or. James A. Kimbell, Assoc~~t~ ~~~essor of Accounting and
Finance
or. James E. Matthews, Professor of Elementary and Secondary
Education
..

fl:~d-~/ f-

Mr. James T. Roberts, Budg~t D i r e c t o ~·
Dr. Alan Schaffer , Head, Department of History

,

Dr. Thomas E. Wooten, Alumni Professor of F ~ r e s t r ~

t:'(J)~

Dr. Stephen R. Chapman (Chairman), Associate Dean and Director
of }~~~ru~f~o,. College of Agricultural Sciences
/4;..,... 1<,.c .J!~~'- ·
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Appendix B.

Published Surveys Used as Background
Information for the Committee

<;~y_ne_,_ _Leslie J. Oct., 1976. : A Study of Jointly Administered
Summer Sessions and Continuing Education in Ten Universi
ties. Indiana University.
.
.
-' ...
.
Anon. 1976. Summer Sessions Association's Joint Statistical
Report.
Anon. 1972. Higher Education in the Summer. A Comparison of
· :.::: .3~ -Summ_~r Sessions.--::::--:- ··
·--- -- · -- -.... ~· · .
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Bell, Robert L. 1972 . A Case Study in the Dynamics of Summer
Session Administration in a · School of Education. Univ.
Wisc. ·
CHE Report 14, Student Credit Hour Production, 1979.
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ATTACHMENT I

Resolution FS-81-6-1
Whereas r easonable coordination of the academic calendar with traditional
school system calendars is desirable, and
Whereas various summer faculty and student institutes and other summer
faculty development activities, as well as student summer employment opportunities,
extend through mid- August and
Whereas it is desirable that the beginning of the Fall semester be as
· . . ". compatible as possible with other major southeastern institutions to facilitate
transfer, be it therefore
Resolved that the earliest date for beginning Fall classes should be the
fourth week in August, with provision for class holidays and Fall graduation
adjusted as needed to provide this starting date.

Resolution FS-81-6-2
Whereas Fall and Summer graduation exercises are qui~~ costly to conduct and
difficult to justify in the present budgetary situation, and

,,

Whereas deletion of such exercises would provide flexibility in scheduling
the academic calendar, and
Whereas Fall and Summer graduation exercises are not, held at many institutions, be it therefore
Resolved that only the Spring graduation exercise should be held each
academic year.

!,.....•

ATTACHMENT J
Propos ed 1982-1983 Schedule
Fall 19821
.
. 2
0 n.entation
Registration
Classes begin
Fall break
Thanksgiving
Classes end
Reading Day
Examinations

August 16
August 17 & 18
August 19
November 1 & 2
November 25 & 26
December 7
December 8
December 9, 10, 11,
December 13, 14, 15
December 16
December 21

Candidates' grades due 3
December graduation
Spring 1983

1

Orientation
4
Registration
Classes begin
Spring break
Honors and Awards Day 5
Classes end
Examinations
Candidates' grades due
May graduation

January 6
January 7 & 8
January 10
March 12- 20
April 9
April 29
May 2-7
May 9
May 13
First Summe.r Se ssion 1983

1

Registration
Classes begin
6
Saturday classes

May 23
May 24
May 28
June 11
June 23
June 24

Classes end
7
Examinations
Second Summer Ses sion 1983
Orientation
Registration
Classes begin
Holiday
Saturday classes
Classes end
7
Examinations
August graduat i on

1
June 27
June 28
June 29
July 4
July 9
August 2
August 3
August 6

IMPORTi\NT NOTES
1 The committee endorsed the principle of 15 week (75 day) semeste rs

because of the importance of teoching. Therefor-e, e;1ch semeste r (fall and
spring) allows for 45-fifty minute class periods (a total of 2250 minutes)
for each three hour lecture course, ond each summer session allows for 25ninety minute class periods (a total of 2250 minutes) for cAch three hour
lecture course.
2The fall orientation period, which is currently spr~od over two days,
allows the new student to arrive in the morning of the first day, begin
orientation at mid-day, and conclude orientation mid - way through the second
day. Because the dormitories are open the day before , the orientation has
been compressed to one day.
3rhe committee is concerned that the need to submit candidates' grades
17~ hours after the last examination is completed might pose a problem .
Although the committee took no vote on the issue there was some sentiment
that the scheduling office would need to stay very aware of the problem
in creating the examination schedule so that the problem could be made as
small as possible.

4The second day (drop day) of spring reg istration is scheduled qn a
Saturday.
5Honors and Awards Day will be on Saturday , April 9, 1983 . This has
been·· discussed with the Honors Dire c tor. · She thinks that with the right
support from the admini s tration and tha Trustees the day will be improved
by the move .
"Two Saturday clo ss~' s (bot h in the first s ummer session) have been added
to the summer school .
7-:=hrce c:,am::.n:i.t:.on !'Criods in .,ne <la:·, ···h:.ch ;-,a..-ailcls the :~all and
:;pr::.ng tc;:-:::s .

Alternate 1982-1 983 Schedule
Fa 11 1982
August 19
Auaus t 20 & 21
Aue us t 23
November 1 - noon Nov. 3
November 24 noon - Nov. 26
December 10
December 13- 18
December 20
(December 23)2

Orientation
Registration
Class begi?s
Fall break
Thanksgiving1
Class ends
Examinations
Candidates' grades due
(Graduation)Z
Spring 1983

January 6
January 7, 8
January 10
:·larc h ~ 2-20
April 9
Apr;l 2c
May 2-7
May 9
:l.ay 13

Orientation
Registration
Class begins
Spring Break
Honors and Awa rds Oay 3
Class ends
Examinations
Cadidates' grades due
May graduation
?irs: Surr.r:ier Sess~or. 1983

May 23
May 2l

Registration
Class begins
Class ends
Exams

J ur.e t..~:
Jur.1: 28

Second SuiT'i1ller Session 1983
June 30
Jui; 1
July 4
JuiJ 5
July 9
August 5
August 8 2
('August 11}

Orientation
Registration
Holiday
Class begins
Saturday Class
Class ends
Exams
(Graduation)2
Fall 1983

August 18
August 19, 20
August 22

Orientation
Registration
Class begins

1 Two and one- half day breaks are shown for both Thanksgiving and Fall
break. An alternative is to schedule a full Wednesday class break for
the President's Honors Colloquium
2 Deletion of these graduations is preferred
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MINUTES OF THE FACULTY SENATE
SPECIAL SESSION
Senate Chambers

July 2, 1981
I.

Call to Order :
President Melsheimer called the meeting to order at 3:33 p.m. He then
introduced Adm. J. B. McDevi tt and explained that Adm. McDevitt had been
invited to answer any questions Senators might have concerning a draft
version of a policy and procedures for affirmative action on recruiting
and hiring faculty members at Clemson University .

II.

Report of Senator Huffman:
Senator Huffman briefly reported on the consideration given to the draft
of an affirmative action policy and procedure since the June 16 meeting
of the Senate. He said that a meeting had been held with Provost David
Maxwell on June 27. That meeting brought two salient facts: (1) "A more
formalized affirmative action procedure was overdue at Clemson." (2) The
draft under consideration adhered to present Federal regulations.
Senator Huffman next indicated that certain words and phrases had been
considered with Provost Maxwell and that suggested rewording or re
phrasing would be a matter to discuss with Adm. McDevitt.

III.

Answers by Adm. McDevitt:
Adm. McDevitt then came before the Senate with a copy of the draft in
hand that included changes forwarded to him from the Policy Committee
through Provost Maxwell. Each change was discussed or explained, some
words or phrases being acceptable to all, some evoking attempts to im
prove the wording or clarify the meaning. All changes made in phrasing
were accepted as friendly amendments by Senator Huffman, who had moved
the adoption of the draft statement with proposed changes in wording.
Two motions by Senator Miller to have changes in wording made failed
to receive a second.

IV .

Vote on Draft Statement Concerning Affirmation Action:
Senator Rollin called for the question, and the Senate by voice vote
approved the statement as revised, with only Senator Miller opposing.
The statement as amended is attached.
Respectfully Submitted,

.l .,, /, ,...__
. ./ , '/I, L,.. t~.\.
,) ';/1
'
J ' ._....

JLIJr/lm
Senators Absent:
M. Barnes, D. Graham, P. Kline,
E. Olive, D. Senn, M. Vatalaro,
and H. Webb

•

J6hn L. Idol, Jr., Secretary
The Faculty Senate
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AFFIR.'tf\TI\'E ACTI Q~; POLICY A:,D PROCCDCI~

Ge:1e r .1! ?ol!~v

accep:ed o r rejected for e~ploroe n t solely on t he basis o f sex ,

must take a pp ro priate steps wichi:1 the areas o: t~eir re s?on sia :1::

.:i t.:t:: r

.

.

-r ') t~s.; • .) ::.:,.

qualified !eoales , oe~bers of ~ino rity g r ou?s , a:1d disabled
i:1di·::.dua l s .
).

Th is cffor : ~ ill be ~i e wed ~y : he ? r .,vos : ~s a :1 i~po r:d nt ~dc : o r
in deter::ii:1in2 the acceptability of. a posi.tion recorn.-:iend:ition .

Clemson University Affirmative Action policies and procedures are
i ntended to complement previous recruiti ng effort s . In this regard
it is consi dered proper to defi ne el igibi l ity criter ia to broaden the
base of t he ta l en t poo l t o incl ude specia l experi ence , training, and
education not no rmally considered when such factors are important
char acteristics of eligibi l ity for the position.

Suc h considerations

must be applied equally to al l candidates for a pos i t ion.

The

recomnendation for and appointment to a posit ion are to be made on the
basis of qualifications for the position.
Pre-Recruitme nt Steps
l.

Co::1;,lete Affi r::i.i cive Action ?.:> r::, l (.-~\- ·) , :'osi : i .:> n .\:1:10 •1:1:::e::~, t
(3 ttached ) , bei:1g care fu l to assure that t he descriptio n of the
;>us i:ion :oes

:10 ::

::1 i:s..:l: jisc r i ::i i:1a t t:! .1sa:. ~s :

: ii<.! s<!lec:io:1

of ~ i nor i cy , won~n , a nd disa bled 3pplic~:1::s .
2.

Consu!.t wit h t he Di r ec t o r, Of:i c e o : !iu:-:a:1 :-..cs0u:-::es : o i:hJ :- e

Pr.:,vos t, che ori gi:1al : G::-m AA- 1 is r e : u :-:1ec ::o :!1.? i:"li : iati:.; o::fi.:~
:

~.~

: : .
. - --

·) :: i.:: i..=-:

..., ...

: ho:? ')f :: ~::e u f :::.r::a:; ?.esou ::-::es (O::~ ) .

~.

Con :: ac c ::he Di :-tc t o r , Of:i ce o f Hu~an ~tsou ::-:: es, : o r dJ ~ic~ on
~eas~r es J hich ~ill en~ure the ~os : ef : i:::ie~: di s ::- i~u : :on o :
i n fo r ma : io n a~ou c ava il a b il it y~ = t he ,osi t! ? ~ : o ~i ~o :-ic y
g r ou ps, women, and disable d per sons , in o r de r co e :1cou r age
applicat i ons from t hese sources.

A list of pot ential sou r ce s

of candidates should be compiled for the f ile .

Some c a tegories

t~ be con si de r ed J r e nJti onal o r gan i za t i?ns wh i ch ha~c b<!c n
f o r med to establi s h talent pools of minority g roups a nd women,
p r ofessional o r gJni za tion s , specia li z ed en pl oy~e nt agc nc i~s ,
wome n 's colleges, co lleg es ~ith hi 6 h min o ri ty enro ll~~ n ts,
minor it y and wo,ncn schol.:tr s i n other ins ti tut ions, and newspapers
with high rcaders hi? by m~mbers o f ~ i~orlt y g roups and women.

- J -

J.

Whenever feasi ble , mi nori ty group members, women, and/or
disabled individuals should be incl~ded on search conmittees.

Recruitment
l .

All correspon~enc e and ad~e r:i sins is :o 1~~i~a=~ :h3 : Cle~son
Unive rsi ty is 3n ''£qual E~ploy~enc O? por:u ~i:y /~: :i:~a:i~e Ac tion
~wploye r, " and all recrui:ing sou r ces a r e :o ce in:o r~ed o: ch a:

3.

( a)

pro:ess~c~Jl Jou :~J!s dnd ?:c:essiJ~3: c : ~3~~=J :~ ons

(, )

ne~s?a?e:s as a?pro?ri~ :e

( c)

college a ~d un i~er si:y plac e~e~ : o::~=~s

(d)

g r adua : e school; o: ~ar ious :ol:eges a nd u~iv e rsi:ies

~ach person ex?ressing 3n i nter~ s : i~ (oral or ~ri::e~ ). o r
nominated fo r , an ad vertised vacant ~acul:y posi:ion , shall be
provided with an offic ial ap plicati on fo r ~ ( see attached) -hich
indicates the date by which i t s r eturn oust be postca r ked in
orde r to be co~sidered .

On ly those cancidace s ~hose a pp li ca tions

a r e timely rece i ved will be considered in the applican t pool .
Ot he r inqui r i~s need not be retained a s part of tl1e official
applicant pool.

- .. -

4.

Federal regulations require th~c t.tfiirr:.:iti ·.·e Jction ~::l;,j.oyc rs

.::ollcc t and rnai:1tain dat:1 on t he rac~ , sex .1~u c ::mi..: Lccr:::ity
of all applicants for e~ploy~cnt .

I~ J~d:.:i ~~ c ~rtJi~ i~~ or:i-

atio n will be use ful t o the Un i ve r si t y in apply i ~g the sk il ls a~d

employed.

This infor~ation cannot be r eq~irec in adva~ce of

e::i;iloy:i:.enc , but nay be volu~t.1 ::- ily pro...· i~ e :: .

..;.::: i r::l::. ,·e . :..:cio:1

copy of t hi s ior.:i wi: h r e:u rn envel o;,e dd .:rc sscci :o : ;·,e :)i r ~c :o::-,
•
• 1
s~a...
- acc~=~~~ y

.

= ~~

- .... ...
o: ::c : a -

-:.- ecei·:ec by ::1e O::i.: e :, : .:u::: '! ~ Kcso·.::-.: -:: s ·~·1 :..: :e use:: :·.· : ~e
Di r ecto r in t he ongoing ~unctions of ~oni : o ri~g : he a::i:~a:ive

assis :i~; the r ec ::-ui: i~; u~ic in ide~:ifyi~; ~ua~i:iec : e=a~e.
~inoricy and di sabled candidates.

5.

If the applicant pool contains ~o, or few, minority, women, or
disabled candidates, the Director, Office of Human Resources, should
be asked to provide the recruiting unit additional assistance in
establishing suitable contacts.

6.

The g r oup o f applican ts considered rnus t in.: ludc qualifie~
mino ri ties and wornen unless evidence is documented that

special
7.

e fforts to recruit them h.'.lve bee n :1..1 de and have fai l ed ,

Invi tations to applicants to visit the caa pus should indicate
that, lf they so desire, tl111y may have ::he opportun it y to meet
wi th t he Dir<.:cto r, Offi.:: e o f !lum.:in Rc 'inur cc s .

- s-

S.

l t is rcco&ni:cd that t he r e ~ay be in~ tJnc~s
is r cco:::=icndcd :or
efforts.

3

1n . h i e~ J

pe r son

posi::ion wit !iout :.. i.de s pr..:od rec:-uitment

Such cases cay be jus tified when o qualified i ndividua l

~a y oc promoted fr on within the ins:i:ution, ti~e is of the
esse nce, campus ope rations would suffer as the result of an

qualified fo r the position.
r a :-e.

By t he ir ve ry na : ur e , such cases are

!he accep t ability of such cases will be ceasured
not only against the urgency of those pa~ticular
a?poin:rr.ents but also against past e fforts to
e=.?loy ~2r.be r s of c.inority groups a~d ~o~en in
:he unit(s) recommending those appoint~ent s .
Oocu=en :2:ion of : ~e

:.

:,""ilen : he sear::-: :;:: ocess i, as resul:ed in the s~ :e~: .:. ~r: o f a <;andidate(_s)

io r appoi~c~ent to a posi:ion , Affircacive Action Fo r~ 3
:..hich doc u=en:s full and open :-ec ::ui:~ent ef: o r:s fo r :hat
?Osi:io n shall be pr e pared by t ne ~e?ar:=e n c heac ~ i : h t he
a ssistance of the Director , Of f ice of Human Resources .
2,

If in the opinion of the Director, Off ice of Hu=an Resources, the
obl igations o f iqual Employment Opportunity and .\ifi r ~ative Action
have not been ~ct , he shall append to AA-3 a statecent of the
reason s ther efo r .

3.

Submit AA-3 to t he Pr ovos t f o r approva l .

No off e r shall be made to

a candidate until appproval of the Provost has been received.

-

4.

'J

-

Should the Provost de t c r::i:nc t h.it re cr;.i:::i..:n: ,1c t1vity h..i s

:10::

r:ie ::

the obliga ti ons of Eq uJl Employmen t Dppo r:: ur. i::y and Affi r:Jtivc
Action, he shall notify the o ri ginating office of the nec e s sity
to renew rec:uiti ng e ffo rts i:1 o r de r t o r ec t ify s?e~ifi c defic i dncies .
(a)

If however, the Provost does not co ncu r wi:h the opi ni on o f
the Ji : ec tor, Of fice of ~uoan Resource s , : h e ? r ovo s: ~i:l
consult with th e Presider.:.

(b)

If no ag reerae:1t is reached in t his cons ul : a :io~, : ~e fi~al
jecisio~ ~ill : esc ~i: ~ :he ?resi~e~: .

S.

The Jea~ o : :he Col!ege ( Ji r ec : o r of : ~e ~i:r~ r y) is res?o~s i ::>le
for oonitori:1g and revi e wing the recrui::=ent ar.d se l ection
-..

.

.

.

proce ss to dssure: h at a: ::r=a : 1~e ~c: io~ ? =~c=~~res Jre

t he Jea~ ,J i r e~:o r r es?ons ible will iss:..:e

--

...,::
....,
_ ~ ..-

usi:1g the standa r d co n t ract le tter fo r-::iat which , in adc ition :o
the standard ite~s, a lso cove rs all s;,eci al conjitions ?er t ai~in£
to t he of :er o f em?loy:ner. :.

Tins let:e r , upon acce ;,: ar: .:e ::,y :he

fa culty ~e~be r, becomes : he e~ploymenc cont ract .
6.

Upon acceptance by the new faculty me~be r, personnel ap;,pointment
actions shall be completed in accordance with instructio ns of the
Pe r sonnel Ji r cc tor.

7.

The originals of applications, resumes, c orrespondence, forms
(except Affirmative Action Fo r ~-2), sc r eening com~itt e c minu tes,
notations o f telephone conver s ati o ns , a nd all o ther documentation

-

'

-

r elating to the recruiti:1£ ;, r ocess fo r the posi:1on sha:l be retain ed by :he recruit i :-ig unit fo r ., p.:? ri.od o f ::h,,..c _.c ars fr o::i
the date of dcceptJnce of appoint~.:?nt by : he success ful candidate
a f t e r 1..hi ch :: he y :::iay be des::roycd .

AA ro r:::-:, i.f sub::: i.c:: ec! by

candidates, will h~ve bee~ received ~y t he Of:ic e of Human Re
sou=ces a~d s~all be retai~ed i~ : i~e :::a~~c" .

AT

APPLICATION ?OST:·!ARK DEADLI~E

( 1)

19

I,
( ? :-:.~: :~- ... ::a::e )

: ~e :ol:o~: :1g ~J~~=:ised ~Js::i ~ ~ =

(3)

lnior:na:ion 0:1 :!":is ?OSi ~ion was ::iace a·:ailable :o .::e :roo ::he :o:lo•.;i:-.g
sou=:e: (I: ~e~s?a?e= o r o : ~c = ~u~::~ ~::o~. ?!~ase g:ve :1a:e .)

(~) !:

: his a??lica::o~ :s bei~g ~a:l ec s~jsc~uc~: to : ~e ~~ove ?Os:~ark
deadli:1e , the fo!lo ~ing reason is sub:::cec:

(5)

I have read attached Affi r mdtive Ac:ion Fo r ~- 2 and unde r stand the
vo lunta ry nature of the request fo r its completion .

Date:

19 ..

:·. : : . : :: j :. ·.:\..! . \~ :

: .):1

: ;

r= -

~----------------------~

Clemson Unive r s i ty Departoe nt / College

~---------------~

Final Post~ar k Date f or Submission of Appl i cations
Rank / Title · ·· · · · · · · --· · · ·

Brie: ?osition Descri?tion:

'.~a::ie, . :..dc::-ess , and Telc?ho:1e :;u:-::~e :.- o : Co n::ac:

?e:-s ::> :1 :

(l)

Rev i ewed by Di r ec t o r, Of fice of Hu:-:1an Resource s · ··· · ·- ·· ·· Date:····· ·- - -

(2)

--------------------9a te:-----···
Signatur e of Dea n o r Director :
----------------------~D.:ite: -----Date:
App r oved by : ·· · · · · · ·
-------------------------~Provost .

(3)
( 4)

-------

Signa t ure of Depa rt :nent Head :

Original : Ret urn t o In i ti.:iting Office for Pc r ~anc~t File
Copi e s to: Dea n/Direc tor, Office of Human Resou r c es
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CLE~SO~ ~~ l VE RS lT\

Federal r egulations require chat Af fir=ativ e Ac t ion e~?loyers collect
and maintain data on the race, sex and e t hni c identity of all ap plica nts
for employ:nent . Clemson University requests your vo lunt a ry completion of
t!1e followi::g questio n:1:1ire co !,e used o:;u: fo:: : he ;:>u!"?ose of ::ioni:o ::i:1g
the success of our Affir~a:h·e :\c::ion ?l a :1 , ':'h is i::£0 ::::iacio n 1,; il::. no: ce
used to reject or to s how pre:erence for any applicant in the hiring deci
sion . You are asked co r eturn this fo rm to the Of:ic e of ~uoan Resou rces
in t he enc l os ed envelope. Your i:::.:.ediate coo?era : i cn will be a;:>preci3ted ,

?osi cio:1 a?plied :or
• : : ... e

~: h::ic iden:i :y

----· · Anerican

(Check. o:1e ) :
Indian or Alaskan ::a::ive

----· ·Asian

o r ?acific Is:and e ::

- ---· ·31ack

(~ot of ~is pa::ic Ori~i::)

· · · · · ·wn i te (:foe of Hispanic Origin)
· · · · · iiispanic
Citizens hi?:

3irthdate:

---- Ocher------------------~
Coun t ry

United States

· · Bi rth?lace
- - -~-!o_n_ t ~h~/-u_a_y_/~.{- ~-a- r-- ~

· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · Sex · · · ·
Ci : y/Scate /Councy
~/F

Ma rital Status:
Physical Hand i cap: Speci fy if yo u have any physical hand icap or condition
which will r equire special consideration in your employmen t.
_____:_speech impairment
mental disabi l ity

5/5/81

~ ~hearing i~pairment
moto r impairment

~

visual impair~en t

~ ~multiple disabilities

\ : : . :-::: 1: : ·.·~ .·....:: : .:;. ~ :: J

~ -:- :

i_conL Ln u ..: J )

Milltary Service: Di s able d ve: ~r an s .:1 nd l."Ct cr .:1n,; o: t :,e ·: i~tna :-: e r a a ::-e
e n titl ed to r ec eiv e spec i al co ns i<lcr J: i on und er :he ~f!ir=.1tivc Ac:i o :1
P l.:in . If you ar e <! :': t itl ed :: o : h is cons i dc r ., : i o :i , p l1?.1 s c .: :1cc ~ a :1J J : : .1ci1
a stat ement as pres c r ibed on t his f o r ~ .
J.1 t c s o : Se r v i c e

-----

Cle~so :1 ~:i i ve rsi : y ~e!~s a s~ve r :::c ::: cc ::: r~ :: : o r i s s ~bjac: cc Sc ~t io ~
::= .:1 \·e cc.? :-a :".. s :'~.:1~ j :.: s : ·=~~ = . .. s..; :s : 2~c ·.? .~-.:: : -:.:!: : .; ~- ;_.·::.:. ~~
requ ir es gover:i~en : co:icrac:o r s co : a~ a a : :i r~&: i ~e ~:: :!c :: : o ~~ ?lay a :-:::
a.:va ::::e i:i e:::? loy:::e :: : ~u.:; l.:.: ! e:: c! s ;;::>: ~:: ·:e : e r ~:1s a :-..: ·:.: :~r.:-,:1s o: : :ie
~ie t:1a~ e r a . To G~3!!:y ~~::~ = : his ?=J; =~= ~s ~ ;1e:~::= ~ =a ve : e r a~ , yo u
~us e have e:ilis : ed pr io r t o ~ay 7, ~9~ 5, = us : ~ave serv ed on ac c ive du ty
f ~ = a per iod o: =or e : ~a:: : : ~ ::ays a::; ?a r: o : ~h !::~ ~==~ ==ed a fte r ~c ; us c
~ . 1964 , or :::us: ~ave bee :: d!sc~a =~ec o : =~ : ease:: ~=J=
ac : l v~ ~~: v
f or a ser~ i ce-co::~e c cec ::i sa ~! :!:y 2:1~ ~ !:h c : ~e r =~=:: i: , ~0::0 ~3~: e disc:1a rg e. YcJr a ? ;, ii.:a:: o~ : ~ :: ~::;,::,y::e:: : :-:,_: ~ : ::c ::.:. ~~ ;..~i-::0::. :1
period f oll owing di sc~arge o r r elease f ro::l acc i vc ducy .
IiO: o f the? r :.c? ::-: a::

- ~ ~a~;o·_r
c v,.,_eetAr:_aer1,.:
o,,f:,o
t":~ee
aV·· jjt.rJo
a.f!l:
Jra,
. :,. 1ec. ···~
I f you a r e a c. :sa
• v-'--•
. . . . ,, v
· - ··
'
..
~ - r ... ·."'
,,~ -- - '-e
J
c o:is i dered f o r e:::1ploy:::1e:1 c, ? lease :e!.l us . :~ is i:1: o r::a. t! o:: is vo l u:::a::-y
a::c r e : usa l : o ? r ov!de i c ? r i c r : o e~? loy=e ::: ~i: : ::o: su:,~c =: you co ~!s
charge or disci p li :ia r y t r ea :~e:1 c a :ce r e::?l oy=e:it a nd sha l l be ~ep: con
f iden tial , except : ha c ( 1 ) s upe r v i so r s a::d r.ana gers :::iay be infor=e d rega r d
i ng res t r icti ons o:: t he ~or(. or du t i es c.£ disabled ve t e r an s , and r ega rd ing
:1 ecessary acc o~:::ioc a:i ons , a nd ~2) fir s : a i d ?e r so ~:1el ~ig~ : be :~f o r:::ed ,
~hen and t o t he ext en t app r op r ia te , if the cond it ion ::u; h t requi re e~e r g e :icy
crea : ::ie n c.

In o r de r co a s s ur e pro pe r plac emen t we would app r eci a te it i f you
would voluntari ly prepare a stat eme n t i n whic h t he f o llow i ng are answe red.
I f you have a disability whi c h oigh t af f ect your pe rfo nnanc~ or c reate
hazard t o your s elf or o che r s i n co nnec tion wi t h the jo b f o r whi c h you a r e
apply i ng , pleas e st at e t he foll owin~ : ( 1 ) t he sk ills a nd pr oce du r es you
use or intend to use to perform the j o b notw iths t andi ng t he d i s abil it y and
( 2) the accommodat io ns we coul d make which could e nab le you to pe r fo r ~ t he
job proper ly and s a f el y , includ i ng special e qui pmen t, cha:1 6 e s in t he phys i
cal plant layout of the j ob, e limination o f c ertain duti es re l ating to the
j ob or ot her acco:::i~oda t ions .
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~

-

--- .
'

• -·

J

sot::H :::.~J:.!::/,

T~i s re ?or t :use 3cco~pany 311 r eco=~e~dations :o : he ?:ovos: fer
a?po!~t~e~t app rova l to new o r vacan t f acult y posi : ! ~cs i~ :~e va : ~ocs
c o lleges and a cadeoic offices of t he University. The infor~ation r eque s ted
=eecs :~e require~en ts of the University's A!~ir:a:: ve Ac : ion ?lan .

)a: e

~a : e

1.

Co?!es of all ad'le::ise=ents used co fill : he ~osi :ion a r e e~closed .

2.

:~e ?Osi:ive ef~or: s which we r e cak~n, !n ·addi:! o n co t he · adve::!se~en:s ,
: o r ec rc!: :inori:y, wo~en und disablet candida : es wer e as ! o:lows c~se
addi:io~a l sheets if necessary ):

.\: : : :- - . , :. .. ·..·c..:

. . .. ... :-

• \ 'I,,. -

.. .....

-

J :-::- ;

( co.: : . -.u..:·..!)

3.

Record of Int<:!rvio:!1..s:

1.

2.
3.
4.

5.

6.
I •

s.
~~~

a~~i:1onJ: 3ne~: s

i: :le~~ssa:y. )

*I: ur.~:low~, so s:ace .
4.

?-~ase g !.ve c~.e ::u::bec :,: a;,piicants ::>: : h :.s posi: i.)~ ~y ~ace 3 ::d Sc!x:
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~------------------------------------~Date:·-~--~Date:
by:
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MINUTES OF THE FACULTY SENATE
July 21, 1981
I.

Senate Chambers

Call to Order:
President Stephen Melsheimer called the meeting to order at 3:30 p . m.

II.

Approval of Minutes:
The minutes of the June 16 , 1981, meeting were approved as distributed .

III.

Committee Reports :
A.

Admissions and Scholarship:
Senator Kimbell said that a review was currently being made of
proposals concerning University academic regulations and that a
report would be made to the Senate at the August meeting by the
Admissions and Scholarship Committee .

B.

Policy :
Reporting for the Policy Committee, Senator Rollin reminded fellow
senators that a r evision of the Constitution and By- Laws of the
Faculty and Faculty Senate had been circulated and that the re
vised version would be considered at the August meeting of the
Senate .

C.

Welfare :
Senator Quisenberry ' s report indicated that the Welfare Committee
was working with Stassen Thompson to gather information on fringe
benefi t s for faculty at peer institutions . Further study is also
being made of the traffic problems on campus.

D.

Research :
Senator Ham reported that his committee ' s inquiry on consulting had
found that the potential for conflict of interest appears to differ
in the various colleges . Therefore , each college should establish
its own guidelines for implementing existing University policy. He
added, moreover , that the Research Committee strongly encourages
faculty of individual colleges to pursue modification of current
guidelines not generally acceptable to the affected faculty .
The second item of Senator Ham's report concerned any recommendations
sena t ors might have for graduate student regulations, a subject to
be discussed at a forthcoming meeting of the Commission on Graduate
Studies and Research .
Finally , he repor ted that the Research Committee had begun to dis
cuss the question of visa requirements for foreign graduate students
and was now gathering additional information on the subject.
The first item of Senator Ham ' s report elicited questions and comments
by a number of senators , one of whom, Senator Quisenber ry, asked that
the Senate go into executive session briefly so that more specific
information might be shared. His motion carried . Following the
return to regular session, Senator Ham asked whether particular
suggestions on a consulting policy could be made . None was offered
for the time being .

E-F.

Ad Hoc Committees and University Councils and Committees :
No reports were given .

-2IV.

President's Report :
President Melsheimer circulated an addendum to the report to the Senate
dated July 21 , 1981. He answered questions concerning a proposal from
the Council of Deans to allow a cross- listing of courses and about the
implementation of planned faculty salary increases. (See Attachment A
for the full report) .
-

V.

Old Business :
No old business came before the Senate .

VI .

New Business:
A.

Election of Faculty Senators to the Grievance Board :
Voting on a slate of nominees offered by the Advisory Committee,
the Sena t e elected three senators as members of the Grievance
Board and named two alternates. Senators Hipp , Huffman , and
Robinson will sit on the Board and Senators Kline and Wainscott
will be alternates .

B.

FS 81-7 - 1, Faculty Workload Analysis:
Substituting for Senator Huffman , Senator Hipp gave a short history
of the events leading to the development of an instructional work
load anaylsis for Clemson . He stressed the fact that the document
about to be considered by the Senate was (1) a measuring device and
not something to be used to assign work to faculty or to evaluate
work done by faculty ; (2) was designed to deal only with faculty
paid by University instructional funds . He added that the document
now represented a good many compromises, all agreed upon in the hope
of achieving an equitable means of determining workloads.
He then moved the adoption of the following resolution :
FS- 81-7 - 1
Be it resolved that the Faculty Senate approve the
Instructional Workload Analysis document and forward
it to the Provost for implementation . This approval
is subject to the provision that the Workload Anaylsys
is adopted on a trial basis for one year with a complete
reevaluation at the conclusion of the year.
Senator Webb seconded the motion, and then discussion followed ,
the chief points of which were :
(1) Should the Senate support the adoption of such an
analysis if Senators are philosophically opposed
to the idea?
(2) Should university professors, as professionals, submit
to devices such as this when persons in law and
medicine were spared assessment of like nature?
(3) Could an institution continue to call itself a true
university if faculty are treated like persons teaching
at technical and secondary schools?

- 3(4) Will anything new be learned by using such a method
as the one suggested?
(5) Would it not be possible for abuses to occur, abuses
involving evaluation of work?
(6) Was it not possible that some people opposed the
analysis because of a desire to hide something?
At this point, Senator Webb called for the question , which was passed
by a vote of 19-7 despite the fact that Senator Miller wanted to
offer amendments . Senator Rollin then asked whether the calling of
the question could be reconsidered out of courtesy to Senator Miller
and others who might want to offer amendments. The motion for
reconsideration passed, and the following changes were approved:
(1) An item was added to Section A: A. 2 . 3 College of Nursing
laboratory instruction .
Award 1 . 0 SHE for each contact hour .
(2) In D.l , the number 0.5 SHE was changed to 1 . 0 SHE;
In D.2 , the number 0.5 SHE was changed t o 1 . 0 SHE;
(3) In D.3 the number 2 . 0 SHE was changed to 1 . 0 SHE;
(4) In D. 4 , the phrase "(nominally 6.0 SHEs)" was stricken .
Senator Ham moved the adoption of the document as amended . His
motion was seconded by Senator Rollin. The resolution then passed
by voice vote. (See Attachment B for text.)
VII.

Adjournment :
The Senate adjourned at 5:40 p.m.
Respectfully Submitted ,

/~J.-LW.r-.
.~ n L. Idol , Jr . , Secretary
The Faculty Senate
JLIJr/lm
Senators Absent:
M. Armistead
J . Huffman
R. Taylor

ATTACHMENT A

C LE~ SON
UN:CVERSJ:'TY

FACULTY SENATE

PRESIDENT ' S REPORT
1.

Cabinet Meeting, July 7, 1981

* Affirmative Action Policy and Procedure received Cabinet approval ,
and was subsequently issued by President Atchley .

* The Special Advisory Committee on Campus Names recommendation to

name the new married student housing (old faculty housing) "Douhit
Hills," and the old marr i ed student housing (now single student
housing) "Thornhill Village" in honor of past trustees Joe B. Douhit,
Jr. and T. Wilbur Thornhill was approved.

* A draft travel policy involving travel budget cuts necessitated by

University budget cuts was discussed, and tabled for further consid 
eration later .

* A reduction in force procedure for unclassified personnel to be

submitted to State Personnel was discussed and approved. Basically
it gives some general principles and states that specific procedures
will be developed if a necessity for a personnel cut arises .

* All prefabs are to be removed from campus.

* The area where the prefabs were recently removed near Jervey is to
be landscaped and grassed.

* The Corps of Engineers is planning a rather extensive operation to
seal the dikes against seepage .
2. Grievance Procedure II calls for an elected Grievance Board. The agenda
for this meeting includes election of the three members and two alternates
to serve on the Board. The Advisory Committee will be asked to nominate
a slate of candidates , and additional nominations will be taken from the
floor .
3. The Advisory Committee is requested to meet at 3:00 pm on July 21
preceding the Senate meeting to nominate a slate of candidates for the
Gr ievance Board.
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4.

The results of the deliberations of the Ad Hoc Workload Co11111ittee
are included with this report (Attachement A). Please review this
document carefully prior to the meeting and be prepared to act on it.

5.

The draft of a new Faculty Constitution developed by the Policy
Committee is also included.
A cover letter from
Chairman Rollin gives further information.

6.

Board of Trustees Meeting, July 17, 1981

*

The Selection of Administrators, Grievance Procedure II, and Endowed
Chairs and Titled Professorships Policies were adopted. The last
section of the selection of Administrators Policy was revised to
reflect the specific language of the Board Policy on the Selection
Process for the President . This revision is, in my judgment, com
pletely consistent with the Senate intent.

*

The Honorary Degrees Policy was withdrawn from the agenda by the
administration .

*

The Board voted to increase fees by $70 per semester for state resi
dents , and $150 per semester for out-of-state students to raise $1.7
million of the $3 million budget shortfall.

*Mr.Thomas McTeer of Columbia was elected Chairman of the Board suc
ceeding Mr . P. W. McAlister .
7.

Council of Deans Meeting, July 20, 1981

*

The question of visa requirements for foreign graduate students was
discussed, but there was no consensus for a revision of the current
policy .

*

The Deans voted to endorse the "cross-listing" of courses. Under
this plan, a course offered by one department (e . g., Chemical Engi
neering) could also be listed under another department (3 . g . , Mathe
matics) if both faculties agreed. The student could choose to register
for either "ChE 877 11 or MathSci 877, 11 but the responsibility for
teaching the course would remain with one department (presumably, the
department that originated the course).

*

The State Budget provides for 10-1/2% faculty salary increases, but
actual funding is for 8-3/4% since 7% was expected to be implemented
"now , " and 3- 1/2% in January. Exactly how the salary increases will
be implemented has not been decided. However, the "immediate" increase
must be delayed by three pay periods . In addition, a special salary
adjustment appropriation of $950,000 was passed in the budget bill.
Budget and Control Board upper limits of 12%, and 20% with promotion,
still apply , but no minimum has been set. Promotion increments of
$500/$1000/$1500 for Assist. Prof . /Assoc. Prof./Professor have been
retained.

*

The Deans were asked to review past expenditures for faculty pro
fessional travel, and come up with plans for curtailment .

Draft: July 13, 1981
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I NSTRUCTIONAL WORKLOAD ANALYSIS
The purpose of t he Instructional Workload Analysis is to provide for each
faculty member at Clemson University a comprehensive and realistic description
of the professional duties supported by instructional funds ; This analysis
will not be used in any way to evaluate the performance of an individual
faculty member for the purpose of salary increases , tenure, or promotion, but
will only be used by the University to allocate positions which are supported
by instructional funds . Because of the differences between disciplines, no
minimum standard workload will be defined in this analysis.
All professional duties will be converted to a standard unit, the
semester hour equivalent (SHE) to determine a person ' s workload . The SHE is
equal to a fifty minute undergraduate lecture period and assumes a class of
normal size, no assistance of any kind , and routine course preparation.
The point system below will be used each semester to determine workload.
The points will be recorded on an accompanying form and totalled.

A.

INSTRUCTION

The workload for graduate teaching assistants will be determined in the
same way as faculty workload .
A.l. Classroom Instruction . For team teaching , hours will be prorated by the
department head . The total of pro rata hours assigned by the department
head may not exceed the credit hours for the course .
A. 1. 1. Undergraduate instruction including 600 level courses.
Award 1 . 0 SHE per credit hour for each course .
A. 1. 2. Graduate instruction.
Award 1. 33 SHE per course credit hour.
A. 1. 3. Undergraduate and graduate instruction with assistance .
When the person teaching an undergraduate or graduate course is
assisted in the grading of homework, etc . , but the faculty
teaches the course , SHEs awarded for the course will be reduced .
Multiply the number of hours of assistance per week by 0 . 25 and
subtract from the SHEs awarded for the course. The maximum
reduction per course shall be 1 . 0 SHE .
A. 2. Laboratory Instruction. This includes clinical laboratories, practica,
music courses , and drama courses with no laboratory assistance by grad
uate s t udents . With laboratory assistance by graduate students credit
will be prorated as for team teaching (See A.l.) .

A.2 . 1.
A.2 . 2 .

Undergraduate laboratory instruction .
Award 0 . 67 SHE for each contact hour.
Graduate laboratory instruction.
Award 0.89 SHE for each contact hour.

A. 3 . Instruction for large sections. Additional credit will be given for
teaching classes larger than normal . Although the definition of a large
class varies with the discipline and course , for computational purposes
additional credit will be given according to the following schedule .
A.3.1. Undergraduate classes .
Award additional SHEs by multiplying the course credit hours by
0 . 02 times the number of students in excess of 30 .
A. 3 . 2 . Graduate classes .
Award additional SHEs by multiplying the course credit hours by
0 . 02 times the number of students in excess of 10.
A. 4 . Additional Preparation Time. Add 1.0 SHE if this is the first time the
instructor has taught a course or if the instructor has not taught the
course in the past three years.
A. 5. Multiple Preparations . The standard unit assumes that an instructor is
making only one course preparation . Add 1.0 SHE for each additional
course praparation. For example, a person teaching History 101, History
301, and History 315 would receive 2.0 additional SHEs. The additional
SHEs for multiple preparations will be 1.0 less than the number of pre 
parations.
A. 6 . Course Development . Credit up to 3. 0 SHEs for any faculty member may be
assigned by the department head with the approval of the college dean for
the development or extensive revision of courses , laboratories, or other
activities related to curriculum.

B.

RESEARCH

B. l . Special problems, directed research, and other individualized instruc
tion . Divide the total undergraduate and graduate student credit hours
by 6.
B. 2 . Research Supervision. The following credit will be given only in those
programs where research is a degree requirement.
B. 2. 1. Research leading to a master's degree.
Committee chairperson receives 1. 0 SHE per student;
committee member, 0 . 1 SHE per student . This credit is given for
a maximum of 3 semesters for any student .

B. 2 . 2.

Research leading to a doctoral degree.
Committee chairperson receives 1 . 0 SHE per student;
committee member, 0.1 SHE per student. This credit is given for
a maximum of 8 semesters for any student .

B.3 . Research Activities. No more than 6.0 SHEs may be assigned by the
department head and approved by the dean of the college for research
activities supported by instructional funds . In exceptional cases
additional credit may be given with explicit approval of the provost .
B.3.1. Faculty Research.
Up to 6.0 SHEs may be assigned for unsponsored · research as well .
as contractual or grant research with no extramural funding for
faculty salaries during the academic year . Such research should
culminate in the preparation of articles , books, other scholarly
works, or the development of extramural funding . Continuation of
credit under this category will depend upon tangible evidence of
a sort appropria t e to the discipline .
B. 3.2. Research proposal development.
Up to 2.0 SHEs may be assigned for preparation of research
proposals .

C.

STUDENT ADVISING

Each student will be assigned to one faculty member for the purpose of
academic advising .
C. 1. Undergraduate Student Advising . Award addit'ional SHEs by multiplying the
number of advisees by 0 . 02. Maximum credit is limited to 3.0 SHEs . An
average of one contact hour per student is assumed .
C. 2. Graduate Student Advising Without Research Supervision. Multiply the
number of s t udents advised by 0 . 04 to award SHE credit . Maximum credit
is limited to 3 . 0 SHEs . An average contact of two hours per student is
assumed.
C. 3 . Advising Student Organizations . Credit of up to 1. 0 SHE per group may be
awarded for advising recognized student organizations which foster
educational goals consistent with those of the University . A maximum of
1. 0 SHE per faculty member for all groups will be assigned by the
department head and approved by the college dean .

O.

OFFICIAL COMMITTEE ASSIGNMENTS

Members of committees which meet regularly and frequently may receive
credit as allocated below . Members of committees which meet quaterly or less
normally would not qualify for such credit . Under special circumstances the
following credit limits may be changed with the approval of the college dean
and provost for one semester.
0.1. Departmental Committees . Credit is assigned by the department head and
approved by the college dean . Maximum credit for any faculty member is
0 . 5 SHE for all committee activities .
D. 2. College Committees . Credit is assigned by the college dean and approved
by the provost. Maximum credit for any faculty member is 0 . 5 SHE for all
committee activities .
0 . 3 . University Commissions, Councils, and Committees . Credit is assigned by
the provost, up to 1.0 SHE per committee . Maximum credit for any faculty
member is 2 . 0 SHEs .
0 . 4 . Faculty Senate . Credit shall be assigned by the provost in consultation
with the president of the faculty senate . Senators may receive up to a
total of 3.0 SHEs for all assignments related to faculty senate
responsibilities. The president of the faculty senate shall receive 50
percent released time (nominally 6 . 0 SHEs) for all activities and
committees associated with this office.

E.

ADMINISTRATIVE DUTIES

Credit will be given for various administrative duties within the
departments , which may include activities, such as coordinating programs,
scheduling, administration of multisection courses, and so forth . Up to 3.0
SHEs may be assigned by the department head with the approval of the college
dean . Under special circumstances the following credit limits may be changed
with the approval of the provost .

F.

CONTINUING EDUCATION AND PUBLIC SERVICE

Credit may be given for noncredit teaching duties or other public
services as par t of a regular assignment for which no extra pay, bonus, or
other additional compensation is recei ved .

.

.
F.l. Continuing Education .

Multiply the total hours of classroom instruction
by 0.05. Up to 3 . 0 SHEs may be awarded by the department head and
college dean for the development of a new course.

F.2 . Public Service. Credit will be given for public service and professional
activities, such as serving on government boards and commissions as a
professional advisor , organizing professional meetings , and assuming
leadership roles in professional organizations which foster educational
goals consistent with those of the University . A maximum credit of 3 . 0
SHEs will be assigned by the department head with the approval of the
college dean and the provost.
F . 3 . Additional Professional Activities. Credit will be given for other
professional activities not included above which benefit the University
and the faculty member. The amount of credit will vary and will be
assigned by the department head with the approval of the college dean and
provost.

G.

PREVIOUS SEMESTER WORKLOAD

The total number of SHEs assigned for the previous semester is recorded
on the accompanying form for information only. This will not be totalled with
the credits assigned in categories A through F.

MINUTES OF THE FACULTY SENATE
August 25 , 1981
I.

Senate Chambers

Call to Order :
President Stephen Melsheimer called the meeting to order at 3:30 p.m.

II.

Approval of Minutes:
The Senate approved the minutes of the special session of July 2, 1981 ,
with the revision of one phrase, the corrected version reading - "a
more formalized affirmative action procedure was overdue at Clemson . "
The minutes of the meeti ng of July 21 , 1981 , were approved after de
letion of a parenthetical note t hat a draft of the new Faculty Con
stitution would be Attachment B.

III .

Committee Repor ts:
A.

Admissions and Scholarship:
Senator Kimbell moved that the Senate accept the report of the Ad
missions and Scholar ship Committee concerning its review of the
r eport of the Uni versity Ad Hoc Committee to Review Academic Regu
lations . (The r eport appears as Attachment A.) His motion having
been r ecorded, the discussion which followed centered on Items II,
III, XIII , XIV , and XVI of the report. Items II and III, addressed
to the ques t ion of academic probation and readmission after dis
missal for academi c reasons , led to expressions of concern from
several senators, the main issue being whether requirements for
good academic standing were high enough. A leading argument ad
vanced was that deserving students were not being admitted because
too many student s with academic shortcomings are permitted places
under exis t ing and suggested procedures governing probation.
The Senate voted to delete from the report of the Admissions and
Scholarship Committee Item I of Appendix B, a so- called Statute
of Limitations on Grades.
It next voted to delete from the report Item Bl of Ap~endix A.
On a motion by Senator Fisher , the Senate agreed to have wording
for that section express the position that all students must main
tain a 2.00 GPR to maintain good academic standing.
Concerning Item XIII, Senator Rollin moved that the Senate go on
record as favoring the right of the faculty to exempt students
from final examinations in classes where finals are a course re
quirement. In effect, the motion, which was passed, put the Senate
in a stance opposite to the position taken in Item XIII of the report.
A motion to place the Senate as opposed to the adoption of a policy
forbidding examinations in the week before finals failed .
A motion made by Senator Bennett concerning the academic performance
of students on academic probation also failed .
The Senate then voted to adopt the report as amended and forward it
to the Commission on Undergraduate Studies as the Senate's position
on academic regulations .

-2B.

Policy:
Senator Rollin reported that the Policy Committee was reviewing
a draft of the Faculty Manual. He said that other committees of
the Senate would be similarly engaged soon.

C.

Research:
No report was given.

D.

Welfare:
Senat or Quisenberry reported that his interpretation of the Si mpson
Amendment to the State Retirement System was that persons wi th more
than 30 years in the system would not be helped by the amendment.
Persons with over 30 years lost the death benefit package.
The Welfar e Commit t ee continues to look at salar y figures and fringe
benefits and is beginning to explore additional group insurance
plans.

E.

Ad Hoc Committees:
No report was gi ven.

F.

Universit y Councils and Committees :
No repor ts were given.

IV.

President ' s Report:
(See Attachment!· )

V.

New Busi ness :
The Senate voted to change the order of the agenda to place new business
before old business.
The only item of new business was the approval of a letter of commendation
to State Senator James M. Waddell, Jr. (See Attachment f .)

VI.

Old Business:
Senator Rollin led a r eview of a draft version of the revised Constitution
and By- Laws of the Faculty Senate.
A few suggestions were accepted as friendly amendments and one section was
to be rewritten to achieve clarity .
Following the review and discussion, Senator Rollin moved that the Senate
forward the amended draft to the faculty at large for review and response.
The motion carried unanimously .

VII .

Adjournment:
The Senate adjourned at 5 : 48 p.m.
Respectfully submitted,

~ ~~' ~ :

JLIJr/lm
Enclosures

~ ~ o l , Jr . , Secretarl/v;
The Faculty Senate

ATTACHMENT A

August 6, 1981
REPORT
TO:

The Faculty Senate

FROM:

The Admissions and Scholarship Committee

RE:

Report of the University Ad Hoc Co111T1ittee to Review Academic
Regulations

The Admissions and Scholarship Committee has completed its charge to review
the undergraduate portion of the subject report. The following co111T1ittee recommen
dations are keyed to the sections in the University Ad Hoc ColTITiittee Report.
I.

Higher Standards for Remaining. Enrolled. The Committee unanimously
recolTITiends that the slope of the "satisfactory progress" line in
tersect the vertical axis (cumulative GPR) at 1.58 and the horizontal
axis (credt hours attempted) at 60 . This reco1T1Tiendation, which
would require all undergraduates to achieve a minimum cumulative
GPR of 2.00 at the end of 60 semester hours attempted, represents
a considerable improvement upon the continuing enrollment standards
currently in effect. The Committee also notes that item C of Section I
should be capitalized . Appendix A, Section I presents the text that
reflects the above recommendations .

II.

New Procedures for Academic Probation. The Committee unanimously
recommends that Appendix A, Section II be substituted for all of
Section II in the Ad Hoc Committee report.

III.

Readmission After Dismissal. By a vote of 7 to 1, the Committee
recolTITiends Appendix B ("Statute of Limitations on Grades as an
alternative to item Bin the Ad Hoc Corrrnittee report.
11

)

IV.
V.
VI.
VII.
VIII.

Student Loads .
Incompl etes.

Concur unanimously.
Concur unanimously.

Transfer Credit.

Concur unanimously.

Credit by Exemption. The Committee recommends the substitution of
the words 0R GRADE POINTS SHALL for the word SHOULD in the
capitalized sentence.
11

IX.
X.

Concur unanimously.

Withdrawal Policy (Drop Date).

300- 400-Level Courses .
Course Substitution.

11

11

Concur unanimously.
Concur 7 to 1 vote.
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XI.

XII.
XIII.

XIV.

2

Re-examinations. By a vote of 6 to 2, the Conmittee recommends
that statements in university publications regarding re-examinations
be deleted.
Prerequisites .

Concur unanimously.

Exemption from Final Examinations. The Conmittee voted to remove
the present exemption statement from the college catalog and to
state that 11 NO STUDENT SHALL BE EXEMPTED FROM FINAL EXAMINATIONS . 11
Comprehensive Final Examinations.
the entire section.

XV . Scheduling of Final Examinations.

The Committee voted to delete
Concur unanimously.

XVI . The Week Before Finals (Dead Week). The Conmittee voted 7 to l to
revise the capitali zed statement to read: NO EXAMINATIONS MAY BE
SCHEDULED FOR THE WEEK BEFORE FINALS EXCEPT IN THE LABORATORY
PORTIONS OF LECTURE/LABORATORY COURSES .
XVII.

Student Grade Reports.

Concur unanimously.
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APPENDIX A
I.

REQUIREMENTS FOR MAINTAINING GOOD ACADEMIC STANDING
A.

During the regular academic year all undergraduate records are
reviewed for quality at the end of the fall and spring semesters .
The records of students attending one or both of the summer
sessions will be .inspected at the end of the second sunmer
term.

B.

Requirements for maintaining good academic standing are as
follows:
1.

For students who have attempted less than 60 semester hours ,
the cumulative grade-point ratio (GPR) is compared to a
minimum required GPR computed from the fol l owing formula:
Min. Req. GPR = 1 .58 + ( .007 x Cumulative Semester Hours
Attempted) .
For example , a first- semester student who attempts 16 semester
hours must achieve a GPR of 1.692 or higher to be in good
academic standing; i.e.,
GPR = 1 .58 + ( . 007 x 16) = 1 .58 + . 112 = 1.692.
Similarly, a student who has attempted 32 semester hours
cumulatively must attain a cumulative GPR of at least 1 .804
to maintain status in good standing; i.e .,
GPR = -1.58 + ( .007 x 32) = 1.58 + .224 = 1.804 .

2.

C.

I I.

Students who have attempted 60 or more semester hours must
maintain a minimum cumulative GPR of 2.00 throughout their
remaining college work to be in good academic standing.

Any student who fails to maintain the minimum required cumulative
GPR will be placed on academic probation.

ACADEMIC PROBATION
A.

In the event that a student is placed on academic probation,
notification to that effect will appear on the grade report
for that term in which the student ' s academic deficiency oc
curred.
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B. Any student who is placed on academic probation must make up the
deficiency in his or her cumulative GPR and return to good aca
demic standing within the next 24 semester hours attempted.* The
student who corrects his or her cumulative GPR deficiency within
the 24 semester- hour period will be removed from academic proba 
tion, and notice of clearance will appear on the grade report
for the academic term in wh ich the student returned to good
standing. Failure to remove oneself from probation within the
24 semester- hour limit will result in dismissal from the uni
versity, and notice of dismissal for reasons of academic
ineligibility will be entered into the student's grade report
and permanent record.

*Interpretation: Any student on probation must become cleared from
probation no later than the end of the academic term in which the 24
semester- hour limit has been equaled or surpassed.
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APPENDIX B
I.

STATUTE OF LIMITATIONS ON GRADES (optional)
AT THE END OF THE NINTH (9th) SEMESTER OF ENROLLMENT (for a 4-year
curriculum, or 11th for a 5-year curriculum), A STUDENT MAY ELECT
TO HAVE THE FIRST SEMESTER COURSE GRADES AND GRADE- POINT-CREDIT
REMOVED FROM THE DETERMINATION OF HIS GRADE-POINT- RATIO. AND COURSE
CREDIT-TOTAL. THEREAFTER, AT THE END OF EACH ADDITIONAL SEMESTER,
THE REMOVAL OF THE NEXT SEMESTERS' (2 , 3, etc.) GRADE- POINT- CREDIT
AND COURSE CREDIT MAY BE ELECTED. THIS ARTICLE IN NO WAY SUPERSEDES
THE PREVIOUS ARTICLES .

COMMENTARY
Many students entering college curricula have suffered what is
commonly referred to as "freshman syndrome." The student is unprepared
for the enormous change in lifestyle expected of him/her by college courses.
The student may be unprepared to accept the responsibility for self
activated study either because he/she has been conditioned to a learning
atmosphere in which he/she is led through the learning process or because
he/she simply desires to be actively at play, though enrolled in college.
For whatever reason, such students usually make debacles of their initial
attempts at college course work. The university faculty and administrators
recognize this in the formulation of regulations for Continued Enrollment
(Art. I), Probation (Art. II), Readmission After Dismissal (Art. III).
Such policies allow many students who do sufficiently mature work to eventually
complete curriculum course requirements. Some students are caught, however, in a grade- point-crisis at the end of their programs, due mainly to
deficiencies at the beginning of their programs.
An attempt was made, several years ago, to remove this difficulty by
introducing the policy of removable-first-semester-failing-grades. This
policy failed because no sanction against such failing grades remained.
The result was that many students, becoming aware of the policy, used i t t o
their purposes.
The proposed policy would not remove present sanctions on continued
enrollment, probation and readmission. In any student's case, it would not
come into force (if he/she elected) until the grades are rendered at the
end of the ninth (9th) semester. He/she would not just choose to disregard
any early failing grades, but will have to make a more difficult decision,
to disregard both failing and passing grades (and their course credit).
Thus the choice of election would likely be made by only those students
whose initial attempts had been, as first noted, a debacle.

ATTACHMENT B

CLEMSON
UNIVERSrrY

President ' s Report

FACULTY SENATE

August 25 , 1981

1.

Dean's Retre at , July 26- 28 , 1981
I met with the President, the
Provost and Vice Provosts , and the College Deans at High Hampton .
Matters considered included consulting policy , the general educa
tion proposal, faculty workload analysis, and admissions policies .
Position papers a r e being deve loped in each of these areas .

2.

Council of Deans, August 3 , 1981

3.

*

A policy and procedur e fo r the S. C. Energy Research and
Development Center is being developed.

*

A proposal for a non- degree program in Nuclear Engineering
Technology was recommended for approval.

President ' s Cabinet , August 5, 1981

*

A warning t icket for cars without current parking decals
was approved. After t hree warning tickets , the car would
be towed .

*

The black caucus will visit campus September 4 and 5, 1981

4.

John Huffman will serve as Chairman of the Grievance Board.

5.

President Atchley will be the guest of the Senate during its
September meeting .

6.

The proce ss to name a committee to select a holder of the Abney
Chair has begun. The Economics faculty representatives have been
elected as provided in the new Policy on Endowed Chairs and Titled
Professorships .

SSM/ lm
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ATTACHMENT C

CLEMSON
UNIVERSITY

FACULTY SENATE

Aug ust 25, 1981

Senato r James M. Waddell, Jr.
P.O. Box 1026
Beaufort, SC 29902
Dear Senator Waddell:
On behalf of the Faculty of Clemson University, the Faculty Senate
wishes to express i ts appreciation for your efforts in the General Assembly
on behalf of the University, and especially in regard to the faculty
salary adjustment funds provided in th i s year ' s state budget. As you
know, faculty salaries at Cl emson have fallen signif i cantly beh i nd those
of comparable i nstitutions, especially in the very competitive technological
areas emphasized at Clemson, and particularly at the higher faculty ranks.
The salary adjustment funds you helped to secure will reduce this gap , and
aid us in attracting and r etaining a top quality faculty.
Again, thanks very much for you r efforts on qur behalf .
Sincerely,

Stephen S. Me lshei mer, President
for the Faculty Senate
SSM/nhw
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MINUTES OF THE FACULTY SENATE
September 22 , 1981
I.

Senate Chambers

Call to Order :
President Stephen Melsheimer called the meeting to order and introduced
President Bill Atchley , who presented plans for using the funds being
sought in the recently announced capital campaign , the Clemson Centennial
Fund.
The funding drive, broken into two phases , the first to raise $25 million,
the second $35 million, will be spread over eight years and will coincide
with Clemson ' s one-hundredth. birthday .
Monies collected will be used to establish endowed chairs, professorships,
visiting professorships , and fellowships.
Other monies will go to an ener gy center, performing arts center, a con
tinuing education center, and the library .
In addition , some of the funds will be used to buy needed equipment and
to support faculty research efforts.
Following his presentation of the proposed funding drive, President Atchley
responded to a number of questions about the campaign and then opened the
floor to other questions ,. among them queries on who would decide whether
Clemson would remain with the College Football association if the NCAA
voted to expel the colleges belonging to the former group, on the uses
of the airplane being sought by Clemson , on the cutback on the number of
fellowships for graduate students , on the amount of reduced funds for
agriculture services , and on a golf course for the University .

II.

Approval of Minutes:
The Senate approved the minutes of the meeting of August 25, 1981, after
the addition of the words "which was passed" in the fourth line of fourth
paragraph under Committee Reports.

III.

Committee Reports:
A.

Admissions and Scholarship:
In place of the necessarily absent Jim Kimbell , President Melsheimer
reported that the Admissions and Scholarship Committee had various
matters under consideration and would have business to report to
the Senate next month.

B.

Policy :
Senator Rollin reported that the Policy Committee had considered three
recommendations for changes in University policy from the Faculty
Manual Revision Committee.
The Senate voted to consider each recommendation separately. The first
concerned Sabbatical leaves, the second , re-definitions of facult y
ranks, the third , certain changes in tenure policy .
Discussion centered on the second and third recommendations . Two
visiting faculty members, Arlene Plevin and Jeff Dezen, were allowed
to speak on the second r ecommendation.
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The Senate voted to make two changes in the report , the first con
cerning the definition of a lecturer , the second, the addition of
a sentence to the first paragraph of page four . (See Attachment A
for the report as revised.)
On a motion by Senator Bennett , the Senate agreed to add to the
faculty ranks the positions of Research Associate (with professorial
rank) and Research Associate (unranked). (See Attachment!·)
C.

Research
Reporting for the Research Committee, Senator Ham said that the
Committee met with Otis Nelson on September 15 to discuss University
policy regarding admission of international graduate students. Nelson
stated that he is implementing University policy made several years
ago, about 1976 . Part of the policy requires a.:! visa for inter
national students receiving assistantships. Nelson suggested further
discussion of the policy with Dean Arnold Schwartz.
The Committee also reviewed the proposed guidelines for thesis that
were formulated by the Graduate Student Association. The Committee
had no real problems with the guidelines but elected to present them
to the Senate for comment before replying to the GSA.
The Senate approved a motion by Senator Huffman to form an Ad Hoc
Committee on Graduate Admissions.

D.

Welfare:
No report was given.

E.

Ad Hoc Committees:
Senator Hood reported that the Ad Hoc Committee on the Abney Chair
of Free Enterprise had completed its work . He remarked that the
Committee did not get the name changed but did accomplish the ac
ceptance of a policy concerning endowed chairs. (See Attachment B
for a record of the Committee's actions.)

F.

Commissions:
Senator Palmer reported that the Commission on Undergraduate Studies
has received a report on the process of student evaluation of the
faculty . The report will be forwarded to President Melsheimer.

IV .

President's Report:
(See Attachment _f for the full report . )
President Melsheimer announced that Senators Hood, Huffman, and Senn are
at work on a report to list faculty priorities for funds made availabl e
by the Alumni Association.

V.

Old Business:
None

VI.

New Business :
None

- 3VII.

Adjournment:
The Senate adjourned at 5:47 p.m.
Respectfully submitted,

~1.:~~·},
The Faculty Senat e

JLIJr/lm
Enclosures
Senators Absent :
Cross , D. L.
Olive , E.
Fisher, J.

ATTACHMENT A
Report of the Policy Committee:

9/15/81

The Policy Committee received the following three recommendations for
changes in University policy from the Faculty Manual Revision Committee and
reviewed and emended them at its meeting of September 9th. The Faculty
Manual Revision Committee concurring in the emendations, the Policy Committee
seeks the approval of these recommendat ions by the Faculty Senate and their
forwarding to the University Administration.
Recommendation 1: Suggested Change in Sabbatical Leave Policy
It is recommended that the first sentence in the section of the current
Manual for Faculty Members pertaining to sabbatical leave (pp. 45-46) be
revised as follows :
Sabbatical leave may be granted by the President of the University
to any tenured faculty member who has completed at least six (6)
years of full-time service with the University .
RATIONALE. The present pol i cy restricts sabbatical leaves to tenured Professors
and Associate Professors, thereby excluding tenured Assistant Professors and
Librarians. This is not common pr~ctice in American higher education, as is
suggested by the fact that, of ten other faculty manuals examined, only one
(the University of South Carolina) had such a stipulation .
The present policy fails to take into account the likelihood that it is
those at the Assistant Professor rank who may most benefit from such leaves.
Usually younger faculty members, Assistant Professors are in the prime of
their professional lives, most ready for professional growth and development,
and possessing the energy and enthusiasm to maximize their investments in
scholarship and research. At the same time, however, because they are junior
faculty, they often carry more courses and more lower-division courses than
their seniors. Thus opportunities to teach upper - division courses and the
time to conduct related scholarship and research may be more limited during
the same period in which they are expected to be highly productive in order
to attain advancement in rank .
To deny such faculty the opportunity for professional development which
sabbatical leave provides, therefore, does a disservice to junior faculty,
but is also an impediment to the University's aim of excellence in its
three - fold mi ssion of teaching , research, and public service .
The present policy seems to assume that the sabbatical leave is a
kind of reward - - "in recognition of outstanding service and scholarly
achievement in teaching, research, or extension." This is contrary to
prevailing ph i losophy in higher education, where...)n sabbatical leaves
are perceived as instrumental to faculty professional development. (Even
business and industry seem to be corning to this view.) If sabbatical leaves
are to be seen as rewards at all, they are best seen as rewarding the Universi ty .
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Recommendation 2:

Suggestions for Re-Defining Certain Faculty Ranks

It is recommended that the following definitions of the ranks of
Instructor, lecturer, and Post - Doctoral Fellow replace/complement the
relevant texts and references in the current Manual for Faculty Members
(e .g . , pp. 33, 34, 35, 47).
Instructor.

Normally, the master's degree or equivalent is

required, with preference given to those actively pursuing or
possessing the terminal degree.

Appointees should show promise

for advancement to higher faculty ranks.

Instructors not promoted

by the end of their fourth (4th) year of full - time service may
receive an appointment of one (1) additional year only .

Instructor

is not a tenurable rank, but four (4). years of service o r less in
that rank may be credited towards the tenure probationary period.
lecturers.

This rank i~ assigneq to individua!s with special teachin~

-,~~~'.1: y~ :-- . ?l nd p 11 };/,· Q.- ..S~vviC~ .:J_u ,1 ~ f"r-:J/'J ~,

--21:1flet1of1S ~,1,o de r:iot ~eet tire usual eFrterra for ,egular faculty 1a11t<o,e,---Ad caA-Aot:, tlie aefore, ettaifl aavefleerne11t in ran~ lecturer is not a
tenurable rank, and time spent in this rank at Clemson or elsewhere
may not be credited towards the University's tenure probationary period.
Post-Doctoral Fellow.

Normally , individuals appointed to these positions

will have completed the terminal degree, and will be engaged in research
and/or advanced specialized training under the direction of a regular
faculty member for a limited time period.

Post-Doctoral Fellows are

not eligible for tenure, nor may time spent in this rank at Clemson or
elsewhere be credited towards the University's tenure probationary period.
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Resea rch Associate

(with professorialAt......te) .

These titles denote a

temporary appointment of an individual for special research functions, typ i cally
in connection with externally funded research projects.

The individuals appointed

wil l have the gene r al qualif i cat ions for regular faculty ranks, and the r ank
designator appended to t he title (e.g., Research Associa t e/Assistant Professor)
indicates the level of qualifications and experience of the appointee.
of appointment wi l l norma ll y not exceed one year.

The term

Limited r enewals may be effected,

but this rank is appropriate only in cases of a temporary and brief association
with the University.

l/)\y~

~/

Research Associate (u;...esl · - Jigd) .

This title i s used for. individuals who possess

special ski! ls o r experience for research functions, but who do not have the usv~f

n::

aai qualifications for other facult y r anks.

I

t
RATIONALE. The ways in which the rank of Instructor is construed and assigned
at Clemson are at variance with generally accepted practice in higher education.
It is usually the case that th i s rank is assigned to beginning professionals,
individuals who may lack the approp r iate terminal d~gree but who are actively
pursuing it. These are indiv iduals who in other respects-- i nstructional load,
COITITlittee responsibilities, participation in departmental governance, etc.-
are expected to perform in accordance with the same standards as more senior
faculty. Even resea rch and publication may be expected of them, though in
some cases research and writing in connection with a thesis or dissertation
may be regarded as acceptable substitutes.
Currently, these individuals, who are doing much the same work as faculty
above them in rank (and sometimes more or better work) are disenfranchised:
they are not always accorded full faculty status nor may their service be
negotiated towards a reduction in their tenure probationary period. (Thus
a tenure - track Instructo r at another institution appointed to the Clemson
faculty could receive cred i t for service as Instructor at the former institution
but not at Clemson.)
The main reason for this deviation from the academic norm seems to be
mainly a historical one: in the past ce r tain individuals who could have
been or should have been ass i gned the rank of Lecturer or Research Associate
were assigned the rank of Instructor . These were individua l s appointed to
do specific and limited instructional or research tasks and no others (e.g.,
publication, committee work), who sometimes had completed a career outside
academia, or who were content to pe r fo rm far more l i mited tasks for the
University than those expected of r egular faculty. In some cases these
were graduate students who would have more appropriately been titled Teaching
Assistants or Research Assistants .
In addition, it might be pointed out that some Clemson colleges and
departments have anticipated the proposed change (and thus rejected current
practice) by according full faculty status to regular Instructors in their
by-layfo.
The prov1s1on that Instructors (as defined herein) be promoted by at
least the end of their fourth year of full-time service or be terminated
also is cons i stent with common practice. Behind this practice lies the
assumption that an individual who has not attained the expected terminal
degree within four years of service at Clemson is not likely to be one who
will in the future raise the quality of the Clemson Faculty . To retain such
individuals indefinitely at the rank of Instructor, then, does a disservice to
the University, which in most cases will be able to appoint someone with more
promise, but also to Instructors themselves by allowing them to be dilatory in
their professional advancement.
Recommendation 3:

For Certain Changes in Tenure Pol icy

It is recommended that present University policy be revised to allow for
the possibility of negotiating a reduction in the tenure probationary period

by crediting prior relevant no.n-acad~m i c experience. To accomplish this
;yi1'!>f- f>o.ta1 <'apv1
th:. 111 d
end, thel\~Q rtiRe.A-t &.istie~ of the current tenure policy (as released by the

''?

Provost ) would be emended as follows (substantive changes indicated by
underlining):
The probationary period for tenure- track faculty members shall not
exceed seven (7) years.

A faculty member's full-time tenure or

tenure-track service at another institution of higher learning.£.!:..
relevant non-academic experience may be included within said seven-year
period.

In the case of individuals with more than three (3) years

service at the rank of Instructor at Clemson or wi th more than three (3)
years of prior tenure or tenure-track service at another academic institutuion(s), a probationary period of four (4) years or less may be
mutually agreed upon in writing at the time of the initial Clemson
appointment, even though an individual's total probationary period may
thus be extended beyond the norma l seven - year span.

In the case of

individuals with relevant non - academ i c experience, a probationary period
of seven (?) years or less may be mutually agreed upon in writing at the
time of the initial Clemson appo i ntment.
RATIONALE . Clemson's present policy on the issue of candidates with relevant
non-academic experience, reaffirmed through Senate action though it recently
was, is also out of step with widely accepted practice i n American higher
education. Examples abound of distinguished public servants, artists, leaders
of business and industry, and scientists being granted full faculty status by
some of the most prestigous universities in the country. Such acquisitions are
rightly regarded as triumphs by the appointing institutions . Seen in this light ,
Clemson's policy hinders the University in its efforts to recruit the most
distinguished faculty possible.
Furthermore, the present policy is inconsistent with the principles (which
the policy itself embodies) that distinguished achievement prior to appointment
t o Clemson may warrant the reduction or even the eliminat ion of probationary
status . It surely cannot be argued that t h e ~ possible mode of distinction
i s through academic achievement.

6
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It shou l d be kept in mind that the proposed policy change is not
wi t hout safeguards- -credit toward the reduction of probat i onary status for
non - academic expe r ience, like cred i t for prior academic experience, can
only be granted through a department's established peer review process.
In the case of prospective teachers with distinguished non - academic service -
their 11 track records" in r esearch , c reativity, public service, etc . being
a l ready well - documented - -the peer review unit need focus mainly on how
effective a teache r the i ndividual is likely to be and on how long it should
take to be able to make a final determination concern i ng this question .
In sum , the main th r ust behind this p roposed change is the desirability
of raising the qua l ity of the Clemson Faculty as much as possible as expeditiously
as possible. And it i s further assumed that in order to do so the Unive r sity
cannot affort to operate as i f the individ uals best qualified to do so are only
to be fou nd in academia.
Respectfu ll y submitted ,
for the Policy Committee,

~(3 ~
Roger B. Ro l 1 i n
Cha irpe r son

ATTACHMENT B

CLE:?Y.1:SON
UNIVE:RSITY

PROVOST AND VICE PRESIDENT
FOR ACADEMIC AFFAIRS

September 14 , 1981

ME M O R A N D U M
TO:

Dr . Stephen S. Melshiemer
President of the Faculty Senate

FROM:

W. David Maxwell , Provost _,".
f
'
.._

SUBJECT :

Abney Chair of Free Enterprise

">- - J T

Dr. Clar ence Hood has requested that I send information , through you,
r elative to the appointment of the Abney Chair Search Committee so that he
can close out the records o f his ad hoc committee . I am listing below the
sequence of events in this regard and am also attaching relevant correspondence :
July 17, 1981
The Clemson University Board of Trustees approved the
new "Policy on Endowed Chairs and Titled Pr ofessorships" which states in
part : "The major ity of each such committee will be compr ised of faculty
member s from the department to which the chair or titled professorship is
assigned and will be selected by t he faculty of that department. At least
one faculty memb er from a related discipline in another college will be
appointed to the committee by the Provost."
July 13 , 1981 -- Dr. Maxwell (in anticipation that the above- named policy
would be approved) wrote to Dean Amacher and asked that the Search Committee
be selected by the departmental faculty.
July 17, 1981 -- Dean Amacher asked Dr. Cottle to have his depar tment elect
four or six member s to serve on this committee .
August 18, 1981 -- The Economics faculty met and elected six members to
serve : Bruce Yandle, Hugh Macaulay , Dudley Blair, Russell Shannon , Holley
Ulbrich, and Ben Hawkins .
August 24, 1981

Dean Amacher notified Provost Maxwell of those elected.

August 26, 1981
Provost Maxwell asked Dr. J. C. Hite to serve (as the
member from a related area).
August 31, 1981 -- The committee held its first meeting and elected Russell
Shannon as Chairperson.
WDM:ak
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(Approved by the Board of Trustees of Clemson University , July 17 , 1981 )

Policy on Endowed Chairs and Titled Professors hips
For the purposes of this policy, endowed chairs refer to named professorships
which are wholly or primarily funded by the income from an endowment. Titled
professorships entail a praenomen and a salary supplement which may be provided
from endowment income or from annual grants to the University .
Selection
Those appointed to endowed chairs and titled professorships must be selected
by members of the academic community. Because of the University-wide importance
of these positions, there must be representation from colleges other than that in
which the chair or titled professorship resides, in selecting the faculty members
for these distinguished appointments.
The search and scr eening committee for the Alumni Professorships shall
consist of the academic deans , chaired by the senior academic dean (in terms of
service at Clemson University as an academic dean) . This ad hoc committee will
nominate at least two candidates for each vacant A!Ulm:li Professorship and forward
its recommendations to the Provost . The Provost will recommend each appointment,
and forward these r ecommendations and the slate of nominees to the President. If
the President so directs, the Provost will ask the committee for additional
nominations .
For all other endowed chairs and titled professorships the search and
screening committees will have compositions that are approved by the Provost .
The majority of each such committee will be comprised of faculty members from
the department to which the chair or titled professorship is assigned and will
be selected by the faculty of that department. At least one faculty member from
a related discipline in another college will be appointed to the committee by the
Provost. Administrators in the line of appointment will not serve on the search
committee. This ad hoc committee will nominate a slate of candidates and forward
its recommendations to the department head. The department head will recommend
the appointment, and forward this recommendation along with the slate of nominees
for review and approval by the Dean, the Provost, and the President. If the
President so directs, the Provost will ask the committee for additional
nominations.
Rank and Tenure Status
The rank and tenure status of those appointed to endowed chairs or titled
professorships will be determined by the applicable rules, regulations, policies,
and practises governing all appointments to the faculty of Clemson University.
Conditions of Award
The University community as a whole has a vested and vital int erest in
the academic contributions of holders of endowed chairs and titled prof essorshi ps .

Policy on Endowed Chairs and Titled Professorships

Consequently, while appointments to such chairs and titled professorships shall
be for an indefinite period, and while the performance of the holders of such
appointments will be subject to the normal reviews of performance to which all
faculty members are subject, a special review of the performance of these
particular faculty members may be conducted, if the conditions stated at the
time of award so stipulate . A review may be initiated by the Dean of the College
if requested by both the Departmental Advisory Committee and the Department Head.
In the case of endowed chairs, the conditions of award may provide fo r reviews at
periodic intervals if mutually agreed in writing at the time of award.
For such reviews the Provost will ensure that a committee, composed in the
same manner as the search and screening committee that made the initial selection
of the holder, ·evaluates the performance of the holder of the chair or titled
professorship. Recommendations of this committee for removal will follow the
path of those of the initial search and screening committee. Should these
recommendations result in a decision by the President to remove the incumbent
from the chair or titled professo rship, such a decision will not affect the
tenure status or basic professorial rank of the incumbent.
THIS POLICY IS EFFECTIVE IMMEDIATELY UPON FAVORABLE ACTION BY THE BOARD
OF TRUSTEES OF CLEMSON UNIVERSITY . (Approved on July 17, 1981)

FACULTY SENATE

PRESIDENT'S REPORT
September 15, 1981

1.

The draft Faculty Constitution has been distributed to all faculty
members, and the following schedule of fo rums for faculty
review has been set:
Sept . 24, 1981

1 :25 p. m.

Daniel Aud.

Liberal Arts/
Education/Library

Sept. 24, 1981

4: 00 p.m.

Earle Aud.

Engineering/
Architecture

Sept. 25, 1981

4:00 p.m.

101 Kinard

Sciences/Nursing

Sept. 29, 1981

3:30 p.m.

P&AS Aud.

Agriculture/F&RR

Oct. 1 ' 1981

1 :25 p.m.

Sirrine Aud.

IM&TS

While the meeting locations and time have been scheduled for the con
venience of the colleges indicated, any faculty member who cannot make the
meet i ng for his college is invited to attend any of the others.
2.

President's Council, August 28, 1981

*

Vice President Barnette briefed the Council on the effects of the
$3 million budget shortfall. These include larger class sizes,
travel cuts, personnel cuts, and WEPR funding cut.

*

Vice Provost Schwartz reported that about 50 students enrolled in
the Greenville program. Two courses were cancelled. Indications
are that a large number of prospective students enrolled at
Greenville TEC to satisfy prerequis i tes.

*

Fall enrollmen t is about 11,200

CLEMSON. SOUTH CAROLINA 29e31 • TELEPHONE 803/ 666-2458
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3.

Council of Deans, September 14, 1981

*

A position paper proposing a general education requirement was
approved by the Deans. It will be given to Admissions and
Scholarships for review, and each college faculty will review
before adoption is considered .

*

A position paper on research incentives was approved by the
Deans. I will forward this to Research for review .

*

A position pape r on consulting was approved by the Deans.
Research has this under review.

*

A Faculty Workload Analysis system was approved by the Deans.
Th i s has only minor variances from the Senate approved document .

~
Stephen S. Melsheimer
President, Faculty Senate

Addendum to President ' s Report

(9/22/ 81)

4. The Senate Report on Academic Regulations adopted at the August 25
meeting has been forwarded to the Commission on Undergraduate
Studies . A copy of the final version is appended (Attachment 8) .
5. Board of Trustees , Sept. 18, 1981

* Mr. P. W. McAlister was elected Vice- Chairman
* President Atchley gave a preliminary outline of the effect of the
budget cuts to be made this year.
- $1.135M in Public Service, including 41 extension positions,
$94K in the meat inspection program, and the annual extension
conference
- $3 . 661M in E & G including $210K in graduate assistants,
$889K in supplies, and $2 . 3M in equipment.

* IPTAY income was reported to exceed $3 million this year.
Alumni Fund income is hoped to reach $2 million.
6. Council of Deans,

Sept. 21, 1981

* The Deans gave final approval to a General Education proposal.
This is now to be forwarded to all Collegiate curriculum committees
for review, with replies expected within the next month. I will
ask the Admissions and Scholarship Committee to review and report
to the Senate at the October meeting.

* The Deans reviewed the Academic Regulations Reports of the

University Ad Hoc Committee and of the Faculty Senate. The
Deans endorsed the revision of our academic regulations. On points
where the Senate and the Ad Hoc Committee differed:
- The Deans endorsed the 2.0 requirement proposed by the Senate
for good academic standing.
The Ad Hoc Committee mandate for no exemptions was endorsed.
- The Senate position in opposition to the comprehensive final
exam policy was endorsed.
In addition, the Deans recommended:

-

The readmission policy should require a semester to elapse
between appeals, and academic renewal after two years.
The student load limit should be 21 hours, or 15 hours if
on probation.

FACULTY SENATE

August 31, 1981
FACULTY SENATE REPORT
ON
ACADEM IC REGULATIONS
The Faculty Senate has , through its Admissions and Scholarship
Committee, reviewed the undergraduate portion of the Report of the
University Ad Hoc Committee on Academic Regulations. The following Senate
recommendations, adopted at the August 25 meeting, are keyed to the sections
in the Un iversity Ad Hoc Committee Report .
1.

Higher Standards for Remaining Enrolled. The Senate recommends that
a mini mum cumulative GPR of 2.00 be required of all students to main 
tain good academic standing. The Senate finds no v i rtue in de l uding
a freshman or sophomore with the thought that anything less is satis
facto ry. The two semester (24 hours attempted) grace period provided
in Section I I provides ample opportunity for students to make-up a
deficiency. Appendix A, Section I of this report presents the text
that reflects the above recommendation.

I I.

New Procedures for Academic Probation. The Senate agrees with the
intent of the Committee Report. However, the Senate recommends that
Appendix A, Section II be substituted for all of Section I I in the
Ad Hoc Committee report.

II I.
IV.
V.
VI .
VI I.
VI I I.

IX .

Readmission After Dismissal.
Committee recommendation.
Withdrawal Policy (Drop Date) .
Student Loads.
lncompletes.

The Senate concurs with the Ad Hoc
The Senate concurs.

The Senate concurs.
The Senate concurs .

Transfer Credit .

The Senate concurs.

Credit by Exemption. The Senate recommends the wording be as follows:
NO LETTER GRADE OR GRADE POINTS SHAL~ BE ASSIGNED FOR ANY COURSE IN
WHICH THE STUDENT HAS RECEIVED CREDIT BY EXEMPTION.
300- 400- Level Courses.
Committee.

The Senate concurs with the Ad Hoc
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X.
XI .
XII .
XI I I.

Course Substitution .

The Senate concurs.

Re- exam inations . The Senate recommends that al l statements in
in university publications regarding re-examinations be deleted.
Prerequis ites.

The Senate concurs .

Exemption from Final Examinations. The Senate opposes the proposed
prohibit ion on exemptions from final exams.

XIV.

Comprehensive Final Examinations .
the natu r e of final exams .

The Senate is opposed to specify ing

XV .

Schedu ling of Final Examinations.

The Senate concurs.

XVI .

XVI I.

The Week Before Fi nals (Dead Week). The Senate concurs, but
suggests the wording be : NO EXAMINATIONS MAY BE SCHEDULED FOR
THE WEE K BEFORE FINALS EXCEPT IN THE LABORATORY PORTIONS OF
LECTURE/LABORATORY COURSES.
Student Grade Reports.

The Senate concurs .

-3-

APPENDIX A
I.

I I.

REQUIREMENTS FOR MA INTAINING GOOD ACADEMIC STANDING
A.

During the regular academic year all undergraduate records are
reviewed for quality at the end of the fall and spring semesters.
The records of students attending one or both of the summer
sessions will be inspected at the end of the second summer term .

B.

The requirement for maintaining good academic standing is
maintenance of a 2 . 0 cumulative grade point ratio (GPR).

C.

Any student who fails to maintain the m1n1mum required cumulative
GPR will be placed on academic probation.

ACADEMIC PROBATION
A.

In the event that a student is placed on academic probation,
notification to that effect will appear on the grade report
for that term in which the student's academic deficiency occurred.

B.

Any student who is placed on academic probation must make up the
deficiency in his or her cumulative GPR and return to good aca
demic standing within the next 24 semester hours attempted.* The
student who corrects his or her cumulative GPR deficiency within
the 24 semester-hour period will be removed from academic proba 
tion, and notice of clearance will appear on the grade report
for the academic term in which the student returned to good
standing. Failure to remove oneself from probation within the
24 semester-hour 1 imit will result in dismissal from the uni 
versity, and notice of dismissal for reasons of academic
ineligibility will be entered into the student's grade report
and permanent record.

*

Interpretation: Any student on probation must become cleared
from probation no later than the end of the academic term in which
the 24 semester-hour limit has been equaled or surpassed.

MINUTES OF THE FACULTY SENATE
October 20, 1981
I.

Senate Chambers

Call to Order:
President Stephen Melsheimer called the meeting to order at 3:31 p.m.
and recognized the presence of Deans Amacher and Waller and Dr. Corinne
Sawyer.

II.

Approval of Minutes:
President Melsheimer suggested that the final seven pages of Attach
ment B be removed inasmuch as they had no direct bearing on Senate
business. A sentence on page two (III.C.) was chang~d to read as
follows: The Senate approved a motion by Senator Huffman to form an
Ad Hoc Committee on Graduate Admissions. A correction was made con
cerning Senator Palmer's report on the Commission on Undergraduate
Studies.
These corrections having been made, the minutes of the meeting of
September 22 were approved.

III.

Committee Reports:
A.

Admissions and Scholarship:
Senator Kimbell, reporting on recent study of the General Education
Plan from the Dean's Council, moved that the comments of the Ad
missions and Scholarship Committee be ad~pted by the Senate.
During the ensuing discussion, Senator Rollin asked about the
ori~in and disposition of the proposal. Senator Kline expressed
the concern that too little time was being allowed for discussion
of the plan by departmental and collegiate curriculum committees.
Senator Fisher wondered whether the concept of general education
should be considered and voted on by the faculty.
Granted permission to give a brief history of the plan for general
education, Dean Waller said that the present plan was at least
three years old and was a distillation of a committee's report.
William Baron then asked to be allowed to speak as a concerned faculty
member. He, too , wondered what the disposition of the plan would
be. He said that he had served on a committee when the idea of a
general education was broached. Expressing the belief that not enough
study had been made of the idea, he handed out a plan of his own for
Senate consideration. (See Attachment A.)
A motion was then made that a statement by the Senate be substituted
for the report recommended by the Admissions and Scholarship Committee.
The motion carried.
Then on a motion by Senator Palmer, the Senate voted to replace the
Committee's report with the following statement: The Faculty Senate
recommends that no further action be taken by administrative authori
ties until careful consideration can be given by departmental and
collegiate curriculum committees and by the Undergraduate Curriculum

- 2Committee.
B.

The motion carried .

Policy :
Senator Rollin reported that a penultimate or, perhaps, final
review of the Faculty Constitution was being made. He added that
his committee would meet next week to study the Policy section
of the Faculty Manual .

C.

Research:
Giving a report for the Research Committee , Senator Fisher said that
a meeting with Dean Arnold E. Schwartz had revealed that Clemson was
committed to complying with federal legal requirements in dealing
wi th the visas of international students. The J visa rather than
the! visa is the one the Graduate School has traditionally preferred
to use. The Graduate School is willing to work with the faculty on
special cases. The Commission on Graduate Studies is forming a
committee to study the admission of international students.
Senator Fisher then made a motion to have the Senate adopt the
Research Committee's report on the University Ad Hoc Committee
Report on Graduate School Regulations .
Following discussion , the Senate voted to modify the Research
Committee Report by adding the recommendation that item I.e.
of the Ad Hoc Committee Report, " at least eighteen semester hours
must be earned after the GS- 2 form for the Master 's degree has been
accepted and approved, " be deleted.
The Senate also voted to modify the Research Committee Report to
recommend that item I. A. be changed to "No residence requirement
applies to Master's degrees . " Item I.B . on Ph.D. residence would
be left as stated by the Ad Hoc Committee.
After voting on the deletions just cited, the Senate voted to adopt
the Research Committee's report as modified. (See Attachment B for
the full report.)

D.

Welfare:
Senator Quisenberry reported that the Welfare Committee would meet
next week to consider the question of a child- care facility at
Clemson.

E.

Commissions and Ad Hoc Committees:
Senator Huffman reported that the investigation made into funding
supplied by the Clemson Alumni National -Council had led to the
following facts : Funds from that source are used to support
scholarships (Poole and Alumni), a Visiting Alumni Professor, the
Alumni Professorships, and the Alumni Master Teacher Award.
The Committee suggested that funds might be better used if the
Visiting Alumni Professor position could be dropped and the money
used instead to support Faculty development. Additional fellow
ships would be nice to have also . Finally , the Master Teacher
Award might be rotated from college to college.

-3As Senate representative to the Honors Program Committee, Senator
Quisenberry introduced Dr. Corinne Sawyer , Chair of the Honors
Program. The purpose of her visit was to answer questions about
recent announcements concerning Calhoun College, the new title
bestowed on the honors program at Clemson, the higher grade- point
ratio (3.4 instead of 3 . 0) to participate in the program, and
special housing arrangement for participants .
The name of the program, she explained came from a committee headed
by former Senator James Maxwell. The grade average evolved, more or
less, to correspond to the academic requirement to graduate
cum laude, and the special housing under question came as a re
sult of requests by students seeking living quarters more suitable
for serious study .
In r esponse to the que stion about the lack of information about
these matters on the part of the faculty, she explained that she
had thought a meeting with former Senators Stassen Thompson and Alan
Grubb would be the means by which the Senate would be informed . She
also said that members of the Honors Program Connnittee were ex
pect ed to report.
Senator Quisenberry at this point acknowledged that he had failed
to keep the Senate fully posted.
In consequence of Professor Sawyer's remarks, President Melsheimer
reminded all senators sitting on commissions to keep the Senate
abreast. This reminder brought brief reports on the University ' s
life insurance package , the cooperative progr am, the study of
summer school plans and policies, and the selection of students
for Who ' s Who.
IV.

President ' s Report :
(See Attachment.£ for the full report.)

V.

Old Business:
There was no old business.

VI.

New Business :
Acting for the Admissions and Scholarship Committee, Senator Kimbell
proposed the adoption of two resolutions on class schedules , FS 8110- 1 and FS 81- 10- 2. Reid Tribble spoke in opposition to both reso
lutions as a representat ive of the Student Senate. Both resolutions
carried , the second one unanimously .
A friendly amendment by Senator Rollin was incorporated as the fourth
clause in FS 81- 10- 1 . The two resolutions are attached .
President Melsheimer then informed the Senate that no one from the
Senate had been named to the Computer Advisory Commission. He asked
for Senate approval to allow the npmination of a Senate representative
to be brought t o the floor for action as an item of new business . A
motion to permit the matter to come before the Senate carried.
Senator John Fisher was elected to fill the post.

- 4VII.

Adjournment:
The Senate adjourned at 5:30 p . m.
Respectfully submitted ,
r
yv,...
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. Idol , Jr ., Secretary
The Faculty Senate
Senators absent:
H. Harris
L. Blanton
J. Bennett
M. Dixon
M. Bishop

JLIJr/lm
Attachments

FACULTY SENATE

3.

The Ad Hoc Committee on Graduate School Admissions has been appointed
as follows:
John Huffman (Chairman)
John Dick
John Bennett
Ed Olive
Mike Vatalaro

4.

Council of Academic Deans - October 19, 1981
*The Deans are still reviewing proposals for a consulting policy. The
Research Committee is being kept informed of their deliberations.
*The Deans reviewed a summary of the University Ad Hoc Committee,
Faculty Senate, and Dean's Council positions on Academic Regulations,
and reaffirmend their position which is largely concurrent with the
Faculty Senate.
*The Deans reviewed the latest draft of the Faculty Constitution, and
suggested one clarification in wording.

5.

Athletic Council - October 19, 1981
*The NCAA/CFA situation, and the proposals to be placed before the NCAA
Special Convention in December, were reviewed. At an earlier meeting
the Athletic Council voted to support the CFA position that the major
football colleges should have a substantially self-governing organization,
within NCAA if possible .
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ATTACHMENT C

CLE~SON
UN:X:VERS:X:TY

FACULTY SENATE

October 13, 1981
PRESIDENT ' S REPORT

1.

The faculty forums held in the various colleges to discuss the proposed
constitution produced a number of comments and suggestions that were
forwarded to the Policy Committee. Dr. Maxwell has also reviewed the
document, and forwarded comments to the Policy Committee . The Policy
Committee has reviewed these comments, and produced a revised document
that will be distributed to the Senate either at the October meeting or
shortly thereafter. Senate action on the Constitution is planned for the
November 17, 1981 meeting . Please carefully review the Constitution and be
prepared to act at that meeting.

2.

Council of Deans - October 5, 1981

* Final position on consulting policy still not reached by Deans .
* Deans were advised to prioritize equipment expenditures for use
if funds become available.
Accreditation visit went well.
* A position paper on admissions policy is being developed.

*

~~~
Stephens . Melsheimer
President

SSM/nhs
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<;l .

?.:i ·:e

LL n:1 r :1·! :-.-::rn 3 . c;cn : .:? nce 5. <lt:? lece "fi <!l<l co•J r:,es."

10.

P:i~e .in . li:1~::; ~) .i nd 10 . Jel..?ce "
of .:he .tdviso,·· c::-::1::ti.c:ee."

11.

Pa~e 36. delace ~ll r~fe:-ances co fees and .:idd sentence
c!1.:1c =-~~a:-s sc u:::~n: co :i page cha: lists cosc and could be
up<l.:icea yearly ~i:~ouc ex:ensive rewriting .

12 .

Pa~e 37 under Ti:ne Limit. line 4 co read :·
~v :he advisorv corn~itcee and 3pproved bv

. . and cite chni :-::,an

"When recor.unendeci
II

13.

Page 38 , paragraph 2, line 8 to read: "~!embers of the Faculty
are invited to attend the examination as well as mecbers of
the Graduate Curriculum Committee and the Graduate Dean . "

l~.

Page 3S, ?ara~ra~h 2, line 15. delete everything after
"adviso;-:: cor..::iic:ee." Retain last sentence however.

II.

C.

n:::\L roc-ro:t\L 0r~\ L ;)£FE~:s i::. ..\. s:-::n c:iT \·mO ~AILS A n:::,L
OR.AL i)!::F'':::)IST-: :!..W 'GE ,\LLm·iC:D ,\ SECO:!D OPPORTV:HTY r:: A St:Z
SC:QGE::T SE:!E.ST:r:. o m.Y WIT:i THE RECO:!:-fE):DATIO:-l OF THE ADIJISORY
CO:~·!IT::::. F:\IL~::tE OF T?.'£ SECO::o EXA}!I~ATIO~ m11 RESl-1.T I~r
DIS~!ISS.!.L F~O:·! T:-:E GRADUATE SCHOOL.

H.

THE CSC: OF 6 00-EVC:L COURS ES I~ T:IE :·!ASTER ' S LEVEL PU:.r OF
STl;:)Y SHOULD BE EXA.'!I~!ED BY THE cmNISSION ON GRADUATE STUDES
Al;D RESEARCH .

Editorial Changes for Inclusion in the 1981-1982 Graduate School
Announcements
The following items are recommended by t~e Committee for imnediate
im?le::!encation since they appear co be of such nature as co require
no prolon~ed study oy other groups . For the most pare, they repre
sent chanies resulting iro~: (a) the new role of the faculty in
curriculu~ matters : (o) the organizational restructuring of The
Gracuace Sc~ool: (c ) action by the for:ner Educational Council; and
(d) attempts co reMove ambiguities or redundancies .
1.

Pa~e 13, parag;raph 6, add :

"chemistry and physics libraries . "

2.

Page 31, line 2 to read : "This committee is selected by the
student and aooroved bv the deparcc:ient head . "

3.

Page 32. i~..nediately under Academic Standards , to read:
Z·losc gr.:iduate courses are graded on an A- B-C-F scale. Thesis
and dissertation research and several other courses are graded
on a "pnss- fail" basis. These courses are not included in the
.:icademic ;:ivera~e; however, the grade is placed on the student's
perm.:inent record . Only credit hours for ~hich a grade of pass
is achi eved will apply toward the number of credit hours re
(!11ired for th<! degree . The accumulation of gr:1des of "pass"
in thc:-;is or di s 5ertation research does not imply completion
of the research but indicates satisfacto'ry progress only.

4.

Pa~e J'), line 12, insert: "I-1ormallv, only one request . •
Also strike reference to dean of college.

S.

P:1~e 11. line 22. to re:id:
GS- 7<J 9 ior the purpose

It

. a~y other course ~xccpt

"
It

6.

P:1~e ·14 un<ler ,\mlitin~ hy r.r.idu.::ite Students , delete tht.? :-;encence
which reads, "audi.ted courses do not count .:i~.::iins t . . . . "

7.

Pa~e 15 under .kcc-pt.:int:c of Tr.:ins f er Cre<lit, :1~k chat an :1ccric>1l
itt:J lrn-:cicuti,rn he clc:1rly detin eJ for U . S. lnstitutions.

3.

P:1r.c ) 5. r:1r;1::r:1f)!t '.? . Sl!Cl11l<l an<l chi rd sentenccs-- delctt.? "and
thl! t: r., dua te S c !100 L."

UNIVERSITY AD HOC COMMITTEE

REC C-:NE:!D.\TIO~:s P.EG,\~nr::c r,~\CL\TE SCHOOL P-C:GUL.\TIO::s

This report will consist of c~:o ;-,-1r cs.
Part I :.ill consist of recor.::::endations
that requi:.-e consicier3tion bv the ~ppro?riate commissions and Part II will
~onsist of ~ino r suggestions th~t ~re for the purpose of clarifying existing
regulations.
I.

Recoc~endat~ons reo~i:.-ing additional conside:.-ation
A.

TO ?.ECEIVE THE ~L\STE:R. OF SCIENCE OR HASTER OF ARTS DEGREE,
THE STl'"DEXT :!UST CO;!PLETE AT LEAST FIFTEEN 52-fESTER HOURS
OF G~\DCATE CREDIT ON THE CLE~ISON UNIVERSITY CA:·!PUS DURI::G
A TI:ELVE HONTH PERIOD. THERE ARE NO RESIDENCE REQUIRE:-1ENTS
FOR PROFESSIONAL DEGREES.

B.

TO RECEIVE THE DOCTORATE OF PHILOSOPHY DEGREE THE STUD'D."! MUST
COH?!.ZTE AT LEAST FIFTEE~ SB-!ESTER. HOURS OF GRADUATE CREDIT
0~; !EE CLD!SON t,~;I\'ERS ITY CAHPUS IN A CONTI11JOUS T':J'ELVE
:10:iTE PERIOD OF TI:·!E .

c.

AT LZ...\.ST EIGHTE::. SE:·!ESTER HOURS ~rusT BE EARNED AFTER THE GS2
FOR:·1 FOR THE :!ASTER 'S DEGREE HAS BEEN ACCEPT""cl) A..'ID APPROVED .
CO~·C-::E::TARY: The intent of this recommendation is to provide
the student with an incentive to meet and plan the program
wit:1 his commitcae at an early date . It is the Committee's
belief that this would help prevent students from taking
courses that they might not need.

D.

c:R7.u:-: DOCTOR,\L PROGRANS I~CLUDE FOREIGN LANGUAGE REQGIRE
ND!TS • LANGUAGES ACCEPTED BY ALL PROGRANS ARE FRE~CH A~1)
GER:·L\~. USE OF OTHER LANGUAGES HAY BE APPROVED PROVIDED THE
L\~GUAGE IS NOT NATIVE TO THE STUDENT AND A PROPER TESTING
PROCEDURE CAN BE ESTABLISHED.
CO:fil~lTARY: The intent is to allow the student to use any
langua~e _that is not native to the student as p3rt of the
language requirement .

E.

OPTI0?-1 TI-10 FOR NEETINC THE LANGUAGE REQUIREHE~T SHOULD BE
ELU11;·1J\TED .
cmtNE:'-!TARY : It i.s not <lccinc<l appropriate or sufficit?ntly rigorous
thac a Lan~ua~c taken at an undergraduate level be used as 3
mean:; of mcc~in i~ the lan~uage requirement.

F.

cm!:L\~m DI !IPTII OF A s [NGT.E APPROVED L\..'IGUACE IS EVIDENCED
BY A SCORE /\WVE THE (,OT!I PERCENTILE ON THE C:SFLT. cmN,\ND
IN DEPTH ~tAY AI.St) BE EVIDE:-!CED BY SUPERIOP.. PF.RFOP"''!A,.'ICF. lN
TIIE l51 - l52 SE()lJE~!CE OrFERED BY THE L\i~C:UAGE DEP:\RT;tENT. THE
LOC..\Ll.Y PREP/\REU TP-,\l~SL.\TIWl EXAM M,\Y ~!OT BE USED FOR THIS
PURPOSE.

II . 13

The wording should remain as it currently exists in
the The Graduate School Announcements with the exception
that the Graduate Council should be changed to the
Graduat e Curriculum Conunittee .

II. 14 .

Same reconunendation and conunent as I . G.

The corrunittee had no recommendations concerning the other sections of the report .

D.
M.
J.
L.
P.

~ ~~- -=~---·- -

L. Ham, Chairman , FS Research Corrunittee
Bishop
Fisher
Hudson
Kline

---------

--- ..
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-

.._ .

ATTACHMENT B

CLEMSON
UN:X:VERSrr Y

FACULTY SENATE

October 12, 1981
FACULTY SENATE RESEARCH COMMITTEE REPORT
ON
RECOMMENDATIONS REGARDING GRADUATE SCHOOL REGULATIONS
The Research Committee has reviewed the Uni versity Ad Hoc Committee Repor t
on Graduate School Regulations and offers the following recommendations and
comments which are keyed to the appropriate sections of that report (attached):
I. A. and B.

The wording concerning the twelve-month residency
period should be consistent in both sections .

I. D .

In sentence 3, delet e : "THE LANGUAGE IS NOT NATIVE
TO THE STUDENT AND . " The committee felt that there
is no reason that the native language of an international
student should not be used if it wer e appropriat e and
approved by the department .

I. G.

I n line 2 , delete: "IN A SUBSEQUENT SEMESTER ONLY . "
The advi sory committee should determine when a second
examination period is appropriate . Time between examina
tions should not depend on arbitrary units such as
semesters. Also , how is the student ' s right of appeal
regarding a second examination ensured if only the advisory
committee can recommend a second examination? This should
be stated.

I. H .

The use of 600-level courses in the master ' s level plan
of study is appropriate and often necessary i n maintaining
a viabl e graduate program.

II . 2.

Change the sentence to read: "This committee is sel ected
by the student and major advisor and approved by the
department head .

II . 9 .

The committee did not know what a "field course" was.
Would deleting the term clarify the sentence or sugges t
that credit should be given f or a "field course?" An
explanation i s needed .
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ATTACHMENT A
PROPO.SAL:

SUJT1lITTfD W:
BY:
013JEC,"TIVE:

Gener al Education Requiremen ts for Clanson University
The Facul ty Senate·
W. Baron, Associate Professor of Civil Engineering
To provide a broad educational experiP.nce so that the person holding
a baccalaureate degree f ran Clsnson University will be capable of
assuming a positio_n of l eader ship and r espons ibility in our society .
Specifically:
1) To provide f W1damental skills:

2) 'l'o provide a ba!:::iiC understanding of significant
issues in our soci ety .
~UIR.EMENTS:

Each student r eceiving a baccalaureate degree from Clemson University
will be required to complete not les!:; t han 48 credits in gen<::ral
education.
The following specific minimum requirements will be met by all
undergraduates:
A. English Canposition
6 hours
B.

Literature or Fine Arts

6 hours

c.

Political Science
1. Political Systens
2. Local Political and Judicial Systems

3 hours

Economics
l. Economic Concepts
2. Consumer Economics

3 hours

D.

E.

3 hours

3 hours

Social Science
Social Structures and Behavior
~

3 hours

F.

Mathematics

6 hours

G.

Science

6 hours

H.

Computer Systems

3 hours

I.

Technology

Agriculture
Engineering
Nursing

6 hours

48 hours
It shall be further required that students within a given degree
program may not meet the general education requirements with
courses given by their own college . Thus, students will be
required to substitute courses fran outside their college for
courses offered by their college and listed as general education
requirements.
October 20, 1981

FS 81-10-2
RESOLUTION ON CLASS MEETINGS ON THE HOUR AND HALF- HOUR

WHEREAS·, ten (10) minutes between classes is deemed to be ample time by
colleges and universities in general;
WHEREAS, meeting on the hour and the half- hour provides a desired
continuity for both faculty and students; THEREFORE BE IT
RESOLVED, that should the MWF - TTh class schedule be implemented, the
Faculty Senate request the University administration to implement
said schedule with MWF classes meeting on the hour and TTh classes
meeting on the hour and half-hour.

FS 81-10- 1
RESOLUTION ON MWF- TTH CLASS SCHEDULE
WHEREAS , a MWF and TTh class schedule would provide for at least two nights
of preparation time for all class meetings for both students and
faculty ; and
WHEREAS, said schedule would provide fo r the possibility of acconunodating
commuting and part- time students with a two or three day schedule;
and
WHEREAS, said schedule would provide a very desirable pattern consistency
to classr oom meetings;
WHEREAS, said schedule would facilitate the arranging of student conferences ,
committee meetings , and like activities; and
WHEREAS , said schedule would make available 75 minute periods (TTh) that
are desired by many faculty - especially for some upper level
courses ; and
WHEREAS, academic justification for the present system does not appear to
warrant its continua t ion; THEREFORE BE IT
RESOLVED , that the Faculty Senate requests the Univer sity administration
immediately begin to implement a MWF - TTH class schedule.

